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Parashat

ĞĕĤĒĦ
Ē ĐďŲ Ā ĘĄţ Āĕ ţđ İĕũ ĤŰ ü ŤĒĦÿ ĕžėüă ĐƑ ĥĀ ă Ĉ Čü ĤāĚČ
Ű Ęý ƑĘČý ĤĀ ĥĉ Ť üĕ ĕſ ýĜčąĘ
ăţ Čþ Ĥčăýź ÿăď ĊĤāĚČ
Ą Ęýă Đĥā
ƀ þ Ĉ ĚąĘČþ Đ ŲđĐĕ Ĥƀčăý ďŤĕÿ ÿđ
Ĥĥ
ƀ ĉ ÿ čăţ ĘŖĚŲă üĕ ĕŭ üĜĕĚü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ęŖ Ųňčăÿ đ ĊČĚĄ Ā ĔŤ Ħăü Đă ĦāŲ Ā āđ ţăď Ħ ƀ ÿăď üĜ ĕĚĕ
ŷ ý ėüă ęĕĚŰü Āĕ Ħžİÿ čŤ ĥü Ĉ ĐƑ ČĀ Ěţ ĔĄ Ā ţđ ĤŭėĀ ĀĒ
ĞĎă ųĀ ĦǝČā
ü ĘĄ ĥĈ ďāþ ģǝĘ
ž ėš čăţ ĐĤŭ Ā ĐĄŢ Ĕš ĕĚž ý ďŤ čăü čŲĥý Ĉ Ħăý ęĕĚŰü Āĕ Ħĥāþ Ĉ Ęž ĥăŤ Ĉ đ ęƑ Ŗĕ ęĕĥāƀ ü Ĉ ĘĥăŤ Ĉ đ ĊŖĦĄ ĘĀ ĤŤ İš
ę üĕŲİÿ čĂ ĥţ Ĉ ĐČƀ Ā Ěţ ĔĄ Ā ţđ ďĘýŰ Ħý ĐžčĀ ģţĜąę
ý Čü ţđ ĊĐă ĤĄ Ā ĐĄŢ Ĕš ĕĚţĕ
ƀ ý ĦČā ĘŲ Ěąď
ţ İÿ ČāčŰ ĦĀ Čā Ęž ĥ
Ƒ Ĉ ĀăďģŤ Ěüă ĐąĘ
ÿ Čþ ţđ
Đă Ĥų Ā ĐĄŢ Ĕš ĕĚž ý ţĕ ć ĦČā Šž ĚŤ čăü đ ĊĐĤĄ Ā ĐĄŢ Ĕš ĕĚƀ ý ţăďąĘİÿ čŲĥý Ĉ Ħăý ęĕĚŰü Āĕ Ħĥþ Ĉ ĥ
ž ý Ĉ ţđ ęƑ Ŗĕ ęĕĥƀ ü ă Ĉ ĥü Ĉ ţđ Đă Ħŭ Ā Āăď üĜėţă
ēĦƀÿ ĠąĘ
þ ă Čþ ĦČŭĔĀ ă ēÿ Ęţ ĤāĦąŖČ
Ų
Đƀ ĀĜŖĕąěčăþ đ ĐĘāĀŰ ĞĘţ ŖƑ Ħ ĀĜĥąě
ţ Ĉ čăþ ĉĥčſþ ėþă Čĕčüź ĦăĀ ĦŮ čÿ Šţ ŖČž Ɖěčý Ęţ
Đĕŭ
Ā Ěþ Āăď Ĥāģž Ěţă Ěü ĐĤŲ Ā Đú ĔĄ Ā ţđ Đĕ
Ā ĘþŰ İĀ ĤžĠþ ă ėü ţđ ĐƑ đĐĕ ĕſ ýĜ ŤĠĘü Ŗčĕź Ĥü ģŤ Đü ţđ ĊěĄĐāý ėă ĐǞŠ
ÿ Čþ ďŲİŖĚąĘ
ý
Đāþ ČĄ
ĕīĥĤ
, øĖāĤǣĀ ęŖĕ Ħ ÿŠŅčĔø Ŗņĥþ Ĉ ĕĠü øĘ ,ĐĚŅĤ
Ā Ħø ă Đÿ Ħǣþ ĦŖ ăčĤÿ øĘ .ĪŖĎ øđ
ďĞÿ Đă ĤĀ Đú Ĕÿ øĘ čĕĤü Ğú Ěÿ Đă ĥĀ Ĉ Ěø ĥü Ĉ ěĕČøý đ ,ǦĞĀ čø ĥü Ĉ ğŖĝ øŠ Ǧ ĀĘčø ĔĀă ĥþ Ĉ
Ħǣþ ǣĕčü ǫĀ ă ĤēĀ ĚĀ Šø ă ĥþ Ĉ ,ęĕĞü čă Ā Ĥø ǣÿ ęŖĕ Ęĥþ Ĉ ĐĚĀ ă ēÿ Đÿ ĦĞĕ
ÿ ģü ĥø Ĉ
:Đă ǠĀ ĤĀ Đû ĔĀ ǠĤÿ ĠĀ ă ėÿă
ČĀŠă ǣþ ęĕĥü Ĉ ďĀ ģăû čă ÿ ĘāėČþĘ
ù Đă čĀ ėøă Ğÿ Ěø ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ĀĖďø Ěþ ă üŠ .ŖčĕĤü ģø Đü øđ ć Ē
ĐĕĀ þĘĞĀ ĤĠþ ă ėü đø " :ĤĚÿ Čþù Ǩă ĥþ Ĉ ,ǫČĔĀă ēÿ ĐþĒ ?ČŅĐ ĐþĒ ĕČøý đ ,ęĐþ Ěý ďēĀ Čþ
Ŗ ăč ,ĤĠý ă ėÿ øĘ Ččă Ā ČŅĐĥþ Ĉ ĕĚü ,(ē ģđĝĠ ěĘǦĘ) "ĐĤĀ Đý ĔĀ đø ěǦāý ėă Đÿ
:ĐČĀ Ěý Ĕø ĐĀĕŅĤģø ěČėĀă ďĞÿ ĥþ Ĉ Ę ĀŠėøă Ěü .ĐĤĀ Đú ĔĀ øđ :ĐĀĕŅĘǠø ă ĐĤĀ Đû ĔĀă Đÿ

Čā Ęă ĥþ Ĉ ęďă Ā ĐČŖĤ
Ā ĐĥĀ Ĉă ǣü ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ,ĕ üĘāēđø Đþđďø Ěÿ ěŖĥĈ øĘ ,Ĥēý ǣÿ ěŖĥĈ ĀŠ
:ĐĕĀ þĘĞĀ ěĕďü čý ėøă ĐĕĀ Ĥþ čĀ Čøý đ Đă ĥǣā
Ā Ĉ Ĥđø ,Ǧ þŠēù ǫþ ă
Ņčĥø Ĉ ǫý ă đÿ " :ŖĚėøă ,ĐčĀ ėĀă Ğÿ ěŖĥĈ øĘ ČĘĀ ă ǣþ 'čĥý Ĉ ǫ'ý ă ěĕǣý .čĥý Ĉ Ħăý ć ď
,Ďĕ ǠĕĥǣĤč) "ǣĤý Ěø Ěÿ ĕýǨā ŠČý čă ø čĥþ Ĉ ýň ÿđ" ,(đĚ ,ǣ ęĕĤčď) "ĥĈ ďý ģĀ čø
ĕĚý ďø čăü :ĐĤŖĐ
Ā Ĕø ,ęďă Ā ĐČŖĤ
Ā ĥþ Ĉ ĕĠü ă ĘĞÿ ğǣÿ .ĐĤĀ Đû ĔĀ ĕĚý ďø čăü :(ēĕ
ĕĚý øĕ :'ĤĐāÿ Ĕ' ŖĚėøă ,ĤčĀ ďă Ā ęĥý Ĉ ČŅĐøđ ,ǣīĐý ģĕĠü ă Ěÿ Čā Ę .ĐĤĀ Đû ĔĀ
ĐĤĀ ĐøĀ Ēǣÿ .ĞĎă Ā Ħü Čā Ę :Ǧă ĘĀ ă ĥþ Ĉ ĤĐāÿ Ĕ ĕĚý øĕ ,ǣīĐý ģĕĠü ă Ěÿ .Đă ĤĀ Đû ĔĀ
ĥĈ ďāþ ģ ĘėĀ čăø :(ǣīĞ ǦĞ ğď) ĦŖĚčĕĀ čă ü Đ ĀĕŅĜĥø Ĉă ĥþ Ĉ ŖĚėøă ,ĘėŖČ
ý ĀĘ

Ęĥþ Ĉ ŖǠĤĕĀ üĢ øňĥþ Ĉ ęĥý Ĉ ėøă :ĕČÿĘĚø ĥĉ ü ĕčă ü Ĥÿ ĤĚÿ ǣĀ .İĕũ Ĥü øĒĦÿ ĕėüă ĐĥĀ Ĉă Čü ć č
øĖėĀă ,ǫĕĥǣ
ü Ĉ Ĥý čă ø Đĥĉ ý İú Ěÿ čă ø ğŖĞđĀ Đ Āňēÿ ĐĚĀ Đý čă ø ĘėĀă Ĥēÿ ǣÿ ęďĀ ČĀ
.İĕũ Ĥü øĒĦÿ ĕėüă :ğŖĞđĀ Đ Āňēÿ ĐĚĀ Đý čă ø ǠĤŖÿ Ǡă Ĥēÿ ǣÿ ĐĥĀ Ĉ Ĥø ĠĀ ă ǫø Ǩü ŖǠĤŖĀ Ħă
,ĞĤþÿ Ē ěĕĞý ėøă Đĥĉ Ā İú Ǩøÿ đ ĐēĀ Ěø Ǩă ü ĥþ Ĉ ,ĕŅēĚĀ ŅǠă ďÿ ĀĘ øĕ ŅĘă Ġü Čú ĥþ Ĉ ĦŖ ăčĤÿ øĘ
ĘėĀă Ĥďþ ĝý ėøă .ČĚĀ Ĕø Ħăü Đă ĦāĀ đ øăď Ħ ÿăď üĜ ĕĚĕ
ý ėüă :ĐďĀ ýĘ ĐČĀ Ěý Ĕø ŖĚă Čü
ŅĘă Ġü Čÿú đ ,ĐďĀ ýŠ ĦČÿ Ěø ĔĂ čă ø ĐČĀ Ěø ă Ĕÿă Ěü Đďüă Ā Ǩčă ø ĐĤŅĚ
Ā Čú ĐĀ ĐČĀ Ěø ĔĂ
.Ǧă ĠŅăĎ
Ā Ěü č ĀņĐÿ ĤčĀ ďă Ā ěŖĥĈ øŠ .Đă ĦāĀ đ øăď :ęďă Ā Čā Ęčă ø Ĥčþ ģăþ Đÿ ēĦÿ ă Ġø Ǩü

DISCUSSION
12: | If she bears a female child, then she
shall be impure two weeks as during her
menstruation: Although one cannot know for
certain the reason for the diòerence between
the cycle of impurity and purity in the case of
the birth of a son and the corresponding cycle
in the birth of a daughter, one explanation is
as follows: The cycle of impurity and purity of
a woman who has given birth is connected to
the subjugation and freedom of her body in
relation to the traumatic event that it experienced. As mentioned above, on the eighth day
following the birth of a male child, the father
brings him into the covenant of Abraham by
means of circumcision. The circumcision serves
as a transitional point between the days of the
woman’s impurity and the process of her puriöcation. Symbolizing the body’s liberation from
its primal, impulsive nature to moral freedom in
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keeping with God’s will, the circumcision cuts
the woman’s cycle of impurity and purity in half
(see Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch).
Another explanation of the disparity in the
duration of a woman’s impurity following the
birth of a boy and a girl is that there is a diòerence between the curses of the male and female, which were pronounced upon Adam and
Eve after they ate from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. Adam was told: “In suffering shall you eat of it all the days of your life”
(Genesis ā:ÿ7), whereas Eve was cursed doubly: “I
will increase your suòering and your pregnancy;
in pain you shall give birth to children” (Genesis
ā:ÿ6; see Tzeror HaMor).
12: | He shall oòer it before the Lord and
atone for her; and she shall be puriöed:
Several types of impurity require the one who

is impure to sacriöce an oòering as part of his
or her process of puriöcation. Individuals who
contract these types of impurity include: a zav,
a man who experienced a gonorrhea-like discharge; a zava, a woman who experienced an
irregular discharge of blood from the uterus;
an individual who suòered from leprosy; and a
woman following childbirth. The Sages labeled
such people, whose time for puriöcation has
arrived but whose oòerings have not yet been
brought, as “those who lack atonement,” because they still require further steps to reach
atonement (see Zevaǝim ÿ9b; Karetot 8b).
One can readily understand why the woman
brings a burnt oòering, as this is an expression
of gratitude for a birth that went smoothly (see
Abravanel), but what does her oòering have to
do with atonement? What sin has she committed? The Sages suggest, though not necessarily
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The book of Leviticus has focused on matters of sacriöcial oòerings. It has also listed the permitted
and forbidden foods of animal origin, as well as those living creatures whose carcasses impart ritual
impurity. Unlike other living creatures, which can impart ritual impurity only after they have died,
humans can generate impurity while alive as a result of certain physiological processes or changes.
LEVITICUS 12:1ū8
This section, which begins a new unit in the book that deals with the halakhot of ritual purity and
impurity pertaining to humans, addresses the ritual impurity of a woman who has given birth. This impurity is linked to bringing life into the world.

ĉe Puriėcation of a Woman
Who Has Given Birth
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Despite the rationalizations that have been suggested for these halakhot, the statutes of ritual purity and impurity are essentially without reason, and
the hygienic explanations that have been put forward have no real basis.
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1 ĉe Lord spoke to Moses, saying:
2 Speak to the children of Israel, saying: If a woman conceives and bears a male child, she shall be impure seven
days; like the days, the duration, of her menstrual [niddat]
suĎering,D the pain that comes with her blood of menstruation,1 so she who gives birth to a male child shall be impure.
Some commentaries associate niddat with nadad, wander, and
nidui, excommunication, her separation during her sickness.
3 Since the text is dealing with a woman who has given birth to
a male child, it adds in passing the halakha that was already
stated in the book of Genesis (ƥƫ:ƥƦ), which applies aěer the
seven days mentioned here: On the eighth day, the Ěesh of
his foreskin shall be circumcised.D
4 Aěer the seven days of impurity, for thirty days and three days
she shall abide in the blood of purity.D Although it is possible
that she might continue to bleed even aěer the ėrst week, this
blood is considered blood of purity. In other words, for the next
thirty-three days, until a total of forty days have passed since
the birth, she is no longer governed by the halakhot that distance a menstruating woman or a woman who gave birth from
her husband. Nevertheless, she shall not touch any consecrated item, and she shall not enter the sanctuary until the

completion of the days of her purity. Only aěer forty days
will she become fully puriėed from the impurity connected to
childbirth.
5 If she bears a female child, then she shall be impure two
weeks as during her menstruation,D when she must separate
herself from her husband and from any items they wish to preserve in a state of ritual purity. And sixty days and six days she
shall abide in the blood of purity. ĉe days of impurity and
purity that follow the birth of a female are double the amount
of days that come aěer the birth of a male.
6 With the completion of the days of her purity, the end of
the forty-day period for a son or the eighty-day period for a
daughter, in order to purify herself fully, she or an agent on
her behalf shall bring to the Temple a lamb in its ėrst year as
a burnt oĎering, and either a young pigeon or a turtledove
as a sin oĎering, to the entrance of the Tent of Meeting to
theଙpriest.
7 He, the priest, shall oĎer it, the pair of oĎerings, before the
Lord, in accordance with the rites of a burnt oĎering and a sin
oĎering, and he shall thereby atone for her; and she shall be
puriėedD from the source of her blood. Only then is she puriėed from her bleeding, which aěer an ordinary birth would

DISCUSSION
12:2 | Like the days of her menstrual suffering: The Torah has not yet presented the
halakhot of a menstruating woman; these
appear below (ÿ5:ÿ9; ÿ8:ÿ9). The ritual impurity of a menstruating woman is severe; she
may not approach the Temple or consecrated
items, and she also imparts impurity to others.
Furthermore, she is prohibited from all sexual
contact, which is a ban that is unrelated to the
Temple and consecrated items; it applies in all
places and at all times while she is impure.

12:3 | On the eighth day, the øesh of his
foreskin shall be circumcised: The connection between the impurity resulting from birth
and circumcision is not clear. This may be an
instance where the midrashic interpretation
of the text is not far from the plain meaning of
the text. According to the Midrash, for seven
days the woman is withdrawn, as she is ritually
impure and forbidden to her husband. Only on
the eighth day, when, in principle, she becomes
pure, can the parents celebrate the circumcision
of their son together (see Nidda āÿb; see also
Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch; Malbim).

12:4 | Thirty days and three days she shall
abide in the blood of purity: In practice, any
woman who experiences vaginal bleeding must
count, once the bleeding has ceased, seven
clean days during which there is no bleeding
whatsoever. After seven clean days pass she
must immerse in a ritual bath, at which point
she is puriöed. This halakha applies both to a
woman after childbirth and to ordinary days of
menstruation (see Nidda ā7a, and Rosh ad loc.;
Shulǝan Arukh, Yoreh De’a ÿ9Ă:ÿ; Encyclopedia
Talmudit 7:50ā–50Ă).
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ąĕĦĄ ăý ĥţ Ĉ Đēž Ā ģĄţ ĘĀ ţđ ĐŮ ĥĉ þ ĕ ž ýăď ĐăƉ ďĀ Āĕ Čž ĀĢĚŤ Ħü Čā ĘǛę
ƃ Čü ţđ ĊĐĄčĀ ģţý Ĝă Ęÿ ŖČƀ ĤŲėĀ ĀņĘÿ Ħďþ ĘāþŰ ňĐÿ ƑĦĤŖÿ Ħă ĦČā ſĒ
ĊĐĤĀ ĐĄ ý ĔĀ ţđ ěŲĐāý ėă Đÿ Đĕŷ
Ā Šþ İĀ ĤƀĠþ ă ėü ţđ ĦČŭĔĀ ă ēÿ Ęţ ďžēĀ Čþ ţđ ĐŲĘāĀ ĞĘţ ďēƀ Ā Čþ ĐĜŖĕ
Ā Ű ĕž ýĜčăţ ƑĕýĜĥţ Ĉ ŖČſ ęĕĤāų ü Ħ
ĦſČý ĥĉ ţ ŖƑ Ĥĥĉ Ā čąĤŖĞ
ăţ
čţ Đſ þĕĐĄŤ ĕǞĕ
ü ėüă ęďų Ā ČĀ ĊĤāĚČ
Ą Ęý ěāĤŲ Đú ČǞĘ
Ą ÿ ČĄ þ ţđ Đĥā
ƀ þ Ĉ ĚǞĘČþ Đ ŰđĐĕ Ĥžčăý ďÿ Ťĕ ÿđ
ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ ěāĤž Đú ČǞĘ
Ą ÿ Čþ ČƑ čăĀ đĐ ţđ Ħİÿ Ĥŭ Ā ĀĢ Ğ ÿĎž þĜĘţ ŖĤŲ ĥĉ Ā čąĤŖĞ
ăţ
čţ Đƀ ĀĕĐĀ ţđ ĦĤþ ĐþŰ čÿ ŖČž ƑĦēÿ Ġÿ ŵ ă ĝąŖ
ÿ ČĄ
Ğ ÿĎĜăþ Ÿ čăÿ ĤİĀƃ ĥĉ ý ţđ Ĥĥĉ Ā ż čăĀ ĐąĤŖĞ
ÿƒ
čăţ Ğ ÿĎĜž ă þ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ěžĐāý ėă Đÿ ĐČž Ā ĤĀ ţđ ĊęĕĄĜü Đāú ėĄă Đÿ đĕŲ ĀĜčăĀ Ěü ďēƀ ÿ ČǞĘ
ÿ Čþ ŖČŷ
ČĚƀ ýă Ĕü ţđ ěŲĐāý ėă Đÿ đă ĐČƀ Ā ĤĀ ţđ ČăđĐŭ Ħİÿ ĤŲ ÿ ĀĢ Ğ ÿĎƀ þĜ ŖĤŰ ĥĉ Ā čăţ ĤŖİž Ěý ģƑ āĚİĀ ĞƑ ÿĎĜăþ ŵ Đÿ ĐſČý ĤŤ Ěăÿ đ ěčĀų ĘĀ ć ĖžŤ ÿĠĐĀ
ĐĤŲ Ā İĀ ĥă
ĉ Ť đ ĤŖĞŰ ĐǞě
Ā Ěü ĐĀ Čž þ ĤŤ ĚǞěĕ
ÿ Čý ģƑ āĚİĀ ţđ ŖĤų ĥĉ Ā čăţ ĤŖİž čăţ ČđĐüŸ ĐĜĀ ƃ čĀ Ęţ ƓĦĤþ ĐþƄ čąę
ăÿ Čü ţđ ĊŖĦāĄ Č
Ůĕİĕ
ü čü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ęŖ žňčăÿ ƉěĐāý ėă Đÿ đă ĐČž Ā ĤĀ ţđ ĊęĕĚĄ ü Āĕ Ħƀİÿ čŤ ĥü Ĉ Ğ ÿĎŲĜă þ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ěŷĐāý ėă Đÿ ĤĕƂĎă ü ĝŤ Đü ţđ ěŭčĀ ŠĀ ŤĖž ÿĠĐǞČā
Ā ĘĄ
ĊĦĕĄĜü ĥý Ĉ ęĕĚŲ ü Āĕ Ħƀİÿ čŤ ĥü Ĉ ěŷĐāý ėă Đÿ ŖĤĕƂ Ďă ü ĝŤ Đü ţđ ĤŖİŭ čăĀ Ğ ÿĎŲĜă þ Đÿ Đĥ
ƀ ĉ Ā ĀĠąČā ĘĄ đĕĜĕĀ Ű İý čăţ ďĚž ÿ İĀ ĞƑ ÿĎĜăþ ŵ Đÿ Đſ Ĝăý Đü ţđ
ĕĜĥ ĤŖİŭ čăĀ Ğ ÿĎŲĜă þ Đÿ Đĥ
ƀ ĉ Ā ĀĠąČā ĘĄ ţđ Ğ ÿĎĜăþ Ű Đÿ ĐžĐĀ ėýă ĐƑ Ĝăý Đü ţđ ĦĕüĜ
Ů ĥý Ĉ Ɖĕİĕ
ü čü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ęŖ žňčăÿ ŖĦāŸ Č ěĐāýƃ ėă Đÿ ĐƓ ČĀ ĤĀ ţđ
ĕīĥĤ
ęĕüǨĚĕ
Ā ĝü ŅēĕėŖĕø
ü đ ,ĞŅč
ũ ĥĀ Ĉă Đÿ ğŖĝ ďĞÿ Đǣþ ĤĀ ýĕ Čā Ęđø ďēĀ ǣþ Ǡ üĕčÿ čă ø
:đĕ ĀĘĞĀ

čŅĦėĀă Đÿ ǠĤÿ Ēý Ďă ø .ĪŖĎ øđ ěāĤĐú Čÿ ĘČþ :(Čė ,ĒĘ čđĕǣ) "ęĕģü ēĀ ĥø Ĉă čă ÿ ČŅĐ
:ěǦāý ėă ĕĠü ă ŠĞÿ ČĀĘă ǣþ ěǫĀ ĤĀ Đû ĔĀ đø ęĕĞĀĎ
ü ǩø ĦČÿ Ěø ĔĂ ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ǣĕĐü

ŖĤĕĎă ü ĝø Đü øđ :ěŖĥǣ
Ĉ Ĥü ĐĀ ŖĤŅĞ ĥü Ĉ čŅø ŅĐǣý Ĥø Ěÿ čă ø .đĕ ĀĜĕİý čăø ć Đ
Ĕ ĀĘēø ĚĂ ČĚý ĔĀ — ěŖĥǣ
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ čă ø Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ ă ęǣü ČĐĀ .ĦĕüĜĥý Ĉ
Ĉ Ĥü ĞŅč
:(Ď ,Ď ęĕĞĎǩ)

.ĞÿĎǩă þ Đÿ øĖŖĦčă ø ěčĀ ĀĘ øĘ øĖĠÿ ĐøĀ đ ĤŖēĥĀ Ĉ ǦĘĀ ă ēü ǫø ă Ěü .ěčĀ ĘĀ Ėø ÿĠĐĀ ć Ď
Đǣþ Ĥø Ěÿ ŠėĀă .ŖĤĥĉ Ā čăø ĤŖĞĚý ģāĚİĀ :ę Ǩüĕÿ ĥø Ĉ — ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ý ĔŅĞĚŅ
ü
ČĚýă Ĕü øđ :ŠĢă ý Đÿ ěĚü ĐģăĀ ĚĂ Ğú ĐĚĀ ă ēÿ Đǣý Ĥø Ěÿ ėøă ,ČŅĐ ģāĚĞĀ ěčĀ ĀĘ
ĐČĀ Ěø ĔĂ ěĚĕ
ÿ ĝü ěčĀ ĀĘ ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ýă ĥþ Ĉ ,ĪĐĦĀ ă ǣÿ ČĚý ĔĪĀ :ŖĘ ĤĚǣā
ÿ ĕ .ŖĦāČ
:čŅĦėĀă Đÿ ǠĤýÿ ĒĎă ø ČŅĐ

ŖǠĕǣü Ĥø Ěÿ čă ø ďĚÿ ĞĀ ęǣü ČĐĀ .ŖǠĕǣü Ĥø Ěÿ ă Ěü ĐǦĀ ėø ĐĂ .ĐĐĀ ėýă ć đ
đĕďĀ ĀĎčăø ĝčăþ ėü øđ :ĤŖĐĔĀ ĞÿĎǩþ ęĥý Ĉ .Ħēÿ Ġÿ ă ĝø Ěü :ČĚý ĔĀ — Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ ă ŖČ
ü .ĤĐý ĔĀ øđ
:Ǧ ĀĘĕčü Ĕø øĖĕĤü ĢøĀ đ ČĚý ĔĀ ǣĤĀ ģüø Ǩ Ĥ ýĎĝĀă Ǧü øĘ ģģøÿ ĒǨøü đ ŠĕČŖĐ

čŅĦėĀă Đÿ Đă Ěĕ
Ā ďă ü ģø Đü Čā Ę .ĦČĔĀ ă ēÿ Ęø ďēĀ Čþ øđ ĐĘāĀ ĞĘø ďēĀ Čþ ć ē
øĖėĀă .Ǧ ĀĘŖĞ øŠ ęďŖģ
ý ĦČĔĀă ēÿ ĐčĀ ĤĀ ģø Ǧÿ øĘ ĘčĀ ǣú ,Đă ǣĀ ĤĀ ģø Ěü øĘ ČĀĘă Čþ
:(ǣīĞ Ģ ğď) 'Ĥĕďü ǫĀ ă Đÿ Ęė'Āă ģĤþ Ġþ čă ø ęĕēü čøĀ Ēčă ü ŅĜĕüǨĥĀ Ĉ
Ďĕ ģĤĠ

ĦŖǨčĀ øĘŅ ,ęĐý ęĕĞĀĎ
ü ǩø ĦŖĚĥø Ĉ .ĪŖĎ øđ Ħēÿ Ġÿ ă ĝÿ ŖČ ĦČý ĥĉ ø ć č
ă Ā :ěėý đø ,ĒĞÿ ÿĘčă ø ǣīĕĕĔ ,ǫŖĤŅ ăčĤø čÿ ēú .ĦĤþ Đþ čăÿ :ŖņĚü ŖĒ
ĤĕĐü č"

ŅăĜĤĕü
þ Ďă ĝø ÿĕ .ĤĕĎă ü ĝø Đü øđ :ŖĥŅĤ
Ĉ Ġý ă ĕĦü ă Ğø ďÿ Āĕ Čā Ę .ĐĀ Čþ Ĥø Ěÿ ěĕČý ģāĚİĀ øđ ć ď

DISCUSSION
more than mere counseling; it bears essential
and ritual signiöcance. The priest’s declaration is
an example of a performative utterance in that it
changes the reality it describes: It causes the individual to become impure. Therefore, although
a non-priest who is learned and an expert in the
details of the halakhot of leprosy can advise a
priest whether to render a spot pure or impure,
ultimately it is only the declaration of the priest
that determines the spot’s halakhic status (see
Sifra, end of chap. 9; Nega’im ā:ÿ; Arakhin āa, and
Tosafot ad loc.).
13:4 | If it is a bright white spot on the skin
of his øesh: The appearance of a mark on one’s
skin depends, among other factors, on his
skin color. The Sages discuss this issue and explain that the natural skin color of the ancient
Israelites was not white but a shade of light
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brown similar to the color of the wood of the
box tree, Buxus (see Nega’im Ā:ÿ). A white mark
will not stand out against light-colored skin,
nor will it appear to be deeper than that skin;
conversely, it will be highly prominent against a
background of brownish skin.
The priest shall quarantine the mark seven
days: A quarantined leper is kept in isolation,
as a leper must be sent out of the camp (see
Megilla 8b, Rashi, and Tur ad loc.; Rashi and
Tosafot, Moed Katan 7a). However, some explain
that this term does not denote physical isolation
but rather represents a purely legal determination of the mark as requiring further clariöcation
(see Mishne LaMelekh, Rambam, Sefer Tahara,
Hilkhot Tumat Tzara’at ÿĂ:5). Alternatively, some
explain that it is the act of drawing an outline
around the mark (see Tur, citing Rosh).

13: | Scab [mispahat]:
Unlike the sappaǝat
∙
mentioned in verse Ā as an impure mark, which
the Sages understood to mean a secondary
mark to a spot or a bright spot, a mispaǝat is not
a ritually impure mark. Alternatively, a mispaǝat
and a sappaǝat are one and the same, but such
a mark is impure only if it spreads (see Bekhor
Shor, verse Ā).
And he shall wash his garments, and he
shall be puriöed: This individual, who bore a
quasi-impurity (see Rashi; Bekhor Shor), is designated by the Sages as a quarantined leper
(Megilla ÿ:7). Although he did not contract the
severe impurity of an absolute leper, he must
still wash his garments when his period of
quarantine ends.

Č
č

Ďĕ

Ď

The following passages deal with a complex, lengthy aspect of the halakhot of impurity: The plague of leprosy
[tzara’at]. In addition to rendering a person or object ritually impure, leprosy also bears a message. Based on
LEVITICUS 13:1ū46
the descriptions of the Torah and the statements of the Sages, tzara’at is not the same as the illness known
today as leprosy, nor is it identical to any other skin disease. It does not appear to be a recognized physical
illness; rather, it is a miraculous disease, a sign from Heaven that something is amiss, on account of which the aõicted person must remove himself
from the community. Therefore, this leprosy was treated not by a doctor but by one who deals with sacred matters, a priest. Both the descriptions of
the aõiction and the halakhot governing it, which are unlike those of a clinical illness, indicate that leprosy is not a natural skin disease.

Leprosy of People

ď
Đ

đ

for buying a lamb for her burnt oĎering, she shall take two
turtledoves, or two young pigeons, referred to by the Sages
as a nest of birds,2 one bird as a burnt oĎering in place of the
lamb, and one as a sin oĎering, which all such women must
bring (see verse ƪ); and the priest shall atone for her by sacriėcing them, and she shall be puriėed for all purposes. At
this stage she is permiĨed to enter the Temple and partake of
consecratedଙfoods.

have ceased much earlier. ĉis is the law of the woman aěer
childbirth of a male child or of a female child.
8 A burnt oĎering is generally a voluntary oĎering, and as stated
earlier, there are several types: a large bull, a smaller lamb, or
a bird (see chap. ƥ). A woman who has given birth does not
bring her burnt oĎering voluntarily; rather, it is an obligation
following childbirth. ĉerefore, the Torah provides allowances
for a poor woman in this situation: If her means do not suđce

ē

The Sages sought to clarify the moral defects which might lead to leprosy. The lepers mentioned in the Bible are not simple people, but people of
repute, leaders, or patriots. Leprosy is likely to strike the arrogant and those who, through their statements or actions, invaded a sphere where they do
not belong, especially the realm of the sacred. Sometimes leprosy strikes one who brings false accusations against another, or one whose relationship
with society is otherwise impaired.

13

1 ĉe Lord spoke to Moses and to Aaron. Since the priests play
an active role in maĨers of leprosy, God also addresses Aaron,
who is the representative of all priests throughout the generations,3 saying:
2 A man or a woman, whether an adult or a child,4 when he shall
have in the skin of his Ěesh a spot, or a scab, or a bright spot,
which are various types of skin discolorations,5 and it shall
become in the skin of his Ěesh a mark of leprosy, he shall
be brought to Aaron the priest, or to one of his sons the
priests,D who are the ruling authorities on maĨers of leprosy.
3 ĉe priest shall examine the mark, which is like a white spot
on the skin of the Ěesh. If hair in the mark turned white,
which shows that the mark is not superėcial but reaches the
roots of the hair, so that even the hair turns white as a result,6
and in addition the appearance of the mark is deeper than
the skin of his Ěesh, although the mark is on the skin, its color
or some other quality causes it to appear as though it were sunk
deep into the skin,7 these facts indicate that it is the mark of

4

5

6
Second
aliya

leprosy in all aspects. ĉerefore, the priest shall see it and
pronounce it impure, a declaration that establishes this person as a leper.
On the other hand, if it is a bright white spot on the skin of
his ĚeshD but there are no other symptoms, and its appearance is not deeper than the skin, and its hair did not turn
white, the priest shall issue a ruling to quarantine the person
with the mark for seven daysD for a follow-up examination.8
Some maintain that the priest ėrst marks the boundaries of the
initial discoloration.
ĉe priest shall examine it, the mark, once again on the seventh day of the quarantine; and behold, if the mark maintained its previous appearance, and the mark did not spread
on the skin and grow beyond its original size, then the priest
shall quarantine the person with it seven days again.
ĉe priest shall examine it on the seventh day again, for the
third time; and behold, the mark has faded, as its whiteness
has waned, or at least the mark did not spread on the skin,9

DISCUSSION
based on the plain meaning of the verses, that
the woman might have committed sins or entertained evil thoughts in the wake of the pregnancy or childbirth. In her pain and suòering
she might have expressed herself inappropriately, and she must therefore bring an oòering
for atonement after a period of time has passed,

during which she would have come to regret her
actions (see Nidda āÿb; Ibn Ezra, and Keli Yakar
here).
13:2 | He shall be brought to Aaron the
priest, or to one of his sons the priests: The
priests have full authority over halachic decisionmaking in these matters. This is not necessarily

because they are the foremost experts in the
öeld, although presumably they were knowledgeable on the subject. See, for example,
the story of a priest who wished to leave Israel
and taught his wife how to examine skin spots
(Midrash Tanǝuma, Tazria 6). Rather, the reason
priests must fulöll this role is because it involves
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ĞĕĤĒĦ | Ďĕ ģĤĠ | ČĤģĕđ ĤĠĝ

Book of Leviticus | Chapter 13 | Tazria

ƑĦēÿ Ġÿ ŵ ă ĝŤ Ěüă Đÿ Đſĥĉ þ ŤĠĦü Đā ƃĉĥĠąę
Ā ă Čü ţđ ĊĤĄĐý ĔĀ ţđ đĕďŲ Ā ĀĎčăţ ĝƀčăþ ėü ţđ ČđĐüŰ Ħēžÿ Ġÿ ă ĝŤ Ěü ěƑ Đāý ėă Đÿ ŖĤſ Đú ĔĄ ü ţđ
ÿ Čþ ŖĦāŷ ČĤĄ Ā Đý ĕĤƂ ý ēú ČĄ ÿ ĤŖĞŰ čăĀ
ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ ĐƑ ČĀ ĤĀ ţđ ĊěĄĐāý ėă ĐąĘ
ÿ Čþ ĦĕŲ üĜĥý Ĉ ĐČƀ Ā ĤŤ üĜ ţđ ŖĦŭ ĤĀ ĐĄŢ Ĕš Ęţ ěŲĐāý ėă ĐąĘ
ĊČđĐĄ ü Ħİÿ Ĥƀ ÿ ĀĢ ěŲĐāý ėă Đÿ ŖČƀ Ěţă Ĕü ţđ ĤŖİŭ čăĀ ĦēŲÿ Ġÿ ă ĝŤ Ěüă Đÿ ĐĦƀ Ā ĥĄĉ ţ ĠĀ ă ĐŷĜăý Đü ţđ
ĐƑ ĀĜčĀ ĘąĦ
ţ Čý ĥĉ ţ Đſ Ĝăý Đü ţđ ěĐāýų ėă Đÿ ĐČž Ā ĤĀ ţđ ĊěĄĐāý ėă ĐąĘ
ÿ Čþ ČŲčăĀ đĐ ţđ ęďŭ Ā ČĀ čăţ ĐŲ þĕĐŤ ĦĄ ü ĕƀėüă Ħİÿ ĤŰ ÿ ĀĢ Ğ ÿĎž þĜ
ĤŖİž čăţ ČƑ đĐü Ħ þĜſĥŖĜ
þ Ĉ Ħİÿ Ĥƃ ÿ ĀĢ ĊĦČĄ ý ĥĉ Ť čăÿ ĕēŲ ÿ Ĥĥ
ƀ ĉ Ā čăĀ Ħŷ ÿĕēŤ ĚăĄ ü đ ěŭčĀ ĘĀ ĤžİĀ ĥĉ ý ĐŲėĀ ţĠĄĐĀ ČĕĐüű ţđ ĤŖĞŰ čăĀ
ĤŖĞŰ čăĀ ƑĦİÿ Ĥŵ ÿ ĢĀă Đÿ ēĤſ ÿ ŤĠĦăü ēŖũ Ĥƃ Ġąę
Ā ă Čü ţđ ĊČăđĐĄ ČĚŲ ý ĔĀ ĕƀėüă đă ăĜĤŰ þ Ďă ü ĝŤ ÿĕ Čā Ęž ěŭĐāý ėă Đÿ ŖČŲ Ěţă Ĕü ţđ ŖĤŰ ĥĉ Ā čăţ
ĊěĄĐāý ėă Đÿ ĕƀ ýĜĕİý ĐČŲ ý ĤŤ ĚąĘ
ÿ ėš Ęţ đĕŭĘĀ ŤĎĤąď
ÿ İÿ ţđ ŖĥČā
Ų Ĉ ĤĚĄ ý Ğ ÿĎĜăþ Ű Đÿ ĤŖİąĘ
ž ėšă ĦČý Ŷ Ħİÿ Ĥų ÿ ĢĀă Đÿ ĐĦž Ā ĝţă ėü ţđ
ěŲčĀ ĘĀ ĖƀŤ ÿĠĐĀ ŖĘŷă ėĂă Ğ ÿĎĜŭ ăĀ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ĤŲĐÿ Ĕü ţđ ŖĤŰ ĥĉ Ā čąĘ
ăţ ėąĦ
šă Čþ ƑĦİÿ Ĥŵ ÿ ĢĀă Đÿ ĐſĦĀ ĝţă ėü ĐĜăý ƃ Đü ţđ ěĐāýų ėă Đÿ ĐČž Ā ĤĀ ţđ
ĕēŲ ÿ Đÿ Ĥĥ
ƀ ĉ Ā čăĀ ĐǞĦ
ÿ Čþ ěŷĐāý ėă Đÿ ĐƂČĀ ĤĀ ţđ ĊČĚĄ Ā ĔŤ üĕ ĕēŲ ÿ Ĥĥ
ƀ ĉ Ā čăĀ Ŗčăŷ ĦŖČƀ ĤĀ ĐĄ ý ęŖƃĕčăŤ đ ĊČăđĐĄ ĤŖĐƀ ĔĀ
ěŭčĀ ĘĀ Ęţ ĖžŤ Ġÿ ă ĐŤ þĜ ţđ ĕēŲ ÿ Đÿ Ĥĥ
ƀ ĉ Ā čăĀ Đÿ čăđĥŷ Ĉ Āĕ ĕƀėü ŖČž ĊČăđĐĄ Ħİÿ Ĥƀ ÿ ĀĢ ČăđĐŲ ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ ĕēŷ ÿ Đÿ Ĥĥ
ƀ ĉ Ā čăĀ Đÿ ŖČŭ Ěţă Ĕü ţđ
Ğ ÿĎŲĜă þ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ěŷĐāý ėă Đÿ ĤƂĐÿ Ĕü ţđ ěŭčĀ ĘĀ Ęţ Ğ ÿĎŲĜă þ Đÿ ĖƀŤ Ġÿ ă ĐŤ þĜ ĐŷĜăý Đü ţđ ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ đƑă ĐČŵ Ā ĤĀ ţđ ĊěĄĐāý ėă ĐąĘ
ÿ Čþ ČŲčăĀ đ
ĊČăđĐĄ ĤŖĐƀ ĔĀ
ĕĥĕĘĥ ŖČƀ ĐĜĀ Ű čĀ Ęţ ĦČ
ž ý ĥĉ ţ ěƑ ĕēü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ęŖģſ ĚŤ čăü ĐĕĀź ĐĀ Ƨđ ĊČĄĠĀ ă ĤŤ üĜ ţđ ěĕēŭ ü ĥţ Ĉ ŖĤāŲ ĞčǛŖ
ţ čĄ Đƀ þĕĐĄŤ ĕǛĕ
ü ėüă Ĥĥĉ Ā ű čăĀ đ
Ęž ĀĠĥĀ Ĉ ĐƑ Ā Čŵ þ ĤŤ Ěÿ Đſ Ĝăý Đü ţđ ěĐāýų ėă Đÿ ĐČž Ā ĤĀ ţđ ĊěĄĐāý ėă ĐąĘ
ÿ Čþ ĐČŲ Ā ĤŤ üĜ ţđ ĦĚþ ŭ ĀăďĚŤ ďÿ Čú Đž ĀĜčĀ Ęţ ĦĤŲþ Đþ čÿ
ĊĐēĀ ĤĄ Ā ĠĀ ă ěĕēƀ ü ĥţ ă Ĉ čăÿ ČđĐŲ ü Ħİÿ Ĥƀ ÿ ĀĢąĞ ÿĎĄ þĜ ěŷĐāý ėă Đÿ ŖČƂ Ěţă Ĕü ţđ ěŭčĀ ĘĀ ĖžŤ ÿĠĐĀ Đă ĤŲ Ā İĀ ĥă
ĉ Ť đ ĤŖĞŰ Đąě
Ā Ěü
ĐŭĐĀ ėý ČĕĐž ü ţđ ĤŖİŲ Đąě
Ā Ěü ĐĜăĀ ŷ þĜĕČý ĐƀĘĀ ĀĠĥăŤ Ĉ đ ěčĀŰ ĘĀ ĤžİĀ ĥĉ ý ĐƑ ă čąěĕ
ăĀ Čý Đſ Ĝăý Đü ţđ ěĐāýų ėă Đÿ ĐĜăĀ Čž þ ĤŤ üĕ ć ęČž ü ţđ
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ĕīĥĤ
ă Ā ,ČŅǦĐÿ Ĥĥĉ Ā čă Ā Đÿ .ČăđĐ Ħİÿ Ĥÿ ĀĢ ć đĔ
:ĤėĀĀ Ē ěŖĥĈ øĘ "Ĥĥĉ Ā č"
ĕŅģă üĘčă ø Ĥ ĥĉ Ā čă Ā Đÿ ęĚý ă ēÿ ǫø Ǩă ü ĥþ Ĉ ,ęŅĚă ēü ěŖĥĈ øĘ .ěĕēü ĥø Ĉ ć ēĕ
.ČĠĀ ă Ĥø üĜ øđ :ĤŅČĐĀ ĦĚÿ ēú Ěý Čā Ęă ĥþ Ĉ ǦėĀă Ěÿ ĦĚÿ ēú Ěý ŖĘ Ččă Ā Đÿ
Ğ ÿĎǩþ Ǧ ĀĘĞù Đþ ŖĚŖģ Ěø čŅ
ü ,ǦėŅĤ
Ā ǣú Ǧ ĀŠĞù Đþ ěĕ ēü ĥø Ĉă Đÿ
:Ĥēý Čÿ
,ģ ĀĘēĀ ěčĀ ĀĘ ĞÿĎǩă þ Đÿ ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ .ĦĚþ ĀăďĚø ďÿ Čú Đ ĀĜčĀ Ęø ĦĤþ Đþ čÿ ŖČ ć Ĕĕ
:ęďāþ Čđø ěčāþ Š — ĦŖǣĤø Ěÿ ĕĦý ă ĥø Ĉ čă ü čĤāĀ ĞĚŅ
ø øĖŅĦĠĀ ă ČĀŠă Čþ
ŖǠĕüǨŅǨčø ÿĘ øĖŖĦă Ěü ČĀĘă ǣþ ,ĘĠĀ ĥĀ Ĉ Đă ĥĀ Ĉ ĚĀ ă Ěÿ ěĕČøý đ .Ę ĀĠĥĀ Ĉ ĐĀ Čþ Ĥø Ěÿ ć ė
:ŠĢă ý Đÿ ěĚü ĐģăĀ ĚĂ Ğú ĐĚĀ ă ēÿ Đǣý Ĥø Ěÿ ėøă ,ģāĚĞĀ đø ŠĠĀ ĥĀ Ĉ Đǣþ Ĥø Ǩü ČŅĐ
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ĕýĜĕİý ĐČý Ĥø Ěÿ ĘėĀ Ęø :"đĕ ĀĘ øĎĤÿ ďĞÿ đø " ęďĀ ǣĀ Ęĥþ Ĉ .ŖĥČā
Ĉ ĤĚý ć čĕ
:ŖĤŖČĚø øĖĥÿ Ĉ ēĀ ĥþ Ĉ ěǦāý ė øŠ ĔĤĀ Ġø ă .ěĐāý ėă Đÿ
ĕĤý Đú ĐĀĕēø Ěü Ŗ ăč ĐēĀ Ěø ĢĀ ęǣü .ĕēÿ Ĥĥĉ Ā čăĀ Ŗčă ĦŖČĤĀ Đý ęŖĕčăø đ ć ďĕ
ĞÿĎǩă þ Đÿ ĐĀĕĐĀ ĥþ Ĉ ĕĤý Đú ČĀŠă ǣþ ,ĐČĀ Ěø ĔĂ ěĚĕ
ÿ ĝü ĐĀĕēø Ěü ă Đÿ ĥþ Ĉ ĥĈ Ĥÿ Ġý ă ĤčĀ ėøă
ěĕČü Ěø ă Ĕÿă Ěü ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ęĕĤü čĀ ǣý ĕĥǣ
ý Ĉ ĤĀ ǦĞĀ čă Ā Ĥø Čøÿ đ ęĕĤü ĥĉ ø İþ Ěý ďēĀ Čþ čă ø
ěĕĞü ĠŖø ĥĈă ĥþ Ĉ ďēĀ Čþ ėøă ŖĘă ėĂă ĞÿĎǩă þ Đÿ Đǣþ Ĥø Ǩü ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ĕĠü øŠ ,ĐĀĕēø Ěü ęŅĥĈă Ěü
ĕďý øĕ ĘĞÿ ŖĞŅĠă ĥü Ĉ ǦĘÿĀ ă Ďă ǫø Ǩøü đ ĤčĀ Čý ĐĀ ĥǣā
Ĉ Ĥ ĤĒÿ ēøĀ đ , øĖ ĀĘĕČøý đ øĖ ĀĘĕČý
,Đ Āĕēø Ěü ă Đÿ Ŗ ăč Ǡĕǣý Ĥø Ǩü đø čēĀ ĤĀ Đĥĉ Ā İú Ǩÿ đø ǣĕĤü čø Đü ĥþ Ĉ ěŖĎėøă ,ěĚĀ ă ĥĂ Ĉ
ęŖĕ ĥýĕĈ ?ĤĚŖŠ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă ĐĚÿ .ęŖĕčăø đ :ČĚý ă Ĕÿ ǫø ă ĥþ Ĉ čŅĦėĀă Đÿ ŅĜďĀ Ěø ă üĘ
,ŅĤĚø ǣĀ ěČėĀă Ěü ;Ŗ ăč ĐČŖĤ
þ ĐĦĀ ă ǣÿ ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ęŖĕ ĥýĕøĈ đ Ŗ ăč ĐČŖĤ
þ ĐĦĀ ă Čÿ ĥþ Ĉ
ŖǠĕ üŠĔø Ģø Čü øŠŅ ŖĘ ĐĦþ ă ĥø Ĉ Ěü ă Đÿ ĕĚý øĕ ĦĞÿ čø ĥü Ĉ ĘėĀă ŖĘ ěĕüǨǫŖĜ
ø ěǫĀ ēĀ
:ĘþĎĤþ ĐĀ ĕĚý øĕ ĘėĀă ŖĘ ěĕüǨǫŖĜ
ø ĘþĎĤþ čă Ā ěėý đø ,ŖĦŅĝėø üŠđø

ģŅģĀĒđø ,Ĕ ĀĘēø ĚĂ ČŅĐ ĕĤý Đú ŖČĚø ă Ĕüă ĥþ Ĉă ĚŅ
ü .ěĐāý ėă Đÿ ŖČĚøă Ĕü øđ ć ē
'ĐþĕĐø ǫü ă ĦČāĒ' Ħĥÿ Ĉ ĤĀ ĠĀ čă ø ĤŅĚČĀ ĐĀ ěčă Ā Ĥø ģĀ øĘŅ ǠēÿĘøĎ
ÿ ǫü øĘŅ ęĕĤü Ġû ă Ģü øŠ
.Ħİÿ Ĥÿ ĀĢ :ǫČāņĐÿ Ǡēÿ Ġÿ ă ĝø Ěü ă Đÿ .ČđĐü Ħİÿ Ĥÿ ĀĢ :(čŠ-ǣ ,ďĕ ěĘǦĘ)
:ĤėĀĀ Ē ěŖĥĈ øĘ "ĞÿĎǩ"þ ,ĐčĀ ģøý Ǩ ěŖĥĈ øĘ
ěčāþ Ęă Đÿ ĦĢÿ ģø Ěü øĖĠÿ ă Ǧø Ǩă þ ĥþ Ĉ ,ĒĞÿ ÿĘčă ø ĔīĜĕĚĜĕĥ .Ħ ÿĕēø Ěü đă ć ĕ
,ĐČĀ Ěø ĔĂ ěĚĕ
ÿ ĝü ČŅĐ ğǣÿ ,Ĥĥĉ Ā čă Ā Đǣý Ĥø Ěÿ øĘ ĦČý ĥĉ øă Đÿ øĖŖĦčă ø ĥþ Ĉ
ĘĞÿ ğČøÿ đ .ěčĀ ĀŠ ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ý Čā Ęčă ø ĐĀĕēø ĚŅ
ü ,ĐĀĕēø Ěü Čā Ščă ø ěčĀ ĀĘ ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ý
ĦŖǣĤø Ěÿ ă Đÿ ĘėĀ čă ø ğǣÿ ,ǫČý ĥĉ øă čă ÿ ČĀŠă ǣþ ĐĀĕēø Ěü ĐĤĀ Ěø Čþþ Ǩ Čā Šă ĥþ Ĉ ĕĠü ă
:ĐČĀ Ěø ĔĂ ěĚĕ
ÿ ĝü ČŅĐ ěĐĕþ ĦŖď
ý øŠŖĦøđ
,ĐĀĕēø Ěü ă Đÿ Ǡēÿ ǫÿ ă ǣĕĐü ǦĀǨĥøĕĀ Ĉ ǦėĀă Ěÿ .ČđĐü Ħ þĜĥŖĜ
þ Ĉ Ħİÿ Ĥÿ ĀĢ ć Čĕ
,ĐēĀ ýĘ ĐČýĘ
Ā Ěø ĐĕĀ Ǡþ ă ēø ǫøÿ đ Ǧ ĀĘĞø Ěÿ Ęø ă Ěü ĐǣĕĀ Ĥü čă ø Ǡĕǣý Ĥø Ǩü ŖĒ ĐĤŅĀ ăčēøÿ đ
:ǦĀǨă Ĥþ Đú Ĕÿ ǣú ĐĀĕēø Ěü ĐĦøŠ
Ā ĞĀ đø ŠĕČŖĐ
ü ĤĚČā
ÿ Ǡă Čā Ęă ĥþ Ĉ

the priest shall pronounce it pure: It is a scab,D a mere skin
disease that does not entail ritual impurity; and he, the person
who had been quarantined, shall wash his garments, and he
shall be puriėed.D
But if the scab spread on the skin, the aĎected area grew, aěer
he was shown to the priest at the end of the ėrst quarantine
for the sake of his puriėcation, he shall be examined again
by the priest.
ĉe priest shall examine; and behold, the scab spread
on the skin, the priest shall pronounce him impure: It is
leprosy.
It has been established that in order for the priest to determine
that a mark is leprosy, he must ėnd one of two indications:
Either white hair, or the spreading of the mark during the days
of quarantine. ĉe Torah now presents another sign: A mark
of leprosy, when it is on a person, he shall be brought to the
priest.
ĉe priest shall examine; and behold, if there be a white
spotD on the skin, and it changed its appearance and turned
the hair found in it white, or there is a growthD of raw Ěesh in
the spot, meaning that on the aĎected area there appears tissue
that looks altogether healthy,10
it is an old, extended leprosy in the skin of his Ěesh; the
priest shall pronounce him impure. ĉe growth of healthy
Ěesh does not render the mark pure; on the contrary, it is an
indication that it is old leprosy. He, the priest, shall not quarantine him, since this is unnecessary, as he, the aĔicted individual, is immediately declared impure.
ĉere is a case which contrasts with the previous instances of
impurity: And if the leprosy shall erupt, as the discoloration
grows larger and larger on the skin, and the leprosy shall
cover all the skin of the mark from his head to his feet, for
the entire view of the eyes of the priest, meaning that all of
the skin exposed to the priest became lighter in color, like the
shade of the mark,
the priest shall examine; and behold, the leprosy covered
all his Ěesh, as no exposed portion remains unaĎected; he
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shall pronounce the mark pure. Since it turned white in its
entirety, it is pure. A single spot on a person’s skin renders him
ritually impure, but if the leprosy erupts over his entire body, he
is pure.
But on the day that raw Ěesh appears on him, and some of
his Ěesh regains its natural appearance, only then he shall be
impure.
ĉe priest shall examine the raw Ěesh and pronounce it impure; the raw Ěesh is impure: It is leprosy. Paradoxically, if
one’s entire body is covered by leprosy, he is pure, but if only
part of his body is aĎected, he is impure.
Or if some raw Ěesh appears, so that he is rendered impure, and
then the raw Ěesh is restored and turns white, he shall come
to the priest.
ĉe priest shall examine him; and behold, the skin aĎected
by the mark turned white, the priest shall pronounce the
mark to be pure: It is once again pure.
ĉe section so far has dealt with a mark that appears on healthy
skin. However, a leprous mark can also appear in a diĎerent manner: Flesh, when there is in its skin a rashD that is
healed,
on the place of the rash, where the skin has not yet fully
mended,11 there is a white spot, or a white-red bright spot.
ĉis new form of leprosy, which is red and white in color, is referred to by the Sages as a patukh.12 It shall be shown to the
priest.
ĉe priest shall examine; and behold, its appearance, the
appearance of the bright spot,13 is lower than the skin, and its
hair turned white, which, as stated above (verse Ƨ), is one of
the indications of impurity, the priest shall pronounce it impure: It is a mark of leprosy, as it erupted in the place where
there had earlier been a rash.
But if the priest shall examine it, and behold, there is no
white hair in it, and it is not lower than the skin, and it is
faded, meaning that its whiteness is relatively weak, and therefore it does not appear to be lower than the skin,14 and some explain that the word “not” applies to both clauses, for it is neither

DISCUSSION
13:1 | White spot [se’et]: This word is understood to be derived from the root nun-sin-alef
meaning raise. The spot appears to be raised
above the surrounding skin, even if it is not actually raised (see Targum Yonatan; She’iltot deRav
Aǝai ÿ0Ă; Ramban, and Ha’amek Davar, verse ā;
Ra’avad, based on Rambam, Sefer Tahara, Hilkhot
Tumat Tzara’at ÿ:6). Others explain that the se’et
appears raised in relation to the bright spot, not
in relation to the surrounding skin.

Or there is a growth [mihyat]:
The word miǝyat
∙
is derived from the root ǝet-yod-heh, which indicates healing. Some maintain that it is from the
root mem-ǝet-heh, meaning melting and softening, and that the mark contains raw øesh that
emits moisture (Abravanel).
13:1 | Rash [shehin]:
Sheǝin is a skin disease,
∙
likely inøammatory. According to the Sages,
sheǝin is a disease connected to excessive heat,

a type of burn that is not inøicted by an external
force. The root shin-ǝet-nun refers to the quality
of being hot and sometimes also dry (see Sifra;
Nega’im 9:ÿ; Ɯullin 8a, and Rashi ad loc.; see also
Ta’anit ĀĂb, and Rashi ad loc.; Rashi, Exodus
9:9; Tosafot, Bava Kama ÿ0ÿb; Ritva, Sukka Ă0a;
Tashbetz Katan ÿāÿ).
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ĞĕĤĒĦ | Ďĕ ģĤĠ | ČĤģĕđ ĤĠĝ
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Ğ ÿĎƀ þĜ ŖĦāŲ Č ěŷĐāý ėă Đÿ ČƂĚýă Ĕü ţđ ĤŖİŭ čăĀ Đĥ
Ų ĉ þ ŤĠĦü Đāĥĉ ƀ Ġąę
Ā ă Čü ţđ ĊęĕĚĄ ü Āĕ Ħƀİÿ čŤ ĥü Ĉ ěŲĐāý ėă Đÿ ŖĤĕƀ Ďă ü ĝŤ Đü ţđ
ŖĤŲ Đú ĔĄ ü ţđ ČđĐŭ ü ěĕēŲ ü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ Ħčþ Ĥƀ þ ĀĢ ĐĦĀ ĥĉ Ā Ű ĀĠ Čā Ęž ƑĦĤþ Đþŵ čăÿ Đÿ ďāĚſ İú ĦĄ ăÿ Đĕ
Ā ĦăŸþ ēŤ Ħąę
ăÿ Čü ţđ ĊČđĐĄ ü
ĕĞĕčĤ Đđų Ā ėŤ Ěüă Đÿ Ħž ÿĕēŤ Ěü ĐĦźĀ ţĕĄĐĀ Ƨđ ĥŭĈ ČąĦ
ý ÿđėŤ Ěü ŖĤāŲ Ğčţ Đƀ þĕĐĄŤ ĕǞĕ
ü ėüă Ĥĥĉ Ā Ű čĀ ŖČž
ĊěĄĐāý ėă Đÿ
/ ĕĜĥ/
ěčĀŸ ĘĀ ĤİĀƃ ĥĉ ý ĖƓ Ť Ġÿ ă ĐŤ þĜ ĐžĜăý Đü ţđ ěĐāýŽ ėă Đÿ Đă Ħāž Ā Č ĐČž Ā ĤĀ ţđ ĊĐĄ ĀĜčĀ Ęţ ŖČƀ ĦĚþ Ų þăďĚŤ ďÿ Čú Đƀ ĀĜčĀ Ęţ ĦĤþ Đŷ þ čăÿ
ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ ŖƑ ĦāČ ČſĚýă Ĕü ţđ ĐēĀ Ĥŭ Ā ĠĀ ă ĐŲ ĀđėŤ Ěüă čăÿ ČđĐüŰ Ħİÿ Ĥž ÿ ĀĢ ĤŖĞŰ Đąě
Ā Ěü ģāĚž İĀ ĐƑ Ā Čŵ þ ĤŤ Ěăÿ đ ĦĤþ Đþų čăÿ čăÿ
ĐĜăĀ ŷ þĜĕČý ĐƀĘĀ ĀĠĥăŤ Ĉ đ ěčĀŰ ĘĀ ĤžİĀ ĥĉ ý ƑĦĤþ Đþŵ čăÿ čąěĕ
ăÿ Čý Đſ Ĝăý Đü ţđ ěĐāýų ėă Đÿ ĐĜăĀ Čž þ ĤŤ üĕ ć ęČž ü ţđ ĊČđĐĄ ü Ħİÿ ĤŲ ÿ ĀĢ Ğ ÿĎƀ þĜ
ĕŭİĕ
ü čü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ęŖ žňčăÿ ěŲĐāý ėă Đÿ đă ĐČƀ Ā ĤĀ ţđ ĊęĕĚĄ ü Āĕ Ħƀİÿ čŤ ĥü Ĉ ěŲĐāý ėă Đÿ ŖĤĕƀ Ďă ü ĝŤ Đü ţđ ĐŭĐĀ ėý ČđĐž ü ţđ ĤŖİŲ Đąě
Ā Ěü
ďāĚƃ İú ĦĄ ÿ Đĕ
Ɠ Ā ĦăƄþ ēŤ Ħąę
ăÿ Čü ţđ ĊČđĐĄ ü Ħİÿ ĤŲ ÿ ĀĢ Ğ ÿĎƀ þĜ ŖĦāŰ Č ěƑ Đāý ėă Đÿ ČſĚýă Ĕü ţđ ĤŖĞŰ čăĀ ĐƑ ĥĉ þ ŤĠĦü Đāĥĉ ſ Ġąę
Ā ă Čü
Ħčþ Ĥƀ þ ĀĢąĕĄėüă ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ ŖƑ ĤĐú ĔĄ ü ţđ ČđĐŭ ü ĐŲ ĀđėŤ Ěüă Đÿ ĦČƀ ý ĥĉ ţ ĐĐĀŰ ėý ČđĐž ü ţđ ĤƑ ŖĞčĀ ĐſĦĀ ĥĄĉ ţ ĀĠǞČā Ę ĦĤþ ĐþŸ čăÿ Đÿ
ĊČđĐĄ ü ĐŲ ĀđėŤ Ěüă Đÿ
ĕĥĕĚē ē Đſ Ĝăý Đü ţđ Ğ ÿĎĜăþ ų ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ěĐāýŸ ėă Đÿ ĐČƃ Ā ĤĀ ţđ Ċěģƥ ĀĒčţ ŖČƀ ĥČā
Ĉ ĤŲ čăţ Ğ ÿĎŭ ĀĜ ŖčŲ Đƀ þĕĐĄŤ ĕąĕ
ü ėüă ĐĥĀ Ű ă Ĉ Čü ŖČž ĥĕ
Ƒ Ĉ Čü ţđ
Ħİÿ ĤƂ ÿ ĀĢ ČăđĐŰ ģĦžþ þĜ ěƑ Đāý ėă Đÿ ŖĦāſ Č ČĚƃýă Ĕü ţđ ģ ŭ Āăď čāĐŲ ĀĢ ĤƀİĀ ĥĉ ý Ŗčăŷ đ ĤŖĞŰ Đąě
Ā Ěü ģāĚž İĀ đƑă ĐČŵ ý ĤŤ Ěÿ
ģāĚž İĀ đƑă ĐČŵ ý ĤŤ Ěąěĕ
ÿ Čý Đſ Ĝăý Đü ţđ ģĦþ Ĝăþ ų Đÿ Ğ ÿĎž þĜąĦČþ ěĐāýŸ ėă Đÿ ĐČƃ þ ĤŤ üĕąĕĄėü ţđ ĊČăđĐĄ ěģŲ Ā ĀņĐÿ ŖČƀ ĥČā
Ĉ Ĥŷ ĐĀ
ĊęĕĚĄ ü Āĕ Ħƀİÿ čŤ ĥü Ĉ ģĦŲþ Ĝăþ Đÿ Ğ ÿĎƀ þĜąĦČþ ěŷĐāý ėă Đÿ ĤĕƂĎă ü ĝŤ Đü ţđ Ŗčăŭ ěĕČž ý ĤāēŲ ĥĀ Ĉ ĤƀİĀ ĥĉ ý ţđ ĤŖĞŰ Đąě
Ā Ěü
ŖčŲ Đ ĀĕƀĐąČā
Ā Ę ţđ ģĦþ Ĝăþ Ű Đÿ Đĥ
ž ĉ Ā ĠąČā
Ā ĘĄ ĐƑ Ĝăý Đü ţđ Ůĕİĕ
ü čü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ęŖ žňčăÿ ĞƉ ÿĎĜăþ Ŵ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ěžĐāý ėă Đÿ ĐČƃ Ā ĤĀ ţđ
ēŭũ Ęă ý ÿĎţĕ Čā Ęž ģĦŲþ Ĝăþ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ţđ ēĘĀăŰ Ďă ÿ ĦŤ Đüƃ ţđ ĊĤŖİĄ Đąě
Ā Ěü ģāĚŲ İĀ ěĕČƀ ý ģĦþ Ĝăþ Ű Đÿ ĐČž ý ĤŤ Ěăÿ đ čāĐŭ ĀĢ ĤžİĀ ĥĉ ý
ęŖ žňčăÿ ģĦþ Ĝăþ Ÿ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ěĐāýƃ ėă Đÿ ĐƓ ČĀ ĤĀ ţđ ĊĦĕĄĜü ĥý Ĉ ęĕĚŲ ü Āĕ Ħƀİÿ čŤ ĥü Ĉ ģĦŷþ Ĝăþ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ěƂĐāý ėă Đÿ ĤĕĎă ƃü ĝŤ Đü ţđ
ĤſĐÿ Ĕü ţđ ĤŖİŭ Đąě
Ā Ěü ģāĚŲ İĀ đă ăĜƀ þĜĕČý đă ĐČű ý ĤŤ Ěăÿ đ ĤŖĞŰ čăĀ ģƑ Ħþ Ĝăþ ŵ Đÿ Đſĥĉ Ā ĀĠąČā ĘĄ ĐĜăý ż Đü đţ ƒ ĕİĕ
üų čü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ
ĊŖĦĄ ĤĀ ĐĄŢ Ĕš ĕĤŲ ý ēú ČĄ ÿ ĤŖİŭ čăĀ ģĦŲþ Ĝăþ Đÿ Đĥ
ŷ ĉ þ ŤĠüĕ Đāĥĉ ƀ Ġąę
Ā ă Čü ţđ ĊĤĄĐý ĔĀ ţđ đĕďŲ Ā ĀĎčăţ ĝƀčăþ ėü ţđ ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ ŖƑ ĦāČ
ĕīĥĤ
ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ý Ŗ ăč ĐĀĕĐĀ Ŗǣ Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ ă ęǣü ČĐĀ .ĪŖĎ øđ Đĥĉ Ā ĀĠ Čā Ę ĐĜăý Đü øđ ć čĘ
:ČĚý ĔĀ — čāǦĢĀ
ēĕüũ Ǩă Ěÿ .ēũ Ęýă ÿĎøĕ Čā Ę ģĦþ Ĝăþ Đÿ ĦČþ øđ :ģĦþþ Ǩă Đÿ ĦŖčĕčü ĝø .ēĘĀă Ďă ÿ Ħø Đü øđ ć ĎĘ
,Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ ă ęǣü ĤėĀă Ǩü ČĐý øňĥþ Ĉ ĕďý ėøă ,čĕčü ĝĀ ŖĘ øĖŅĚĝĀ ĦŖĤĞĀ ĥĉ ø ĕĦý ă ĥø Ĉ
:ēŅũ Šüă Ďă Đÿ ęŖģĚø üĘ ČýĢ ýĕøđ ĦŖĤĞĀ ĥĉ øă Đÿ ĤāčĞú ÿĕ Đĥĉ þ Ġø üĕ ęČü ĥþ Ĉ
.ĤŅĔĠø ă Đÿ Ĥēÿ ČøĘ
ÿ ĐĥŖ
ĉ þ Ġă ČĀĘă ǣþ ĕ üĘ ěĕǣý .ŖĦĤĀ Đû ĔĀ ĕĤý ēú Čÿ ć ĐĘ
ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă ?ĕüǨĥý Ĉ ĞŅč
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ ğŖĝčŅø ěŖĥǣ
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ ğŖĝčă ø ğǣÿ ě Ǩüĕÿă Ěü
Ĉ Ĥü ĞŅč
:"Đĥĉ þ Ġø üĕ Đā ĉĥĠ"
Ā ă :ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ
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ęŖģĚø čă ü ĥþ Ĉ ĞÿĎǩþ ěĕčă ý ģĘý ă ēÿ øĘ čŅĦėĀă Đÿ Ččă Ā .ěģĀ ĀĒčø ŖČ ĥČā
Ĉ Ĥčăø ć Ĕė
ĐþĒđø ěčĀ ĀĘ ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ý čă ø ŖǨĚĕ
Ā ĝü Đ þņĥþ Ĉ ,Ĥĥĉ Ā čă Ā ęŖģĚø čă ü ĥþ Ĉ Ğ ÿĎǨþ øŠ ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ý
:čāǦĢĀ ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ý čă ø ŖǨĚĕ
Ā ĝü
ģĦþ þĜ :čāǦĢĀ øĘ Ŗ ăčĥþ Ĉ ĤŖēĥĀ Ĉ ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ý øĖĠÿ ă Ǧþø Ǩă ĥþ Ĉ .čāĐ ĀĢ ĤİĀ ĥĉ ý Ŗčăđ ć Š
:ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ý ęŖģĚø čă ü ĥþ Ĉ ĞÿĎǩþ Ęĥþ Ĉ ŖĚĥø Ĉ øĖėĀă .ČăđĐ
— ĤŖēĥĀ Ĉ ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ý Ŗ ăč ĐĀĕĐĀ ęǣü ČĐĀ .Ŗčă ěĕČý ĤāēĥĀ Ĉ ĤİĀ ĥĉ ý øđ ć ČĘ
ĐĤĀ Đû ĔĀ ěĚĕ
ÿ ĝü ĤŖēĥĀ Ĉ ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ýă ĥþ Ĉ ,Ĥ ýĎĝĀă Ǧü øĘ øĖĕĤü ĢĀ ěĕČøý đ ĤŖĐĔĀ
ĪŖĎøđ "Ŗ ăč ēĚÿ ĢĀ ĤāēĥĀ Ĉ ĤĞĀ ĥøĉ ý đ" :ĤĚÿ Čþù Ǩă ĥþ Ĉ ŖĚėøă ,ęĕģü ǫĀ Ǩø čă ü ČŅĐ
:(ĒĘ ģđĝĠ ěĘǦĘ)

:ǫĤþ Đþ čă ÿ Đÿ Ŗǣ ĦČāņĐÿ ĦČý ĥĉ øă Đÿ .ČđĐü Ğ ÿĎ þĜ ć čė
ęĥāþ Ĉ Ĥ" :ŖĚŅăĎĤø ǫÿ ėøă .ěĕēü ĥø Ĉă Đÿ Ħčþ Ĥþ ĀĢ :Đă ĚŖģ
Ā Ěø čă ü .Đĕ
Ā Ħăþ ēø Ħăÿ ć Ďė
'Ħčþ Ĥþ Ģ'Ā ŠėĀă .Ĥĥĉ Ā čă Ā čă ÿ ĤėĀă Ǩă ü Đÿ ęŅĚă ēü Đÿ ęĥāþ Ĉ Ĥ ČĀŠă ǣþ ŖĜĕǣý ,"ČĀǨēø ĥü Ĉ
ŅčĤø Ģüø Ǩđø " :ŖĚėøă ,ęŅĚă ēü ĦĚÿ ēú Ěý ĞĎă Ā Ĥø Ǩă ü Đÿ ĤŖĞ ĦĞĕüĎ
ÿ Ĥø ěŖĥĈ øŠ
.Ħčþ Ĥþ ĀĢ :ĒĞÿ ÿĘčă ø ĤīĕĤĔĕĕĤ ,(Ď ,Čė ĘČģĒēĕ) "ęĕüǨĠĀ ă ĘėĀă Đă čĀ
:ĒĞÿ ÿĘčă ø ĔīǨĚǣĕĤĔĤ
ǦėĀ Ġø Ǧþþ Ǩ ,ĐĀđėø Ěü ă Đÿ ĐǠĀ øĕēĀ ĥþ Ĉ ėøă ,ĔīǨĚĜĥ .Đ Āđėø Ěüă Đÿ Ħ ÿĕēø Ěü ć ďė
:ĐģĀ ĀĘēú ǦĀǨčĀ øĘ Ŗǣ ǦėŅĦ
Ā Ġø ă ǠĤþ Đþ čÿ øĘ
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lower nor faded,15 then the priest shall quarantine him in a
speciėc place (see verse ƨ) for seven days.
Aěer seven days he is examined once again, and if it shall
spread on the skin, the priest shall pronounce him impure:
It is a mark.
But if the bright spot shall remain in place, meaning that it
stays the same size, and it did not spread, it is a scar of the
rash. It is merely the natural consequence of an inĚammation
and has no signiėcance with regard to ritual purity or impurity,
and therefore the priest shall pronounce him pure.
ĉe verse states a similar case: Or Ěesh, when there is on its
skin a burn by ėre, and the healed Ěesh of the burn became
a bright spot, reddish white, or white,
the priest shall examine it; and behold, hair in the bright
spot turned white, and its appearance is deeper than the
skin, it is leprosy that erupted in the spot of the burn; the
priest shall pronounce him impure: It is a mark of leprosy.
But if the priest shall examine it, and behold, there is no
white hair in the bright spot, and it is no lower than the
skin, and it is faded (see verse Ʀƥ), the priest shall quarantine
him seven days.
ĉe priest shall examine him on the seventh day; if the bright
spot has spread on the skin, the priest shall pronounce him
impure, because it is a mark of leprosy.
But if the bright spot remains in its place and has not spread
on the skin,D and it is faded, it is not as bright as it was at the
outset, it is the spot of the burn; the priest shall pronounce
him pure,D as it is the scar of the burn.
ĉe section has discussed marks found on exposed skin,
whether it is hairy or smooth; it now shiěs to marks found
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on areas with a high concentration of hair. A man or woman,
when there shall be a mark on a head or on a beard,
the priest shall examine the mark, which might be the symptom of an illness, the result of an accident, or perhaps a sign
of leprosy.16 And behold, its appearance is deeper than the
skin, and there is yellow, thin hairD in it. ĉe priest shall
pronounce it impure: It is a scall;D it is leprosy of the head
or of the beard.
When the priest examines the mark of the scall, and behold,
its appearance is not deeper than the skin, and yet there is
no black hair in it, as would be found on a healthy head, since
black is the most common hair color among Jews, the priest
shall quarantine the mark of the scall seven days.
ĉe priest shall examine the mark on the seventh day; and
behold, the scall did not spread, and there is no yellow hair
in it, and the appearance of the scall is not deeper than the
skin.
In this case the mark must be re-examined. He, the quarantined
leper, shall be shaved, one must shave the hair surrounding the
mark,17 but the hair growing in the scall itself or along its edges
he shall not shave.18 ĉis enables the priest to examine the
edges of the mark and follow its progress. And the priest shall
quarantine the scall seven days again, a kind of intermediate
stage between impurity and purity.
ĉe priest shall examine the scall once again on the seventh
day; and behold, the scall did not spread in the skin, and
its appearance is not deeper than the skin, the priest shall
pronounce it pure; and he shall wash his garments and be
puriėed.
But if the scall did not spread during the period that the leper
was quarantined, and yet it shall spread on the skin aěer his
puriėcation,

DISCUSSION
13:2 | But if the bright spot remains in place
and has not spread on the skin: According to
the plain meaning of the text, there are two conditions for pronouncing the mark pure: It did not
spread and it faded. However, the halakha is that
one of these conditions is enough: The mark is
declared pure either if it did not spread or if it
faded below the four levels of whiteness that
characterize marks of leprosy. Rabbi Samson
Raphael Hirsch explains that the phrase “and it
is faded” means: Even if it faded slightly, e.g., the
shade of a bright spot turned into the shade of
a slightly fainter spot, it is pure, provided that it
did not spread. Others maintain, as in verse Āÿ,
that the word “not” refers to both conditions,
and the verse is saying: If it did not spread on the

skin and it is not faded, as it retained its strong
whiteness, it is pure (Ɯizkuni).
The priest shall pronounce him pure: The
halakhot of leprosy of an inøammation or a
burn are very similar to those of leprosy of the
øesh. There too, the mark’s status is determined
by whether or not the hair turned white and
whether the mark spread on the skin. It can be
inferred from the verses that there are two differences between these cases: With regard to
inøammations and burns, if signs of impurity
were not seen after a week of quarantine, the
mark is pure, as the skin was already damaged.
By contrast, in the case of leprosy of the øesh, a
further week of quarantine is necessary to determine the matter. Another diòerence is that
only two signs of impurity are mentioned for

inøammations and burns, while the third sign
of impurity for leprosy of the øesh, that is, the
healing of the øesh, is absent here (see Mishna
Nega’im ā:ā–Ă, 9:ÿ).
13:3 | Yellow thin [dak] hair: Unlike the forms
of leprosy discussed earlier, these hairs are not
white, but they are also not their natural color.
Their appearance is unusual in another way as
well; tannai’im disagree whether the word dak
means thin or short (see Nega’im ÿ0:ÿ).
Scall [netek]: Some interpret this term as an
unexplained detachment [nituk] of hair from
a particular area, even if is not accompanied
by a change in the appearance of the skin (see
Rambam, Sefer Tahara, Hilkhot Tumat Tzara’at
8:ÿ, and Ra’avad ad loc.).
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ĞĕĤĒĦ | Ďĕ ģĤĠ | ČĤģĕđ ĤĠĝ

Book of Leviticus | Chapter 13 | Tazria

ĊČăđĐĄ ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ čāĐŲ ĢĀă Đÿ ĤƀİĀ ĉĥý ă Ęÿ ěŷĐāý ėă Đÿ ĤģƂ ă ý čţĕąČā
ÿ ĘĄ ĤŖİŭ čăĀ ģĦŲþ Ĝăþ Đÿ Đĥ
ƀ ĉ Ā ĠĀ ă ĐŷĜăý Đü ţđ ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ đƑă ĐČŵ Ā ĤĀ ţđ
ŖĤŲ Đú ĔĄ ü ţđ ČăđĐŭ ĤŖĐž ĔĀ ģĦŲþ Ĝăþ Đÿ ČƀĠĀ ă ĤŤ üĜ Ŗčąē
ăŷ ĚĄÿ ĀĢ ĤāēƂ ĥĀ Ĉ ĤİĀƃ ĥĉ ý ţđ ģĦþ Ĝăþ Ÿ Đÿ ďĚƃÿ İĀ đƓ ĕĀĜĕİý čąę
ăţ Čü ţđ
ĊĦā ĄĜčĀ Ęţ ĦāĤŲ ĐĄĀ čăþ ĦāĤŭ ĐĄĀ čăþ ęĤŲ Ā ĥĉ Ā čąĤŖĞ
ăţ
čţ Đƀ þĕĐĄŤ ĕąĕ
ü ėüă ĐĥĀ Ű ă Ĉ ČąŖ
ü ČĄ ĥĕ
Ƒ Ĉ Čü ţđ
ĊěĄĐāý ėă Đÿ
ĤŖĐƀ ĔĀ ĤŖİŲ čăĀ ēĤƀ ÿ ĠĀ ă ČăđĐŷ ģĐāÿ čăƀ Ħā ŭĜčĀ Ęţ ĦŖĐž ėýă ĦāĤŲ ĐĄĀ čăþ ęĤŷ Ā ĥĉ Ā čąĤŖĞ
ăţ
čţ ĐƂ Ĝăý Đü ţđ ěĐāýų ėă Đÿ ĐČž Ā ĤĀ ţđ
ĕĥĥ đĕĜĀ Ű ĠĀ ă ĦČ
ž ÿ Ġţ ă Ěü ęƑ Čü ţđ ĊČăđĐĄ ĤŖĐƀ ĔĀ ČăđĐŲ ēĄ ũ Ĥƀ ý ģý ŖĥČā
ŭ Ĉ Ĥ ĔĤŲ ý ĚĀă üĕ ĕƀėüă ĥĕĈ Čű ü ţđ
ĊČăđĐĄ
/ ĕĥĕĘĥ/
ę ŭ ĀăďĚŤ ďÿ Čú ěžčĀ ĘĀ Ğ ÿĎŲ þĜ Ħēÿ čăÿŰ Ďă ÿ čÿ ŖČž ƑĦēÿ Ĥŵ ÿ ģă Ā čÿ Đſ þĕĐĄŤ ĕąĕ
ü ėü ţđ ĊČăđĐĄ ĤŖĐƀ ĔĀ ČăđĐŲ ēƀĄ ũ čă ý Ďă ü ŖĥČā
ŭ Ĉ Ĥ ĔĤŲ ý ĚüĕĀă
ĞƑ ÿĎĜăþ ŵ ĐǛĦ
ÿ Čý ĥĉ ţ Đſ Ĝăý Đü ţđ ěĐāýų ėă Đÿ ŖĦāŸ Č ĐČƃ Ā ĤĀ ţđ ĊŖĦăĄ ēŤ čăÿ ÿĎčţ ŖČƀ ŖĦăŲ ēŤ Ĥÿ ģƥ čăţ ČđĐüŰ ƑĦēÿ Ĥāŵ ÿ Ġă Ħİÿ Ĥſ ÿ ĀĢ
ČăđĐŲ İăũ đĤƀ ĀĢąĥĕĈ Čü ĊĤĥ
Ą ĉ Ā čăĀ ĤŖİƀ Ħİÿ ĤŲ ÿ ĀĢ ĐƀČý ĤŤ Ěÿ ėţă ŖĦăŭ ēŤ čăÿ ÿĎčţ ŖČž ŖĦăŲ ēŤ Ĥÿ ģƥ čăţ ĦĚþ Ű þăďĚŤ ďÿ Čú Đž ĀĜčĀ Ęţ
đă ſĕĐŤ üĕ đĕďź Ā ĀĎčăţ Ğ ÿĎĜăþ ų Đÿ ŖčąĤ
ăž ĥþ Ĉ Čú İăũ đĤŸ ĢĀă Đÿ ţđ ĊŖİĄ ŤĎ üĜ ŖĥČā
ƀ Ĉ Ĥčăţ ěŲĐāý ėă Đÿ đă ăĜČŷ þ Ěţă Ĕÿ ţĕ ČƂĚýă Ĕÿ ČăđĐŭ ČĚž ý ĔĀ
Ĥĥþ ƃ Ĉ Čú ĕĚźý ţĕąĘėšă ĊČĤĄ Ā ģŤ üĕ ČĚŲ ý ĔĀ ć ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ ţđ ĐŭĔþ İŤ ÿĕ ęŲ ĀĠĥąĘ
ĉ Ā İÿ ţđ İăũ đĤŰ ĀĠ Đž þĕĐŤ üĕ ŖƑ ĥČā
Ĉ Ĥ ţđ ęƑ ĕĚü ĤĂ ţĠ
ď þĎčăþű Đÿ ţđ
ĊŖčĄ ĥŖ
Ā Ĉ ĚĄ ĐŲ þĜēú ĚĄĄ ÿă Ęÿ ġăđēƀ Ěü čĥý Ű Ĉ ýĕ ďďž Ā čăĀ ČăđĐŭ ČĚž ý ĔĀ ČĚŲ Ā ĔŤ üĕ Ŗčăŷ Ğ ÿĎƀĜă þ Đÿ
čĤþ İýŰ čţ ŖČž ƑĕĦü ĥţ Ĉ čĄ ü ŖČſ ĊęĕĦĄ ăü ĥŤ Ĉ Ġü ă ď þĎƀčþ čăţ ŖČŲ ĤĚþ Ģþ Ű ď þĎžčþ čăţ Ħİÿ Ĥŭ Ā ĀĢ Ğ ÿĎž þĜ ŖčŲ Đƀ þĕĐĄŤ ĕąĕ
ü ėüă
ĕīĥĤ
ĦŖ ăčĤÿ øĘ ,"ŅăĜČþ Ěø ă Ĕÿ øĕ ČĚý ă Ĕ"
ÿ :ĤĚŖŠ
ÿ ďŅĚ øŠǫÿ ă ?ęĕĞü Ďă Ā ǨĂ Ěø Đÿ ĤČĀ ĥø Ĉ
ă ø :ĤĚŖǣ
ĪŖĎøđ "ęĕĚü ĤĂ Ġø ŅĕĐüĕø đĕďĀĎĀ č"
ý ČŅĐ ěĘĀ ă ėĂă ĘĞÿ ,ěĘĀ ă ėĂă ĦČþ
:(ĐĚ ģđĝĠ ěĘǦĘ)
.ĐĔþ İÿĕ
ø ę ĀĠĥĉ Ā Ęİÿ øđ :ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ý ĘďĂĎă Ā Ěø .İăũ đĤ ĀĠ :ęĕĞŅĤ
ü ģø .ęĕĚü ĤĂ øĠ ć ĐĚ
ČĚý ĔĀ ČĚý ĔĀ øđ :ĒĞÿ ÿŠčă ø ěīđĜĤĎ ,ęüĕǫÿ ĠĀ ĥĉ øă Đÿ ĤĞÿ ĥĉ ø .ę ĀĠĥĉ Ā :Ęčý ČĀ ėøă
:Ņ ăǨĚþ ă Ěü ŅĥĈ Ĥø Ġø üĕøđ ČĚý ĔĀ ČŅĐĥþ Ĉ Ğĕũ Ěü ĥø Ĉ Ěÿ .ČĤĀ ģüĕø
ŅĤĚø ČøĀ đ .ŖĚă Ğü ęĕčü ĥŖĕ
ø Ĉ ęĕČü Ěý Ĕø ŅĕĐüĕø Čā Ęă ĥþ Ĉ .čĥý Ĉ ýĕ ďďĀ čăĀ ć đĚ
ĘĕČŖĐ
ü ?ďďĀ čă Ā čĥĕý Ĉ ýĘ ęĕČü Ěý Ĕø ĤČĀ ĥø Ĉă Ěü ǦĀǨă ǫÿ ă ĥø ĈǨă ü ĐĚÿ :ŅĜĕĦŖý ăčĤÿ
ĥĕĈ ǣü ěĕčă ý ,ŖĦă ĥø Ĉ Čü øŠ ĥĕĈ ǣü ěĕčă ý ĞĤĀ ĐĀ ěŖĥĈ ĀŠčă ø Ęĕďă ü čø Đü ČŅĐøđ
:ǫŖĜēú Ěÿ ĥāĈ ŠĥĀ Ĉ øĘ ġŅē .Đ þĜēú Ěÿă Šÿ ġăđēĚü :Ęďý čă Ā üĕ ČŅĐ ğǣÿ ,ŅǦĞý Ĥý øĘ

ĕŅĤģĀ đĕĀǨĠĀ ă ĕĠý ă ÿĘėøă ďāģďø ģĀ ĞŅũ Ġă ĥü Ĉă Ěü .đĕĀĜĠĀ ă ĦČÿ Ġø ă Ěü ęČü øđ ć ČĚ
ĞŅũ Ġă ĥü Ĉă ĚŅ
ü ,Š ĀĘėøă čă ÿ ěČėĀă ĚŅ
ü ěČėĀă Ěü ă ĥþ Ĉ ěĕĞü ďĀ Ģă ø Đÿ ğČøÿ đ ,'Ǡēÿ čă ÿ Ď'ă ÿ
:'Ǡēÿ Ĥÿ ģ'Ā ĕŅĤģĀ đĕĤŖē
Ā ǣú ĕĠý ă ÿĘėøă ďāģďø ģĀ
?ĦŖǣĤø Ěÿ ă Đÿ ĤČĀ ĥø Ĉ ě Ǩüĕ ă ÿ Ěü . øĖŅĦĠĀ ă .ę ĀăďĚø ďÿ Čú ěčĀ ĘĀ Ğ ÿĎ þĜ ć čĚ
:"ĞÿĎǩ"þ :ĤĚŖŠ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă
ĤŅĚČĀ ĐĀ ĦĞÿ Ĥÿ Ģă Ā Đÿ Đǣý Ĥø Ěÿ ėøă .Ĥĥĉ Ā čăĀ ĤŖĞ Ħİÿ Ĥÿ ĀĢ ĐČý Ĥø Ěÿ ėøă ć ĎĚ
ĘĕĞŠ) "ŖĤĥĉ Ā čø ĤŖĞčø ĐþĕĐüĕ
ø ĕėüă ęďĀ ǣ"
Ā :Ĥĥĉ Ā čă Ā ĤŖĞ Ħĥÿ Ĉ ĤĀ ĠĀ čă ø
ěŖ ăďüǨøđ ĦŖǣĤø Ěÿ ǦĞĀ čă Ā Ĥø Čÿ čă ø ČĚý ă Ĕÿ Ěø ă ĥþ Ĉ ?Ŗ ăč ĤŅĚǣĀ ĐĚŅ
Ā ,(č ģđĝĠ
ĐĀđėø ĚŅ
ü ěĕēü ĥø Ĉ čă ü ĤŅĚČĀ ĐĀ ĦĞÿ Ĥÿ ĢĀ Đǣý Ĥø Ěÿ ėøă Čā Ęđø ,ǫŖĞŅčĥĀ Ĉ ĕýǨĥø Ĉ čă ü
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ čă ø ěŖ ăďüǨ ČŅĐĥþ Ĉ
ęŖģĚø Ęĥþ Ĉ ěĕģü ǫĀ Ǩø Đǣý Ĥø Ěÿ ėøă Čā Šđø ,ďēĀ ǣþ ĞŅč
:ǫŖǣĤø Ěÿ Ğčă ÿ Ĥø Čÿ čă ø ěĕČü Ěø ă Ĕÿ Ěø ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ý
ĦŖ ăčĤÿ øĘ ě Ǩüĕÿă Ěü .ěĕģü ǫĀ Ǩø ČŠĀ ă ǣþ ĕ üĘ ěĕǣý .ŖĞ øĎ üĜ ŖĥČā
Ĉ Ĥčăø ć ďĚ

And he shall cover his upper lip: It was customary to wear a large linen or woolen cloth
in the biblical period. It was easy to wrap one’s
body and face with such a garment. Covering
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one’s face was a standard mourning practice
(see II Samuel ÿ5:ā0, ÿ9:5), along with rending
one’s garments and growing the hair long (see
ÿ0:6).
13:4 | He shall live alone; outside the camp
is his dwelling: This description refers to the
camp of the Israelites in the wilderness, which
had boundaries outside of which a leper could
dwell. Lepers in the Land of Israel lived alone
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36 the priest shall examine him; and behold, the scall spread
on the skin, and therefore the priest shall not have to inspect
for the yellow hair and see whether or not there is any yellow
hair in it, as in any case it is impure. ĉe spread of the scall
alone is conėrmation of the impurity of the mark.
37 But if the scall maintained its appearance aěer the quarantine, and black hair grew in it,D it is a sign that the scall
has healed, it is pure. ĉe priest shall pronounce it pure.
Although the scall healed and there is no longer any reason for
it to be impure, the priest must declare and establish its purity.
38 Next, the Torah deals with a case similar to that of a scall
with black hair in it, which is not an impure mark: A man or
a woman, if there will be in the skin of their Ěesh bright
spots, bright white spots,
39 the priest shall examine; and behold, the bright spots in the
skin of their Ěesh are faded white, whitish but not pure white,
it is a teĨer, a certain skin disease, that erupted on the skin,
and therefore it is pure.
40 Having presented the halakhot of marks on the Ěesh and marks
Sixth aliya on the hairy part of the head, the Torah adds: A man, if the
(Third aliya) hair of his head falls out for any reason, he is merely bald; he
is pure, as baldness in itself has no signiėcance with respect to
the halakhot of ritual impurity. Since baldness is more common
among men, the verse refers to a man.19
41 And likewise, if on the front side of his face the hair of his
head falls,20 he is frontally bald; this too is a natural phenomenon, and therefore he is pure.

42 But when there is on the bald head, or the bald forehead,
a reddish-white mark, a white mark with a reddish hue, it is
leprosy erupting on his bald head or on his bald forehead.
43 ĉe priest shall examine it; and behold, if the spot of the
mark is reddish white on his bald head, or on his bald forehead, and it is like the appearance of ordinary leprosy in the
skin of the Ěesh,
44 he is a leprous man, he is impure; the priest shall pronounce him impure: His mark is on his head. ĉis is like the
ordinary leprosy of the skin, except for the fact that it lacks the
sign of impurity which stems from the color of the hair, as it appears on a bald spot of the head. Even if a small amount of white
hair grew on the mark in the bald area, it would not necessarily
be a sign of impurity.21
45 Aěer explaining the various appearances of leprous marks,
the Torah addresses the halakhot governing the leper himself:
And the leper in whom the mark is, and whom the priest has
pronounced as a leper, his garments shall be rent. He must
tear his garments, among other reasons, as a sign of mourning.22
And the hair of his head shall be grown out.D Some explain
that this means that his hair shall be uncovered.23 And he shall
cover his mouth and his upper lipD with his outer garment and
shall cry: Impure, impure, thereby informing others of his ritually impure status.
46 All the days that the mark is on him he shall be impure; he
is impure; he shall live alone; outside the camp is his dwelling,D where he is cut oĎ almost entirely from humanଙsociety.

?čāǦĢĀ ŖĜĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ęāďČĀ ĐøĀ đ ģāĤ ĀňĐÿ ğǣÿ ě Ǩüĕÿă Ěü .ĤāēĥĀ Ĉ ĤİĀ ĥĉ ý øđ ć ĒĘ
:čĐĀ ĀņĐÿ ǠĕüǨčø ǫÿ øŠ ?ĐĚŖþ ăď čāǦĢĀ ĐĚĀ øĘŅ ;"ĤĞĀ ĥøĉ ý đ" :ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă
Čā Ę ěǦāý ėă Đÿ ŖĤĐú Ĕüă ĥþ Ĉ ČĚý ĔĀ ČĐĀ .ěĐāý ėă Đÿ ŖĤĐú Ĕü øđ ČăđĐ ĤŖĐĔĀ
:ĤĐÿ ĔĀ

Leprosy of Clothing

:ǫŖĤŅ ăčĤø čÿ ēú .ĦāĤĐĀ čăþ ć ēĘ
.ģĐāÿ čă :ĐǦþ ėýă ČĀĘă ǣþ ĒĞÿ ěǦĀþ Ęă ĥþ Ĉ ěčāþ Ę ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ .ĦāĜčĀ Ęø ĦŖĐėýă ć ĔĘ
ěĕčă ý ĥīđĤ ěĕĤŖü ģă ĥþ Ĉ ęāďǣĀ ęďĀ ǣĀ Ĥĥĉ ÿ čø čă ü Đǣþ Ĥø Ǩă ü Đÿ ěčāþ Š ěĕĚü ėøă
ĐĥĀ Ĉ ďĀ Ğú ěĕčă ý ĥþ Ĉ ,ěĥĀ Ĉ ďø Ğÿ ĥĕĈ Čü ėøă ,ģĐāÿ ăč ĕŅĤģĀ ,ŖĦŅĚĕĚü ďø ǣÿ ĦŖĤŅ ăčĤø čÿ ēú
:ēÿĢ ěčāþ Ęčă ø Ĥĥĉ Ā čă Ā Đÿ ģĕĐü čø Ěÿ ĐĥĀ Ĉ ďĀ Ğú ÿĘ
ěŖ ăďǨü ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ,ěĕģü ǫĀ Ǩø ĦČÿ Ěø ĔĂă Ěü .ČăđĐ ĤŖĐĔĀ ČăđĐ ēũ Ĥý ģý ć Ě
ĕĞý øĎǩü ĕýǨĚĕ
Ā ĝü čă ø ČĀĘă ǣþ ,ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ý ęŖģĚø ęĐý ĥþ Ĉ ěģĀĀ Ēđø ĥǣā
Ā ĝü čă ø
Ĉ Ĥ ĕýǨĚĕ
:ěŖĕĥĉ ø ĠŅ
ü ĐĀĕēø Ěü — Ĥĥĉ Ā čă Ā ĤŖĞ

The halakhot of leprosy of clothing diòer from those of leprosy of the body both with regard to the signs of purity and impurity and with regard to the
eventual obligation to burn the impure garment. Nevertheless, there is a certain similarity between the cases: In both instances the suspicious mark
must be brought to a priest for examination, and it is he who determines whether there is indeed cause for concern and whether the mark must be
left under observation. A week later he examines it again. If the mark grew in size, it is conörmed leprosy, which imparts impurity. If it did not grow, he
continues to track the progress of the mark, by additional quarantine in the case of a human body, or by laundering in the case of clothing.

DISCUSSION
mourning his own death in his lifetime. The
Midrash of Rabbi Pineǝas ben Ya’ir notes additional parallels between a leper and a corpse
with regard to their halakhot and processes of
puriöcation (Eisenstein, Otzar Midrashim, Ă8Ā).

đĘ

outside the city walls (see II Kings 7:ā, ÿ5:5; Kelim
ÿ:7).
In principle, this isolation could last the leper’s entire lifetime. This fate befell Uzia, king of
Judah, who was aõicted with leprosy and had
to live in “a house set apart,” an isolated place
outside the city, for many years until his death
(II Chronicles Ā6:Āÿ).

After dealing with the halakhot of leprosy that appears on the human body, the Torah discusses an even
stranger phenomenon: Leprosy of clothing, a ball of thread, or a leather implement. This phenomenon,
which is unique to the Jewish people, is likewise perceived as a sign from Heaven. The list of speciöc materials
that are subject to this impurity, which is repeated in almost every verse in the passage, perhaps serves to
emphasize the wondrous nature of the plague.

LEVITICUS 13:47ū59

47 ĉe garment, if there shall be in it a mark of leprosy,
whether in a woolen garment, or in a linen garment. ĉis
verse is not referring to a spot caused by some external factor

or one that can easily be removed through rinsing and the like,
but to an abnormal mark growing on the garment through no
apparent cause.

DISCUSSION
13:3 | But if the scall maintained its appearance and black hair grew in it: It is unclear
from the verse whether both conditions are necessary for purity or if one suóces. The Sages interpret the text in a lenient fashion (Bekhor Shor;
Ɯizkuni; see Nega’im ÿ0:ā).

13:4 | His garments shall be rent and the
hair of his head shall be grown out: Leprosy
is a relatively severe form of ritual impurity,
similar to the impurity imparted by a corpse. It
is considered like the penetration of death into
a living body. Although this inöltration occurs

only at the surface, on the skin, nevertheless it
symbolizes that the leper is a walking corpse,
as it were, and that he is cut oò from human
society (see Numbers ÿĀ:ÿĀ; Nedarim 6Ăb). This
might be the reason that the leper observes
certain mourning practices, as though he were
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ę ų ĀăďĚŤ ďÿ Čú ŖČž ć ģĤž ÿ ģŤ Ĥÿ ţĕ Ğ ÿĎĜăþ Ÿ Đÿ ĐĕĀƃ ĐĀ ţđ ĊĤŖİĄ ĦėČƀ
þ Ęþ ĚąĘ
ţ ėš čăţ ŖČŲ ĤŖĞŰ čţ ŖČž ĤĚŭþ ĢĀă Ęÿ ţđ ęĕĦŲ ăü ĥŤ Ĉ Ġü ă Šÿ
ĐŲČĀ ĤŤ Đš ţđ ČăđĐŭ Ħİÿ ĤŲ ÿ ĀĢ Ğ ÿĎƀ þĜ ĤŖĞǞĕ
Ű Ęü ėǞĘ
ţă ėš čţ ŖČž čƑ Ĥþ İýŵ čąŖ
Ā ČĄ ĕſĦü ĥţ ă Ĉ čąŖ
ÿ ČĄ ĤŖĞŸ čĀ ŖČƃ ďƓ þĎčăþƄ čăÿ
ąĦČþ ĐČƃ Ā ĤĀ ţđ ĊęĕĚĄ ü Āĕ Ħƀİÿ čŤ ĥü Ĉ Ğ ÿĎŲĜă þ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ĤĕƀĎă ü ĝŤ Đü ţđ Ğ ÿĎĜŭ ăĀ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ěŲĐāý ėă Đÿ ĐČƀ Ā ĤĀ ţđ ĊěĄĐāý ėă ĐǞĦ
ÿ Čþ
Ęāėŷ Ęţ ĤŖĞŰ čĀ ŖČž čƑ Ĥþ İýŵ čąŖ
Ā ČĄ ĕſĦü ĥţ ă Ĉ čąŖ
ÿ ČĄ ď þĎčăþż čă ƒÿ ĞƑ ÿĎĜăþ ŵ Đÿ Đſĥĉ Ā ĀĠąĕĄėüă ĕİĕ
üų čü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ęŖ žňčăÿ Ğ ÿĎĜăþ Ÿ Đÿ
ďĎŸþ čăþ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ğĤƃ ÿ ĥĉ Ā ţđ ĊČăđĐĄ ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ Ğ ÿĎŲĜă þ Đÿ ĦĤþ Čŷ þ ĚŤ Ěÿ Ħİÿ ĤƂ ÿ ĀĢ ĐŭėČ
Ā ĘĀ ĚŤ Ęü ĤŖİŲ ĐĀ Đĥ
ƀ ĉ þ İĄĀ ýĕąĤĥþ Ĉ Čú
ǞĤĥþ Ĉ Čú ĤŖĞŰ ĐĀ ĕĘž ü ėǞĘ
ţă ėǞĦ
šă Čþ ŖČŶ ęĕĦăŰü ĥŤ Ĉ Ġü ă čÿ ŖČž ĤƑ Ěþ Ģă þ ŵ čăÿ čĤþ İýų ĐąĦ
Ā Čþ ŖČž ć ĕĦž ü ĥţ ă Ĉ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ŖČƀ
ĐƑ Ĝăý Đü ţđ ŮěĐāý ėă Đÿ ĐČž þ ĤŤ üĕ ęƉ Čü ţđ ĊğĤĄ ý ĉĥĀ ă Ħăü ĥĈ ČŲ ý čăĀ ČđĐüŰ ƑĦĤþ Čŵ þ ĚŤ Ěÿ Ħİÿ Ĥſ ÿ ĀĢǞĕĄėüă Ğ ÿĎĜŭ ăĀ Đÿ ŖčŲ Đƀ þĕĐĄŤ ĕü
đă ĝŰ čăţ ėüƃ ţđ ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ ĐƑ đă Ā üĢ ţđ ĊĤŖİǞĕ
Ą Ęü ėǞĘ
ţă ėš čăţ ŖČŲ čĤþ İŭ ý čĀ ŖČž ĕĦŲ ü ĥţ ă Ĉ čÿ ŖČƀ ď þĎčăþű čăÿ Ğ ÿĎĜăþ Ű Đÿ Đĥ
ž ĉ Ā ĀĠąČā ĘĄ
ĕĞĕčĥ ĝžčăý ėÿă ĐĂ ć ĕĤž ý ēú Č
Ą ÿ ěĐāýŸ ėă Đÿ ĐČƃ Ā ĤĀ ţđ ĊĦĕĄĜü ĥý Ĉ ęĕĚŲ ü ĀĕǞĦİÿ čŤ ĥü Ĉ ŖĤĕƀ Ďă ü ĝŤ Đü ţđ Ğ ÿĎĜŭ ăĀ Đÿ ŖčǞĤ
ăŲ ĥþ Ĉ Čú ĦČƀ ý
/ ĕĞĕčĤ /
ĥĈ ČŲ ý čăĀ ČăđĐŰ ČĚž ý ĔĀ Đĥĉ Ā Ű ĀĠǞČā ĘĄ Ğ ÿĎĜž ă þ Đÿ ţđ ŖƑ ĜĕİǞĦ
ý Čþ Ğ ÿĎſĜăþ Đÿ ĖŤ Ġÿ ƃ ĐǞČā
Ā ĘĄ ĐĜăý ż Đü đţ ƒ Ğ ÿĎĜăþ ų ĐǞĦ
ÿ Čþ
Ğ ÿĎĜăþ Ű Đÿ ĐžĐĀ ėýă ĐƑ Ĝăý Đü ţđ ŮěĐāý ėă Đÿ ĐČž Ā ĤĀ ęƉ Čü ţđ ĊŖĦăĄ ēŤ čăÿ ÿĎčţ ŖČƀ ŖĦăŲ ēŤ Ĥÿ ģƥ čăţ ČđĐüŰ ĦĦþ ēž þ Ġţ ă đă ăĜŭ þĠĤţ ĥĉ Ť Ħăü
ĊčĤĄþ İý ĐǞě
Ā Ěü ŖČƀ ĕĦŲ ü ĥţ ă Ĉ ĐǞě
ÿ ĚĄ ü ŖČƀ ĤŖĞŰ ĐǞě
Ā Ěü ŖČž ďƑ þĎčăþŵ ĐǞě
ÿ Ěü ŖĦāų Č ĞĤž ÿ ģĀ ţđ ŖĦāŭ Č ĝžčăý ėÿă ĐĂ ĕĤŲ ý ēú ČĄ ÿ

ĕīĥĤ
ă ĦŅǠ
ă ĦŅģĕ
ă ü :ŖĚŅ ăĎĤø ǫÿ ėøă .ŖĦă ēø čăÿ ÿĎčø ŖČ
:"Đĕ
ý ďă Ā ēÿ čă ø Ŗǣ Đĕ
ý ēü ĥø Ĉ č"
ĐĤĀ Ēý øĎ üĘ øĖĤÿ Ģø ĐĂ ĥþ Ĉ ĥĈ ĤĀ ďø Ěü ă Đÿ ĕýǨĠø ă ĚŅ
ü .ęĕüǨĥøĕĀ Ĉ ,ęĕģü ēĀ ĥø Ĉ .ŖĦă ēø Ĥÿ ģĀ
ĐĤĀ Ěø Čþþ Ǩ ?ĐĤŖĐ
Ā Ĕø ǣĕĐü ĥþ Ĉ ęĕďĀĎü čø čă ü Đēĕ
Ā Ĥü Ġø üĘ ě Ǩüĕÿă Ěü :ĐđĀ ĥĀ Ĉ
Ǡēÿ Ĥÿ ģĀ ĐĤĀ Ěø Čþþ Ǩđø (čĚ ģđĝĠ ĘĕĞĘ) ęďĀ ČĀ čă ø Ǡēÿ čă ÿ ÿĎøđ Ǡēÿ Ĥÿ ģĀ
ģđĝĠ ĘĕĞĘ) ĤŖĐĔĀ ŖŠă ėĂ čă ø ēĤÿ ĠĀ ă ě ĘĀ ă Ǧÿ Ęø ă ĐĚÿ ,ęĕďĀĎ
ü čø čă ü Ǡēÿ čă ÿ ÿĎøđ
čŅĦėĀă Đÿ Ēēÿ ǣĀ øĖėĀ øĘ — ĤŖĐĔĀ ŖĘă ėĂ čă ø ēĤÿ ĠĀ ă ěČėĀă ğǣÿ ,(Ďĕ
,ŖĞĚĀ ĥø Ĉ Ěÿ ŅĐþĒ ŖĚŅ ăĎĤø ǫÿ đø ŖĥŅĤ
Ĉ Ġý ă ěÿĕǨø Ğü øĘŅ .ǫēÿ čă ÿ ÿĎøđ Ǡēÿ Ĥÿ ģĀ ěŖĥĈ øĘ
:čǫÿ ă ėø Ǩü ŅĘă Čü ėøă ,ęĕĥü Ĉ ďĀ ēú ěŖĥĈ øĘ Ǡēÿ čă ÿ ÿĎøđ ęĕüǨĥøĕĀ Ĉ ěŖĥĈ øĘ Ǡēÿ Ĥÿ ģĀ
ę üĕĤŖē
ÿ ǣú ěŖĥĈ øĘ Ǡēÿ Ĥÿ ģăĀ Đÿ ĥþ Ĉ ,'ŖĦŅĚďø ģÿ čă ø Ŗǣ ŖǠĕĤü ēú Čÿ č'ă ø
"đĕĀǨĠĀ ă ĦČÿ Ġø ă Ěü ęČøü đ" :čŅĦėĀă ĥþ Ĉ ŖĚėøă ,ęĕüǨĠĀ ă ěŖĥĈ øŠ Ǡēÿ čă ÿ Ďă ÿ Đøÿ đ
ěĚü ďĤŖĕ
ý đø Ğũ ĠŖ
ý ĥĈă ĥþ Ĉ ĘėĀă Ǡēÿ Ĥÿ ģăĀ Đÿ đø ,(ČĚ ģđĝĠ ĘĕĞĘ) ĪŖĎđø
:(Ĕ ,đĔ ģĤĠ) ęĕüǨǦāú ėă ǠĤŖĦ
ÿ čă ø ĥĈ ĤāĀ ĠĚø øĖėĀă .đĕĤĀ ēú Čÿ øĘŅ ďāģďø ģăĀ Đÿ
:ŅăĜĠþ Ĥø ĥüĕø
ĉ ø đ ďþĎčă þ Đÿ ěĚü ĞÿĎǩă þ Đÿ ęŖģĚø ĞĤÿ ģø üĕ .ŖĦāČ ĞĤÿ ģĀ øđ ć đĜ

ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă ?ďčÿ øĘčă ü ĞÿĎǩă þ Đÿ ęŖģĚø ĘŖė Āĕ .Ğ ÿĎĜăĀ Đÿ Ŗčă Ĥĥþ Ĉ Čú ĦČý ć ďĜ
ěŅĞĔĀ ŖĘă ėĂă ďþĎčă þ Đÿ ĘėĀă ŠŖė Āĕ ."ĞÿĎǩă Ā Đÿ Ŗ ăč Ĥĥþ Ĉ ǣú Ħǣ"
ý :ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ
ďþĎčă þ Đÿ ěĚü ĝčă ý ėÿ øĕ ?ďĢĕÿ ėýă ČĐĀ ."ĞÿĎǩă þ Đ"
ÿ :ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă ?ĝŅ ăčėüă
:ŖĚă Ğü

ŖČ :ĤĚþ Ģþ Ęĥþ Ĉ Ŗǣ ęĕĦü ă ĥø Ĉ Ġü ă Ęĥþ Ĉ .ĤĚþ ĢĀă Ęÿ øđ ęĕĦăü ĥø Ĉ Ġü ă Ęÿ ć ēĚ
ŠėĀ čăø ŖČ :ǦėČ
Ā ĀĘĚø Ŗ ăč Đĥĉ Ā İú Ǩÿ Čā Šă ĥþ Ĉ ĤŖĞ ĐĒþ .ĤŖĞčø
:ǦėČĀŠ
Ā Ěø Ŗ ăč Đĥĉ Ā İú Ǩă ÿ ĥþ Ĉ ĤŖĞ .ĤŖĞ ĦėČ
þ Šþ Ěø
:ęĕĚü ă ďĂ Čú čă Ā ĥþ Ĉ ęāďǣĀ .ę ĀăďĚø ďÿ Čú :ěĕģüă ĤĂ øňčă ÿ ĥþ Ĉ ģāĤ Āĕ .ģĤÿ ģø Ĥÿ øĕ ć ĔĚ

.ŖĜĕİý ĦČþ Ğ ÿĎĜăþ Đÿ øĖ ÿĠĐĀ Čā Ę :ǫŖ ĉĥİĀ Đý ěŖĥĈ øĘ .ĝčăý ėÿă ĐĂ ĕĤý ēú Čÿ ć ĐĜ
ęČü ĥþ Ĉ ŅǨĞø Ěÿ ĥĀ Ĉ .Đĥĉ Ā ĀĠ Čā Ę Ğ ÿĎĜăþ Đÿ øđ :ŖǠĕǣü Ĥø Ěÿ ă Ěü ĐǦĀ ėø ĐĂ Čā Ę
øĖĠÿ ĐĀ Čā Ę ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ
øĖĕĤü ĢĀ ěĕČøý đ ,ČĚý ĔĀ Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ ă Čā Ęđø øĖĠÿ ĐĀ Čā Ę
ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă ?ŖĘ Đĥĉ þ İĀ ýň ĐĚÿ Ğũ ďŖĕ
ý ĕüǨĕǣý Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ ă Čā Ęđø øĖĠÿ ĐĀ .Đĥĉ Ā ĠŅ
Ā
.ĐďŅĐ
Ā øĕ ĕčă ü Ĥÿ ĕĤý čø ďă ü ,ęŖģĚĀ ĘėĀă Ěü ,"ĞÿĎǩă þ Đÿ Ħǣþ ĤĕüĎă ĝø Đøü đ" :ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ
ģĤĠ) ęĕüǨǦāú ėă ǠĤŖĦ
ÿ čă ø ČǠĕ
Ā ǣü ďø ėüă ,ĪŅėđø ęĕĤü ĚŖǣ
ø ęĕĚü ėĀ ēú đÿ
ø ,(Ē ,đĔ
ĦĦþ ēþ Ġø ă :đĕĀǨĠø ǣĀ ŠĞÿ ǣĤĀ ģø Ěü ă Đÿ čĥÿĕý Ĉă øĘ ěČėĀă ĐĕĀ Ħü ă Ēø Ěÿ ĤŅ
ă ø :ŖĚėøă ,ČĚĀ ă Ďă Ă ěŖĥĈ øŠ .ČđĐü
,Ēĕ Īč ĘČđĚĥ) "ęĕǠü ēĀ Ġø ă Đÿ Ǡēÿ Čÿ č"
ŖĦă ēø Ĥÿ ģĀ čăø :ěĕĞü ģŖ
ø ĥĈ đĕǣĀ Ĥø Ěÿ ă ĥþ Ĉ ĞÿĎǩþ ,ǣĕĐü Ǧ ĀĘĠĀ ĥø Ĉ ĤĚŖŠ
ÿ ėøă ,(Ĕ

,(ďė ,ēė ĘČģĒēĕ) "ĤĕČü Ěø Ěÿ ěŖĘă ĝ"ü ěŖĥĈ øĘ .ĦĤþ Čþ Ěø Ěÿ Ħİÿ Ĥÿ ĀĢ ć ČĜ
:Ņ ăǨĚĕ
þ Đý ǦþǨĐĀ ǫý ă Čā Ęă ĥþ Ĉ ,ĐĤĀ Čý Ěø Ŗ ăč ěǫý ă ,ŖĥĈ ĤĀ ďø ĚŅ
ü .ĒĞÿ ÿĘčă ø ĔīĜĕĜđĠ
ŅĐþĒ ,ęĕĦü ă ĥø Ĉ Ġü ă Ęĥþ Ĉ Ŗǣ ĤĚþ Ģþ Ęĥþ Ĉ .ęĕĦăü ĥø Ĉ Ġü ă čÿ ŖČ ĤĚþ Ģþă čăÿ ć čĜ
ęĠý Ĥø ĥüĕø
ĉ ø đ ěǫĀ ă ĥø Ĉ Ġü ă ĕ ýĢĕüǨČÿú đ ĤĚþ þĢ ĕýņĎă ü ǣĕčü Āĕ ĘŖė Āĕ ,ŖĥĈ ĤĀ ďø ĚŅ
ü .ŖĔŅĥĈ Ġø ă
Ǧėĕ
Ā Ĥü Ģø ǦĀă Ǩĕǣý ,"ğĤý ĥĉ Āă ǫü ă ĥĈ Čý čă Ā ČđĐ"
ü :ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă ?ŖĚă Ğü
ă ÿ :ĤĚŖĘ
Ŗǣ ĤĚþ Ģă þ č"
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă ĐĚÿ ěėýă ęǣü .Đă ĚĀ ă Ğü Ĥēý ǣÿ ĤčĀ ďă Ā
.Ĥēý ǣÿ ěĕĚü ă Ěü ěĐý ĥþ Ĉ Ŗ ăčĥþ Ĉ ĦŖĕĤĀ Ěø ČĂ ĐĀ Ħǣþ ǣĕĢŖǦ
ü øĘ ?"ęĕĦü ă ĥø Ĉ Ġü ă čÿ
:'ǣĤĀ Ěø ǣ'ü :ŖĚėøă ,ǦĠĀ ĥĉ Ā ěŖĥĈ øŠ 'ĦŖĕĤĀ Ěø ǣ'Ă

DISCUSSION
the garment is declared deönitely impure, even
if no additional signs of impurity have appeared.
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In its back or its front: There are other explanations of these unusual terms: Worn out or
new; a smooth garment or one with protruding wool öbers which raise the mark (see Sifra;

Pesikta Zutrati; Rambam, Sefer Tahara, Hilkhot
Tzara’at ÿĀ:9; Rambam’s commentary, Mishna
Nega’im ÿÿ:ÿÿ).
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48 Such a mark might be found not only on a woven garment: Or
in the warp, the threads that runs lengthwise in a woven fabric,
or in the woof, the threads that run crosswise in such a fabric,
at right angles to the warp threads, for linen or for wool, or in
leather,D used for clothing or as an implement, e.g., a jacket or
rug made from the hide of an animal without further processing.24 ĉe verse concludes the list of materials: Or in anything
made of leather, an implement made from, among other materials, leather pieces or strips.25
49 If the mark was deep green or deep red,D an unnatural appearance which is a certain indication that it emerged from the
garment itself, and such a spot is found in the garment, or in
the leather, or in the warp, or in the woof, or in any implement of leather, it is a mark of leprosy and shall be shown to
the priest.
50 ĉe priest shall examine the mark, and he shall quarantine
the mark seven days for observation.
51 Unlike leprosy of the body, leprosy of clothing cannot be conėrmed upon the priest’s ėrst examination, but only aěer re-examination. He shall examine the mark on the seventh day:
If the mark spread in the garment, or in the warp, or in the
woof, or in the leather, for any labor that leather is utilized,
the mark is a malignantD leprosy, it depletes and impairs the
item and has no remedy. It is impure, as this is a sign from
Heaven that the garment is banned.
52 ĉerefore, he shall burn the garment, or the warp, or the
woof, of wool or of linen, or any leather implement in
which there is a mark; the garment or implement is entirely
impure, as it is a malignant leprosy; it shall be burned in ėre.
53 If the priest shall examine the garment or implement at the
end of the seven days, and behold, the mark did not spread
in the garment, or in the warp, or in the woof, or in any implement of leather,

54 the priest shall command, and in accordance with his instructions they shall wash that in which there is a mark with
certain cleansing agents,26 and he shall quarantine it seven
daysଙagain.
55 ĉe priest shall examine aěer the mark has been washed,D
Seventh and behold, the mark has not changed its appearance, its
aliya hue remains as it was, and even if the mark did not spread,
(Fourth it is nevertheless impure. ĉerefore, you shall burn it in ėre;
aliya) it is a depression, a deėciency, a loss,27 or a cavity.28 ĉis is the
designation of leprosy of clothing,29 whether it is in its back or
its front.D Similar terms appear with regard to a person’s head
(verses ƨƤ–ƨƥ), where they refer to the back of the skull and its
front. In contrast to leprosy of the body, where a person can
never become a conėrmed leper without the appearance of at
least one sign of impurity, in the case leprosy of clothing this is
possible, if it retains its appearance aěer having been washed.

Warp and woof on a loom

56 And if the priest examines, and behold, the color of the
mark has faded aěer it has been washed, he shall rip it, the
aĎected area, from the garment, or from the leather, or from
the warp, or from the woof.

DISCUSSION
13:4 | For linen or for wool, or in leather:
Some authorities maintain that even a hide
that has not been tanned at all is subject to the
impurity of leprosy, like the warp and the woof,
which contract no ritual impurity other than the
impurity of leprosy (see Rashi; Bekhor Shor).
13:4 | Deep green [yerakrak] or deep red
[adamdam]: Over the course of the generations, the Sages have disputed the meaning of
the terms yerakrak and adamdam. The change in
form from yarok, green, and adom, red, clearly
expresses a quality of the color. However, it is
unclear whether this indicates a deepening of

the color or its weakening. In modern Hebrew
the word yerakrak means slightly green, but it
is likely that in the Bible it means very green,
and adamdam accordingly means heavily red
(see Sifra; Rashi; Ibn Ezra; Nega’im ÿÿ:Ă–5, and
Vilna Gaon ad loc.; Jerusalem Talmud, Sukka ā:6;
Rambam, Sefer Tahara, Hilkhot Tumat Tzara’at
ÿĀ:ÿ; Responsa Ɯavvat Ya’ir ÿ).
13:1 | Malignant [mam’eret]: Some associate
mam’eret with me’era, curse or deöciency; others
explain that it means piercing and painful (see
Rashi; Ibn Ezra; Rashbam; Ramban; Rashi, Radak,
and Rabbi Eliezer of Beaugency, Ezekiel Ā8:ĀĂ).

13: | After the mark has been washed: A
conörmed determination that a mark on the
body has the ritual impurity of leprosy depends
on the signs of impurity: If signs of impurity appear on the body one is impure, even after only
the örst examination, and if signs of impurity did
not appear on the body he is pure, even if the
mark remains permanently. In contrast, in the
case leprosy of clothing, the element of time is
decisive. Although on the one hand there is no
immediate conörmation, as at least a week must
pass from the initial examination, on the other
hand, after a certain amount of time has passed
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ĥĈ Čž ý čăĀ ČđĐŭ ü Ħēÿ ĤāŲ ÿ Ġă ĤŖĞǞĕ
Ű Ęü ėǞĘ
ţă ėš čţ ŖČž čƑ Ĥþ İýŵ čǞŖ
Ā ČĄ ĕſĦü ĥţ ă Ĉ čǞŖ
ÿ ČĄ ď þĎčăþż čă ƒÿ ďŖĞŸ ĐČƃ þ ĤĀ ĦǞę
Ą ăý Čü ţđ
ĤƑ ŖĞĐĀ ĕſĘü ėǞĘ
ţă ėǞŖ
š ČĄ čĤþ İýŸ ĐǞŖ
Ā ČĄ ĕĦƃü ĥţ ă Ĉ ĐǞŖ
ÿ ČĄ ď þĎčăþŽ Đÿ ţđ ĊĞ ÿĎĄĜăĀ Đÿ ŖčąĤ
ăŲ ĥþ Ĉ Čú ĦČƀ ý đă ăĜĠþ Ű Ĥţ ĥĉ Ť Ħăü
ď þĎƀčăþ Ħİÿ ĤŸ ÿ ĀĢąĞ ÿĎĄ þĜ ĦĤŖƃ ÿ Ħă ĦČāĒƒ ĊĤĄĐý ĔĀ ţđ ĦĕŲ üĜĥý Ĉ ĝƀčăÿ ėĂ ţđ Ğ ÿĎĜŭ ăĀ Đÿ ęŲĐþ Ěý ĤƀĝĀ ţđ ĝčăýŰ ėÿ Ħăţ Ĥĥ
ž þ Ĉ Čú
ĊŖČĄ Ěţă Ĕÿ Ęţ ŖČƀ ŖĤŲ Đú ĔĄ ÿ Ęţ ĤŖİǞĕ
ŭ Ęü ėǞĘ
ţă ėšă ŖČŲ čĤþ İýŰ ĐĀ ŖČž ƑĕĦü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ŖČſ ęĕĦăųü ĥŤ Ĉ Ġü ă Đÿ ŖČž ć ĤĚžþ Ģþă Đÿ

57 If it, the mark, shall be seen again in the garment, or in the

ĒĜ

Maftir warp, or in the woof, or in any leather implement, although

one cut oĎ and removed the aĎected area, the mark nevertheless appeared once again in the garment or the leather, it is
erupting leprosy, and therefore you shall burn in ėre that in
which the mark is.
58 ĉe garment, or the warp, or the woof, or any leather implement, that you shall wash and the mark leaves them, that

ēĜ
ĔĜ

ĕīĥĤ
:ŖĚŅ ăĎĤø ǫÿ ă øĖėĀ øŠ ,Šā ăčĔø üĘ ČĘĀ ă ǣþ ěŅ ăč üĘ øŠ ŖĜĕČý ĥþ Ĉ Đ þņĚü ġŅē
:ěĕĚü Ďă Ā Ĥø ǫĂ Ěø Ǧ ĀŠĕčü Ĕø üĘ ěĐý ĥþ Ĉ ęĕďĀĎü čă ø ĕĝŅý ăčėüă ŠėĀă ěėý đø ."Ğčÿ Ĕø øĢ üĕđø "
:'Ğčÿ Ĕø Ģø üĕđø '

ĕĠü ă ĘĞÿ ǦĘĀ ă ēü ǫø ă čă ÿ ŅĐŅĝčă ø ėüă ĥþ Ĉ ėøă ęǣü .Ğ ÿĎĜăĀ Đÿ ęĐþ Ěý ĤĝĀ øđ ć ēĜ
.Ǧ ĀĘĕčü Ĕø ěŖĥĈ øĘ .ĦĕüĜĥý Ĉ ĝčăÿ ėĂ øđ :ĕĤý Ěø ÿĎ øŠ ĞÿĎǩă þ Đÿ Ņ ăǨĚþ ă Ěü ĤĝĀ ěǦāý ėă
,'Ĥ ÿŅēÿ ǫø üĕđø ' ,ěŅ ăč üŠ ěŖĥĈ øŠ ŖĒ ĐĥĀ Ĉ ĤĀ ĠĀ čă ø ĥþ Ĉ ěĕĝŅü ăčėüă Ęĥþ Ĉ ęŅ ăĎĤø ǫÿ ă

Maftir on Shabbat HaHodesh is read from Exodus 12:1-20.

Ħǣþ .ăđ ăĜ þĠĤø ĥĉ ø Ħăü ĥĈ Čý čăĀ :ēũ ĚŖǭø
ý đ ĤĒý ŖēĐÿ ĤčĀ ďă Ā .ČđĐü Ħēÿ Ĥāÿ Ġă ć ĒĜ
:ďþĎčă þ Đÿ ĘėĀă

ĦĥĤĠ

Parashat

ĞĤđĢĚ
Ĕ ČŲčăĀ đĐ ţđ ŖĦŭ ĤĀ ĐĄŢ Ĕš ęŖŲĕčăţ ĞĤāŰ Ā ĢĚţă Đÿ ĦĤŖž ÿ Ħă ĐƑ þĕĐŤ ĦĄ ăü ĦČā ſĒ ĊĤāĚČ
Ą Ęýă Đĥā
ƀ þ Ĉ ĚǞĘČþ Đ ŲđĐĕ Ĥƀčăý ďÿ Ťĕ ÿđ
Ħİÿ ĤŲ ÿ ĢĀă ĐǜĞ
ÿ ÿĎĄ þĜ ČƀĠĀ ă ĤŤ üĜ ĐŷĜăý Đü ţđ ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ ĐƑ ČĀ ĤĀ ţđ Đŭ þĜēú ĚĄĄ ÿă Ęÿ ġăđēŲ ĚąĘ
ü Čþ ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ ČƑ ĀĢ Āĕ ţđ ĊěĄĐāý ėă ĐąĘ
ÿ Čþ
ĕƀĜü ĥăŤ Ĉ đ ĒĤþ ČŰ þ ġžİý ţđ ĦŖĤāŭ ĐĔţ ĦŖ Ųňēÿ ęĕĤƀ ü ĠŢ ă üĢąĕĦĄ ăý ĥţ Ĉ ĤŷĐý Ĕÿ ă Ěüă Ęÿ ēģƂ ÿ ĘĀ ţđ ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ ĐƑ đă Ā üĢ ţđ Ċİăũ đĤĄ ĢĀă Đǜě
ÿ Ěü
ę üĕĚąĘ
ƀ ÿ İÿ ĉĥĤþ ēąĕ
Ų þ Ęü ėąĘ
ţă Čþ ĦŭēĀ ČĄþ ĐĀ ĤŖĠž ă Ģüă ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ĔēŲ ÿ ĥĀ Ĉ ţđ ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ ĐƑ đă Ā üĢ ţđ Ċčā ĄĒČý ţđ ĦİŲÿ ĘŖĦ
ÿ
ĕīĥĤ
Ęĥþ Ĉ Ęģăý Ěÿ .ĒĤþ Čþ ġİý :čŖĒČý ėŅ
ø ĦĞÿ ÿĘŖĦėøă ŖĦĀđČÿú Ďă Ěü ŖĚĢø Ğÿ ĘĕĠü ă ĥÿĕø Ĉ
:ǫĕĤŖĐø
ü Ē ĞŅč
ũ ĢĀ ĤĚþ Ģþ Ęĥþ Ĉ ěŖĥĈ ĀŠ .Ħİÿ ĘŖĦ
ÿ ĕüĜĥăø Ĉ đ :ĒĤþ Čþ
ČĐý øňĥþ Ĉ ĕďý ėøă ĕ üĘėø čă ü ǦĘĀ ă ēü ǫø ă ęǫŖǣ
Ā ěǫŖĜ
ý .ęĕ üňēÿ ę üĕĚÿ Ęİÿ ć Đ
:ǫĕĞĕ
ü čü Ĥø ?ęĐý ĐĚĀ ă ėÿ đø ,ęĐþ čă Ā ĤėĀă Ǩü ĤŖĠă Ģü ęďă ÿ

.ČĚý ĔĀ ğŖĞ øĘ ĔĤĀ Ġø ă .ĦŖĤāĐĔø :ǫŖĠĤý Ĕø üĘ ĔĤĀ Ġø ă .ĦŖňēÿ ć ď
ĕĔŅý Ġă Ĕø Ġü ă Đĥĉ ý İú Ěÿ ČŅĐĥþ Ĉ ĞĤĀ ĐĀ ěŖĥĈ ĀĘ ĘĞÿ ěĕČü čă Ā ęĕĞĀĎ
ü ǩă ø Đÿ ĥþ Ĉ ĕĠü øĘ
ěĕĔü Ġø ă Ĕø Ġÿ Ěø ă ĥþ Ĉ ,ęĕĤü Ġû ă Ģü ŖǠĤĀ Đû ĔĀ øĘ Ņģģø Ēø ĐĂ øĖėĕ
Ā Ġü øĘ ,ęĕĤü čĀ ďă ø
ĘĞÿ ěĕČü čă Ā ęĕĞĀĎ
ü ǩă ø Đÿ ĥþ Ĉ ĕĠü øĘ .ĒĤþ Čþ ġİý øđ :ŠŖģ ğŅĢĠø Ģü čă ø ďĕĚü ǫĀ ă
?ČĠý ă Ĥÿ ǫø üĕøđ ŖĦĀǨģăĀ ǫÿ ă ĐĚÿ .čāĒČý øđ Ħİÿ ĘŖĦ
ÿ ĕüĜĥăø Ĉ đ :ēŅĤ
ũ ĐĀ ĦŅĝă Ďă ÿ

is, if due to the laundering, the mark disappears and does not
return, it shall be washed again, this time by immersion in a
ritual bath,30 and it shall be puriėed from its impurity.
59 ĉis is the law of the mark of leprosy of the woolen or the
linen garment, or the warp, the woof, or any leather implement, to pronounce it pure or to pronounce it impure.

ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ďĚý ă ÿĘĚø .ŖĦĤĀ Đû ĔĀ ęŖĕčăø ĞĤāĀ ĢĚøă Đÿ ĦĤŖÿ Ħă ĐþĕĐø Ħăü ĦČāĒ ć č
:Ǧ ĀĘ øĕĘÿ ă čă ÿ ŖĦŖǣ ěĕĤü Đú Ĕÿ Ěø
ęĥĀ Ĉ ēĘÿ ă ǫÿ ă ĥø ĈǨă ü ĥþ Ĉ ĦŖĜēú Ěÿ ĥāĈ ĘĥĀ Ĉ øĘ ġŅē .Đ þĜēú Ěÿă Ęÿ ġăđēĚü ĘČþ ć Ď
:ŖĔŅĘă ēü ĕĚĕ
ý čă ü

Metzora
Č
č
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The previous chapter concluded with a discussion of leprosy of a garment; however, the treatment
of the matter addressed prior to that, the law of the leprous person, has yet to be completed. That
LEVITICUS 14:1ū32
section discussed the ways in which one becomes ritually impure with leprosy, as well as the required
comportment while impure. This chapter concludes the topic of the leprosy of a person with a detailed
description of his puriöcation process, which consists of a series of diòerent actions. No other procedure in the Torah contains as many stages and
details as the ritual puriöcation of the leper.

ĉe Leper’s Puriėcation

Ď
ď
Đ

14

1 ĉe Lord spoke to Moses, saying:
2 ĉis shall be the law of the leper on the day, at the time,
of his puriėcation, his healing: He shall be brought to the
priest. ĉe leper must return to the priest, as he has the exclusive authority to deal with leprosy.
3 ĉe priest shall go outside the camp, and the leper shall come
before him for examination.1 And the priest shall examine,
and behold, the mark of leprosy has been healed from the
leper, that is, it disappeared or signs of puriėcation appeared
(see ƥƧ:ƥƧ, Ƨƫ).

4 ĉe priest shall command, and one, that is, any person, shall
take for the one being puriėed two living, pure birds. When
the Torah mentions an unspeciėed bird, the reference is to a
sparrow or to another small, chirping bird.2 And cedarB wood,
which by tradition is a wooden beam that is not particularly
large,3 and scarlet wool,B and hyssop.B
5 ĉe priest shall command, and one shall slaughter the one
bird of the two, in an earthenware vessel, so that its blood will
be poured over spring water that is already in the vessel.

BACKGROUND
1: | Cedar: The cedar, Cedrus, a coniferous
tree from the Pinaceae family, is an impressive
tree in both height and appearance. It can grow
to a height of 3 m, and its trunk can reach 3 m
in diameter. It grows in cold, elevated regions,
notably in Lebanon. Due to its durability and its
straight, long branches, cedar wood was utilized
in biblical times in construction, especially in
public structures and palaces. It also serves as a
symbol of strength and resilience.
Scarlet wool: This appears to refer to a red dye
produced from the aphid called qirmiz in Arabic,
and is consistent with the explanation given by

619

many commentaries (Rav Se’adya Gaon; Rashi;
Radak; see Sifra). Current research identiöes it
as a scale insect known as the Kermes echinatus, which exists on oak trees and from which a
bright red-orange dye is produced through drying the aphid, grinding it, and cooking it.
Hyssop: This appears to refer to the common
hyssop, Majorana syriaca L. The hyssop is an aromatic bush from the Lamiaceae family of plants;
it grows approximately  cm high and branches
out from its base into hard and woody branches.
Erect stems grow from these branches annually
and then dry out and wither each winter. White

øowers cluster at the ends of the branches of the
bush. The plant grows in rocky terrain of limestone and chalk and in undergrowth throughout
the Middle East. Dried hyssop leaves are used as
a spice, and they are one of the primary ingredients in the well-known spice mixture za’atar
(Numbers 1:). In addition, they are considered
to have medicinal properties. Hyssop, together
with the ashes of the red heifer and scarlet wool,
is also used in the puriöcation ritual of those
impure with impurity imparted by a corpse. It
serves as a symbol for lowliness and baseness
(I Kings :13).

Cedar

Kermes insects on an oak tree

Hyssop
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čā ŭĒČĄý ĐąĦ
Ā Čþ ţđ ĦİŲÿ ĘŖÿ Ħă Đÿ ĕƀĜü ĥąĦ
ţ Ĉ Čþ ţđ ĒĤþ Čŷ þ ĐĀ ġƀİąĦ
ý Čþ ţđ Đă ĦāŰĀ Č ēģüĕ
ž ÿă ĐƑ ĀňēĄÿ Đÿ ĤāĠſ ă Ģüă ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ĊęĕĄňü ēÿ
ĐņųĀ Đü ţđ ĊęĕĄňü ēĄÿ Đÿ ę üĕĚƀ ÿă Đÿ ĘŲİÿ ĐĔŰĀ ēĂ ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ĤāĠž ă Ģüă Đÿ ęƑ ďÿ čăţ ĐňĀų ēĄÿ Đÿ ĤāĠž ă Ģüă Đÿ ć ĦČž ý ţđ ęĦŖČ
ŸĀ Ęčÿƃ ĔĀ ţđ
ǞĘİÿ ĐŲ ĀňēĄÿ Đÿ ĤāĠƀ ă Ģüă ĐǞĦ
ÿ Čþ ēŷĘÿă ĥü Ĉ ţđ ŖĤŰ Đú Ĕž ü ţđ ęĕĚŭ ü İĀ Ġţ ă Ğčžÿ ĥþ Ĉ Ħİÿ ĤŲ ÿ ĢĀă ĐǞě
ÿ Ěü ĤŷĐý Ĕÿ ă Ěüă Đÿ ĘƂİÿ
ĤĐýŰ ĔĀ ţđ ęƑ üĕĚŵÿă čăÿ ġſēÿ ĤĀ ţđ ŖĤų İĀ ĥǞĘ
ĉ ţ ėǞĦ
šă Čþ ēžĘÿă üĎ ţđ đĕďŸ Ā ĀĎčǞĦ
ăţ Čþ ĤĐýƃ Ĕÿ ă Ěüă Đÿ ĝƓ čăþ ėü ţđ ĊĐďĄ þ ĉĥĀ ă Đÿ ĕƀ ýĜĠţ ă
ĕİĕ
üŸ čü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ęŖ ƃňčÿ ĐƓ ĀĕĐĀ ţđ ĊęĕĚĄ ü Āĕ Ħƀİÿ čŤ ĥü Ĉ ŖĘŲ ĐĄŢ Čš Ęţ ġăđēƀ Ěü čĥ
ŷ ÿ Ĉ Āĕ ţđ Đŭ þĜēú ĚĄ
Ą ÿă ĐǞĘ
ÿ Čþ ČŖčĀĕž ĤēŲ ÿ Čÿ ţđ
ēŭũ Ęă ý ÿĎţĕ ŖĤŲ İĀ ĥǞĘ
ĉ ţ ėǞĦ
šă Čþ ţđ đĕĜĕĀ Ű İý Ħāčăž Ďă ÿ ƑĦČý ţđ ŖƑ ĜģĀ ţĒǞĦČþ ţđ ŖĥČā
ſ Ĉ ĤǞĦČþ ŖĤų İĀ ĥǞĘ
ĉ ţ ėąĦ
šă Čþ ēžĘÿă ÿĎţĕ
ęƑ ĕĥĉ ü čĀ ėǜĕĄ
ţ ýĜĥţ Ĉ ēģſ ă ÿ üĕ ĕĜĕü ų Ěü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ęŖ žňčăÿ đ ĊĤĄĐý ĔĀ ţđ ę üĕĚŲ ÿă čăÿ ŖĤŷ ĥĉ Ā čąĦ
ăţ Čþ ġƂēÿ ĤĀ ţđ đĕďų Ā ĀĎčąĦ
ăţ Čþ ĝžčăþ ėü ţđ
ĐžĘăĀ đŠčăţ ĐƑ ēĀ ŤĜĚü ĦĘāþ ĝſ ęĕĜāü ų Ĥĥĉ Ť İþ Đĥāž Ā Ĉ ĘĥăŤ Ĉ đ ĐŭĚĕ
Ā Ěü Ħăţ Đă ĦŲ Ā ĀĜĥąĦ
ţ Ĉ čăÿ Ħēŷ ÿ Čÿ Đĥ
ƀ ĉ Ā čŤ ėÿ ţđ ęĚĕ
Űü Ěü Ħăţ
ĕž ýĜ ŤĠĘü ęĦāŭ Ā Č ţđ ĤŲĐý Ĕÿ ă Ěüă Đÿ ĥĕĈ Čƀ ü ĐĀ ĦČŷ ý ĤĐýų Ĕÿ ĚĄţ Đÿ ěžĐāý ėă Đÿ ďĕĚźü İĄù Đþ ţđ ĊěĚþ ĥ
Ą Ā Ĉ ďŲēĀ Čþ Ďā Ęƀ ţđ ěĚþ ĥþ Ű ă Ĉ čÿ
ęŲĥĀ Ĉ ČĀ Ęţ ŖĦāŷ Č čĕĤƀ ü ģŤ Đü ţđ ďēųĀ ČĄþ ĐĀ ĉĥčžþ ėþă ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ěĐāýŸ ėă Đÿ ēģƃ ÿ ĘĀ ţđ ĊďĄİŖĚ
ý ĘĐāþ Čƀ ēĦŲÿ Ġþ ă Đ ŰđĐĕ
ĕĜĥ Ĥĥþ ƃ Ĉ Čú ęŖģż ĚŤ čă ƒü ĉĥčþ ėþăų ĐǞĦ
ÿ Čþ Ĕēž ÿ ĥĀ Ĉ ţđ ĊĐ ĄđĐĕ ĕƀ ýĜ ŤĠĘü ĐŲ ĀĠăđĜĦăţ ęĦāŷ Ā Č ğĕƀĜü Đý ţđ ěĚŭþ ĥĀ ă Ĉ Đÿ Ďā ĘąĦ
ž Čþ ţđ
ěĐāýŰ ėă Ęÿ ČƑ đă Đ ęĥ
ƀ Ā Ĉ ČĄĀ ĐĀ ĦČĔżĀ ă ēÿ ėĄ ÿă ƒ ĕėüăŽ ĥĈ ďāþ ģŭă Đÿ ęŖģž ĚŤ čăü ĐŲĘāĀ ĞĐǞĦ
Ą Ā Čþ ţđ ĦČĔŷ Ā ă ēĄÿ ĐǞĦ
ÿ Čþ ĔƂēÿ ĥŤ Ĉ üĕ
ĤŲĐý Ĕÿ ă Ěüă Đÿ ě þĒāČƀ ĖăŤ đ ŷĜĦąĘ
ăţ İÿ ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ ěƑ Ħÿ ĀĜ ţđ ęŮ ĥĀ Ĉ ČĄĀ ĐĀ ę ž ÿăďĚü ƉěĐāý ėă Đÿ ēģž ÿ ĘĀ ţđ ĊČăđĐĄ ęĕĥŲ ü Ĉ ďĀ ģĄ š ĥĈ ďāþ ģƀ
ěĚŭþ ĥĀ ă Ĉ Đÿ Ďā Ęžă Ěü ěŲĐāý ėă Đÿ ēģƀ ÿ ĘĀ ţđ ĊĦĕĄĜü ĚĀ ŤĕĐÿ ŖĘŲ ŤĎĤÿ ěĐāþ čąĘ
ăƀ İÿ ţđ ĦĕĜü Ű ĚĀ ŤĕĐÿ ŖƑ ď Āĕ ěĐāþ čąĘ
ăſ İÿ ţđ Ħĕŭ üĜĚĀ ŤĕĐÿ
ěĚþ ĥþ ű ă Ĉ ĐǞě
ÿ Ěü ĦĕĜü Ű ĚĀ ŤĕĐÿ Ŗİž čăĀ ŤĢČǞĦ
þ Čþ ěƑ Đāý ėă Đÿ Šſčÿ ĔĀ ţđ ĊĦĕĘČ
Ą ü ĚĀ ĉĥţ ă Đÿ ěŲĐāý ėă Đÿ ğƀėąĘ
ÿă İÿ ģŷ ÿĢ Āĕ ţđ
ĊĐ ĄđĐĕ ĕƀ ýĜ ŤĠĘü ęĕĚŲ ü İĀ Ġţ ă Ğčƀÿ ĥþ Ĉ Ŗİŷ čăĀ ŤĢČþ čăţ ěĚƂþ ĥþ ă Ĉ Đąě
ÿ Ěü ĐņƃĀ Đü ţđ ĦĕŭĘČ
ü ĚĀ ĉĥţ ă Đÿ ŖĠŲ ă ėąĘ
ÿă İÿ Ĥĥ
ƀ þ Ĉ Čú
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6 ĉe living bird, he shall take it, and separately the cedar
wood, and the scarlet wool, and the hyssop bound together,5
and he shall dip them and the living bird, by the ends of its
limbs and its tail, adjacent to its body.6 In this manner, the bird’s
wings remain out of the blood, so that they will not adhere to
its body, thereby enabling it to Ěy over the ėeld at a later point.
He shall dip them in the blood of the slaughtered bird that is
over the spring water.
7 He shall sprinkle from this mixture of the blood of the slaughtered bird and the spring water into which the aforementioned
items were dipped, on the one being puriėed from the leprosy seven times, and he shall then be able to pronounce him
pure,7 and shall dispatch the living bird over the ėeld,D set it
free, concluding its role in this ritual. ĉis completes the ėrst
stage of the leper’s puriėcation, which is performed in the ėeld,
outside the camp.
8 In the next stage, the one being puriėed shall wash, immerse,
his garments, as they too were rendered ritually impure by his
wearing them, shave all his hair, bathe, immerse8 in water,
and be puriėed; and then he shall enter the camp, and shall
dwell outside his tent seven days. Although he is now inside
the Israelite camp, or the city, he remains somewhat in isolation, as he may not enter his house and must remain apart from
his wife.9 According to rabbinic tradition, he renders people
and vessels impure through contact.10
9 It shall be on the seventh day; he shall again shave all his
hair, his head and his beard and his eyebrows; all his hair
he shall shave from his entire body, or alternatively, only from
hairy places.11 ĉere is an opinion that by Torah law he is required to shave only those parts of his body where the hair is
visible, and by rabbinic law he must shave all his hair.12 And he
shall wash his garments a second time, bathe his Ěesh in water, and be puriėed.
10 Although the leper is ritually puriėed, his status is that of one
who lacks atonement; he must bring the requisite oĎerings
in order to be rendered ėt to enter the Temple and partake of
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ĕīĥĤ
ČĐý ǫø ă ŠŖė Āĕ ,ĐďĀ ĚĀ Ğú Đÿ čă ø ěŖ ăď üĘ ĦŖĚĥĀ Ĉ ǣú Ę ÿĘėøă Ěü ĐþĒ ČĀĢ Āňĥþ Ĉ ĕĠü øŠ
ęŖģĚø čă ü Ĕēÿ ĥøĀ Ĉ đī :ĤĚÿ Čþù Ǩ øĖėĀ øŠ ?ŖǠďĀ ĚĀ Ğú Đÿ ęŖģĚø čă ü ŖĦĔĕ
Ā ēü ĥø Ĉ
ęĥĀ Ĉ ČĀ ĐĀ ĦŖČĔĀă ēÿ Đÿ ĘėĀ ėøă ĕėüă .ĦČĔĀ ă ēÿ ėÿă ĕėüă :ĪŖĎøđ īĔēÿ ĥüĕø Ĉ Ĥĥþ Ĉ Čú
ęĥĀ Ĉ ǣĀ ĐĀđĥø Ĉ Đü ěǦāý ėă čă ÿ ĦŖĕŅŠĦø ă Đÿ ĦŖďŖčĞú ĘėĀ čă ø ,ěǦāý ėă ÿĘ ČŅĐ Đ þņĐÿ
ĤČĀ ĥø Ĉ Ę ÿĘėøă Ěü ŖĚďă Ā ČĀĢ Āĕøđ ĘĕČŖĐ
ü ĤĚČā
ÿ Ǡă Čā Ęă ĥþ Ĉ ,ǫČĔĀă ēÿ øĘ ĐþĒ
ěǫÿ ă Ěÿ ěŅĞĔĀ ČĐý øĕ Čā Ę ,ǫŖĜŖĐčŅø øĖŅǨǠø ă ĘĞÿ ěǫý Ǩă Ā üĘ ĦŖĚĥĀ Ĉ Čú
ĦČĔĀă ēÿ ėÿă ĕė"
üă :ĤĚÿ Čþù Ǩ øĖėĀ øŠ ,ēũ čă ý Ēø Ěü ĕčă ý ÿĎ øŠ ęĕĤŅĚ
ü Čøý đ ęĕĚü ďă Ā
?ĦČĔĀă ēÿ ėÿă Ǧ ĀĘĞø Ěÿ øĘ ěǫĀ ă Ǩü ŖĚďă Ā ČĐøĕý ŠŖė Āĕ ."ěǦāý ėă ÿĘ ČŅĐ ęĥĀ Ĉ ČĀ ĐĀ
:(ǣ ,Ď ģĤĠ) ęĕüǨǦāú ėă ǠĤŖĦ
ÿ čă ø .ĪŅėđø ĤĚŖŠ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă
,ĕ üĘ ĞďŖĜ
ÿ Čā Ę Ī øĖŅǨǠĪø ă ěŖĥĈ øĘŅ ,ěþĒČ
ā čă Ā ĥþ Ĉ ĕĞü ĢĀ Ěø ǣþ ĤďĀý Ďă .Ėăø đĜĦăø ć ďĕ
:ĘďŅăĎ
Ā .ěĐāþ čă :ĝīđĤďǨĔ ŖĘ ęĕĤŖģ
ü ęĕĤü ǫŖø Ġă Đøÿ đ
:ęĕĥü Ĉ ďĀ ģăû Đÿ ĕĥý Ĉ ďø ģĀ Ǡĕčă ý ďþĎǩþ ėøă .ĪĐ ĕýĜ øĠĘü ć ĒĔ
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ěĕüǨŅĞĔø ĞĤāĀ ĢĚø Ęĥþ Ĉ ŖĚĥĀ Ĉ Čÿú đ ŖĦČĔĀă ēÿ ĥþ Ĉ ,ŅĘĘĀ ă Đÿ ęĕĥĉ ü čĀ ėøă ĐĥāĀ Ĉ Ęĥø Ĉ
ĘĞÿ Ņ ăǨĚþ ă Ěü ěǫý ă üŠđø Ğčÿ ĥþ Ĉ đĕ ĀĘĞĀ ĦŖņǦÿ øĘ .ěĚþ ĥĀ Ĉ ďēĀ Čþ Ďā Ę øđ :ęĕėü ĝĀ Ĝø
:ǫŖĜŖĐčă ø ěǫÿ ă ĚŅ
ÿ ŖĜøĒǣĀ øĖŅǨĦø ă
ĕĠü øĘ ,Đă ĚĀ Ģø Ğÿ ĐĤĀ ĒĀ Ğú čă Ā Čā Šđø ĤŖĜģĕü
Ā Ǩ ĤĞÿ ĥÿ Ĉ čă ø .ĪĐ ĕýĜĠø Ęü
:ęĕĤŅü Ġă ėüă Ĥĝÿă ēĂ Ěø ČŅĐĥþ Ĉ
ć Čĕ

ęĥý Ĉ øĘ ĐĤĀ ĒĀ Ğú ĐĀ øĖŖĦ øĘ Ņ ăǨčĕþ Ĥü ģø ÿĕ .ęĥĀ Ĉ ČĀ Ęø ŖĦāČ čĕĤü ģø Đü øđ ć čĕ
Ħǣþ .ęĦāĀ Č ğĕüĜĐý øđ :ĕēÿ ǦĠŅǨ
Ā Ǡø ă ěŅĞĔĀ ČŅĐĥþ Ĉ .ğĕüĜĐý øđ :ęĥĀ Ĉ ČĀ
:Ďā Ęă Đÿ ĦČøþ đ ęĥĀ Ĉ ČĀ ĐĀ
ĐĚŅ
ÿ .ěŖĠĢă Ā čă ÿ ēũ čøă ý ĒĚü ă Đÿ øĖĤþ þĕ ĘĞÿ .ĪŖĎ øđ Ĕēÿ ĥø Ĉ üĕ Ĥĥþ Ĉ Čú ęŖģĚø čăü ć Ďĕ
Ħĥÿ Ĉ ĤĀ ĠĀ čă ø ęĥĀ Ĉ ǣĀ ǠĤŖĦ
ÿ čă ø ĤĚÿ Čþù Ǩ ĤčĀ ėøă Čā ĘĐÿú đ ?ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă
Ā ēü ĥø Ĉ ěŅĞĔĀ ęĥĀ Ĉ ČĀ ĐĀ ĥþ Ĉ īěāĤĐú ǣÿ Ħǣþ đĢī
ÿ
?(č ,Ē ĘĕĞĘ) ěŖĠĢă Ā čă ÿ ĐĔĕ

Đă ďøĎŖǣ
Ā
ŖĜĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ďĚý ă ÿĘĚø .Đă ĦāĀ Č ēģă ÿ üĕ Đ Āňēÿ Đÿ ĤāĠă Ģüă Đÿ ĦČþ ć đ
ěĕėŅĤ
ü ėøă čŖĒČý ĐøĀ đ ġĞý ĐĀ ĘčĀ ǣú ,Đă ĚĀ øĢĞÿ øŠ Đă ĥĕĀ Ĉ Ĥü Ġø Ěÿ ČĀĘă ǣþ ,ęĐþ ĚĀ ă Ğü
ĦČøþ đ ĒĤþ Čþ ĐĀ ġĞý ĦČøþ đ" :ĤĚÿ Čþù Ǩă ĥþ Ĉ ěĀĕǨø Ğü ėĀă ,ǫĕĤŖĐ
ü øņĐÿ ěŖĥĈ øĘčă ü ďēÿ ÿĕ
ĘŖė Āĕ .ěǫĀ ă ĥø Ĉ ĀŠĥø Ĉ üŠ Ǡēÿ ǣÿ ĐēĕĀ ģü ,"čāĒČý ĐĀ ĦČøþ đ ĦĞÿ ÿĘŖĦă Đÿ ĕüǨĥø Ĉ
ă Ā ǣú Ę ÿĘėø čă ü ǦĀă ǨĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ęĥý Ĉ ėøă
?Ǧ ĀŠĕčü Ĕø Š ÿĘėø čă ü ĐþĕĐø ǫü ă Čā Ę øĖėĀă ĐďĂĎ
Ā Ščÿ ĔĀ đø " :ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă
ĤĕüĒēø Đþ ,"Đ Āňēÿ Đÿ ĤāĠă Ģă ü Đÿ ĦČøý đ ęǫŖǣ
:Ǧ ĀĘĕčü Ĕø Š ÿĘėø üĘ ĤŖĠă Ģă ü Đÿ ĦČþ
:ĐĔĀă Ěü ă Đÿ ĥĕĈ Ěü ĥø Ĉ ǫÿ čă ø ĤŅĝČĀ ĥþ Ĉ ďĚý ă ÿĘĚø .ŖĘĐû ČĀ Ęø ġăđēĚü čĥÿ Ĉ Āĕ øđ ć ē
ĘėĀă ǣĕčü ǦĀ øĘ ,Ę ĀĘėŅ
ø ĔĤĀ ĠŅ
ø Ę ĀĘėøă .ĪŖĎ øđ ŖĤİĀ ĥĉ ø ĘėĀă ĦČþ ć Ĕ
:Đǣþ Ĥø Ǩøü đ ĤĞĀ ĥĉ ý ĝŅăĜėüă ęŖģĚø
ĕėýă ĝø Ǩü øĘ .ęĕüĜāĤĥĉ ø İþ ĐĥāĀ Ĉ Ęĥăø Ĉ đ :ǫČĔĀă ēÿ øĘ .Ħēÿ Čÿ Đĥĉ Ā čø ėÿ øđ ć ĕ

consecrated food. ĉerefore, on the eighth day he shall take
two unblemished male lambs, and one unblemished ewe in
its ėrst year, and three-tenths of an ephah of high-quality
Ěour mixed with oil as a meal oĎering. In current measures,
three-tenths of an ephah equals more than ƫ L; and there is an
opinion that it equals ƥƦ.Ƭ L. And one log of oil, which according to the conventional opinion is about Ƥ.ƧƧ L, and according
to the other opinion, approximately Ƥ.ƪ L.
ĉe priest who puriėes shall position the man who is being
puriėed and them, the lambs, before the Lord, at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting.D
ĉe priest shall take one of the lambs and present it as
a guilt oĎering, and likewise he shall present the log of oil
brought by the one who is being puriėed, and wave them, the
living sheep with the log, as a wave oĎering before the Lord.
If he waved each separately, he fulėlls his obligation.13
He shall slaughter the lamb in the same place where one
slaughters the sin oĎering and the burnt oĎering, in the
holy place, on the north side of the altar (ƥ:ƥƥ, ƪ:ƥƬ), and unlike
oĎerings of lesser sanctity, it may not be slaughtered anywhere
else in the Tabernacle courtyard. Since like the sin oĎering,
the guilt oĎering is for the priest, they are similar with regard
to all maĨers involving the service of the priest,14 or in that both
are given solely to the priest.15 ĉis is an indication that it is a
sacred sacrament, an oĎering of the most sacred order.
ĉe priest shall take from the blood of the slaughtered guilt
oĎering, and the priest shall place some of the blood on the
tip16 of the right ear of the one being puriėed, and on the
thumb of his right hand, and on the big toe of his right foot.
ĉe priest shall take with his right hand from the log of oil
brought by the one undergoing puriėcation, and pour it on the
cupped leě palm of the priest, either a diĎerent priest or on
his own palm.17
ĉe priest shall dip his right ėnger from, into, the oil that
is accumulated on his leě palm, and he shall sprinkleD from
the oil with his ėnger seven times before the Lord, toward
the Sanctuary.

DISCUSSION
1: | And shall dispatch the living bird over
the öeld: Although the Torah does not explain
the mystery of leprosy and its puriöcation process, there are some things we can intuit from
the details of the rite. Perhaps the release of the
bird alludes to the removal of the ritual impurity from the individual, as well as his release
from a state of social isolation (see Bekhor Shor;
Rabbeinu Baǝya; Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch).
1:11 | The priest who puriöes shall position
the man who is being puriöed and them before the Lord, at the entrance of the Tent of

Meeting: Since this is not merely a process of
atonement, but a process of puriöcation as well,
the Sages discuss how it was permitted for the
leper to enter the Temple for performance of
this rite, in light of the fact that it is prohibited
for ritually impure individuals to enter the holy
place. They explain that in the course of his puriöcation, the leper stands outside the courtyard
at the Nicanor Gate, an area that was not sanctiöed with the sanctity that exists in the courtyard
of the Temple and the Tabernacle. His participation in the puriöcation process is accomplished

though extending the various parts of his body,
e.g., ear, thumb, big toe, into the courtyard (see
Rashi, Nega’im ÿ4:Ć–9; Tosefta Nega’im Ć:9–ÿ0).
1:1 | The priest shall dip his right önger
from the oil that is on his left palm, and he
shall sprinkle: This is a clear illustration of the
halakhic principle that the priests must perform
the primary rites of the Temple service with
the right hand (see Zevaǝim Ā5a). In fact, lefthanded priests were not permitted to perform
the Temple service (see Bekhorot 45b).
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ěĐāþ čąĘ
ăſ İÿ ţđ ĦĕĜü Ű ĚĀ ŤĕĐÿ ĤƑ Đý Ĕÿ ă Ěüă Đÿ ě þĒāČſ ĖăŤ đ źĜĦąĘ
ăţ İÿ ěƑ Đāý ėă Đÿ ěſĦăý üĕ ŖĠų ă ėǞĘ
ÿă İÿ Ĥĥ
ž þ Ĉ Čú ěĚþ ĥþ Ÿ ă Ĉ Đÿ ĤĦþ ňþƃ Ěăü đ
ğžėąĘ
ÿă İÿ ĤƑ ĥþ Ĉ Čú ěƑ Ěþ ĥþ ŵ ă Ĉ čăÿ ĤĦŖ
ųĀ ăĜĐÿ ţđ Ċęĥ
Ą Ā Ĉ ČĄĀ ĐĀ ę ƀ ÿăď ĘŲİÿ Ħĕŭ üĜĚĀ ŤĕĐÿ ŖĘŲ ŤĎĤÿ ěĐāþ čąĘ
ăƀ İÿ ţđ ĦĕĜü Ű ĚĀ ŤĕĐÿ ŖƑ ď Āĕ
ąĦČþ ěƑ Đāý ėă Đÿ Đſĥĉ Ā İĀ ţđ ĊĐ ĄđĐĕ ĕƀ ýĜ ŤĠĘü ěŲĐāý ėă Đÿ đĕŷĘĀ İĀ ĤƀĠþ ă ėü ţđ ĤŭĐý Ĕÿ ă Ěüă Đÿ ĥČā
Ĉ ĤąĘ
ž İÿ ěĦŲ ăý üĕ ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ
ěŷĐāý ėă Đÿ ĐƂĘĀ İĄù Đþ ţđ ĊĐĄĘāĀ ĞĐǞĦ
Ą Ā Čþ Ĕēƀ ÿ ĥŤ Ĉ üĕ ĤēŲ ÿ Čÿ ţđ ŖĦŭ ČĀ ĚŤ ĔĂ ă Ěü ĤŲĐý Ĕÿ ă Ěüă ĐąĘ
ÿ İÿ ĤƀĠþ ă ėü ţđ ĦČĔŰĀ ă ēžÿ Đÿ
ĕĥĕĘĥ Ę ž ÿăďąęČü ţđ
ĊĤĄĐý ĔĀ ţđ ěŲĐāý ėă Đÿ đĕŷĘĀ İĀ ĤƀĠþ ă ėü ţđ ĐēŭĀ čăý ŤĒĚüă Đÿ ĐŲēĀ ŤĜĚüă ĐǞĦ
ÿ Čþ ţđ ĐƀĘāĀ ĞĐǞĦ
Ą Ā Čþ
/ ĕĥĕĚē /
ĦĘāþ ĝŸ ěŖĤƃ ĉĥĀ ă İü ţđ đĕŭĘĀ İĀ ĤžĠý ă ėÿ Ęţ ĐŲ ĀĠăđĜĦŤ Ęü ęĥ
ŷ Ā Ĉ ČĀ ďēƀ Ā Čþ ĉĥčžþ ėþă ēģż ÿ ĘĀ đţ ƒ ĦŮ þĎ ĉĥþ Ů ă Ěÿ ƉŖď Āĕ ěĕČž ý ţđ ČăđĐų
ŖďĀĕŭ Ďĕ Ųĉĥü ă Ħăÿ Ĥĥ
ƀ þ Ĉ Čú ĐĜŖĕ
Ā Ű ĕž ýĜčăţ ƑĕýĜĥţ Ĉ ŖČſ ęĕĤāų ü Ħ ĕĦž ăý ĥăŤ Ĉ đ ĊěĚþ ĥ
Ą Ā Ĉ Ďā Ęƀ ţđ ĐŲēĀ ŤĜĚü Ęţ ěĚþ ĥ
ŷ þ ă Ĉ čăÿ ĘăđĘƀ čăĀ ďēƃĀ Čþ
ěŭĐāý ėă ĐąĘ
ÿ Čþ ŖĦŲ ĤĀ ĐĄŢ Ĕš Ęţ ĕŷĜĕü Ěü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ęŖ Ƃňčăÿ ęĦāŸĀ Č Čĕčüƃ Đý ţđ ĊĐĄĘāĀ Ğ ďŲēĀ ČĄþ ĐĀ ţđ ĦČĔŰĀ ă ēÿ ďƑ ēĀ Čþ Đſ ĀĕĐĀ ţđ
ěĚŭþ ĥĀ ă Ĉ Đÿ Ďā ĘąĦ
ž Čþ ţđ ęŲĥĀ Ĉ ČĄĀ ĐĀ ĉĥčƀþ ėǞĦ
þă Čþ ěŷĐāý ėă Đÿ ēģƂ ÿ ĘĀ ţđ ĊĐ ĄđĐĕ ĕƀ ýĜ ŤĠĘü ďŲİŖĚǞĘ
ý
Đāþ ČĄ ēĦƀÿ ĠǞĘ
þ ă Čþ
ę ž ÿăďĚü ěƑ Đāý ėă Đÿ ēģſ ÿ ĘĀ ţđ ęŮ ĥĀ Ĉ ČĄĀ ĐĀ ĉĥčžþ ėąĦ
þă Čþ ĔƉ ēÿ ĥĀ Ĉ ţđ ĊĐ ĄđĐĕ ĕƀ ýĜ ŤĠĘü ĐŲ ĀĠăđĜĦăţ ěŷĐāý ėă Đÿ ęĦāƂ Ā Č ğĕĜü ƃ Đý ţđ
ŖĘŲ ŤĎĤÿ ěĐāþ čąĘ
ăƀ İÿ ţđ ĦĕĜü Ű ĚĀ ŤĕĐÿ ŖƑ ďĀĕ ěĐāþ čąĘ
ăſ İÿ ţđ Ħĕŭ üĜĚĀ ŤĕĐÿ ĤŲĐý Ĕÿ ă Ěüă Đąě
ÿ þĒāČĄ ŤĖăđ ƀĜĦąĘ
ăţ İÿ ěĦŷ ÿ ĀĜ ţđ ęĥĀ Ű Ĉ ČĄĀ ĐĀ
Ŗİž čăĀ ŤĢČþ čăţ ěƑ Đāý ėă Đÿ Đſ ĀņĐü ţđ ĊĦĕĘČ
Ą ü ĚĀ ĉĥţ ă Đÿ ěŲĐāý ėă Đÿ ğƀėąĘ
ÿă İÿ ěŭĐāý ėă Đÿ ģā žĢ üĕ ěĚŲþ ĥþ ă Ĉ Đąě
ÿ Ěăü đ ĊĦĕĄĜü ĚĀ ŤĕĐÿ
ěĦƃÿ ĀĜ ţđ ĊĐ ĄđĐĕ ĕƀ ýĜ ŤĠĘü ęĕĚŲ ü İĀ Ġţ ă Ğčƀÿ ĥþ Ĉ ĦĕŭĘČ
ü ĚĀ ĉĥţ ă Đÿ ŖĠŲ ă ėǞĘ
ÿă İÿ Ĥĥ
ƀ þ Ĉ Čú ěĚþ ĥþ ű ă Ĉ ĐǞě
ÿ Ěü ĦĕĜü Ű ĚĀ ŤĕĐÿ
ŖƑ ď Āĕ ěĐāþ čąĘ
ăſ İÿ ţđ ĦĕĜü Ű ĚĀ ŤĕĐÿ ĤƑ Đý Ĕÿ ă Ěüă Đÿ ě þĒāČſ ĖăŤ đ źĜĦąĘ
ăţ İÿ ŖĠų ă ėąĘ
ÿă İÿ Ĥĥ
ž þ Ĉ Čú ć ěĚþ ĥ
ž þ ă Ĉ Đąě
ÿ Ěü ěĐāýŸ ėă Đÿ
ĤƑ ĥþ Ĉ Čú ěƑ Ěþ ĥþ ŵ ă Ĉ Đąě
ÿ Ěü ĤĦŖ
ųĀ ăĜĐÿ ţđ Ċęĥ
Ą Ā Ĉ ČĄĀ ĐĀ ę ƀ ÿăď ęŖģŲ ĚąĘ
ţ İÿ Ħĕŭ üĜĚĀ ŤĕĐÿ ŖĘŲ ŤĎĤÿ ěĐāþ čąĘ
ăƀ İÿ ţđ ĦĕĜü Ű ĚĀ ŤĕĐÿ
ďƑ ēĀ ČĄþ ĐǞĦ
Ā Čþ Đſĥĉ Ā İĀ ţđ ĊĐ ĄđĐĕ ĕƀ ýĜ ŤĠĘü đĕŲĘĀ İĀ ĤƀĠý ă ėÿ Ęţ ĤŭĐý Ĕÿ ă Ěüă Đÿ ĥČā
Ĉ ĤąĘ
ž İÿ ěĦŲ ăý üĕ ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ ğžėąĘ
ÿă İÿ
ďƀēĀ ČĄþ ĐǞĦ
Ā Čþ ŖďĀĕų Ďĕ ĉĥü ź ă ĦǞĤ
ăÿ ĥþ Ĉ Čú ĦČž ý ĊŖďĀĕĄ Ďĕ Ųĉĥü ă Ħăÿ Ĥĥ
ƀ þ Ĉ Čú ĚĄ ý Đŭ ĀĜŖňĐÿ ĕž ýĜčǞě
ăţ Ěü ŖČŲ ęĕĤāŰ ü Ħă ĐǞě
ÿ Ěü
ĦČā žĒ ĊĐ ĄđĐĕ ĕƀ ýĜ ŤĠĘü ĤŲĐý Ĕÿ ă Ěüă Đÿ Ęƀİÿ ěŷĐāý ėă Đÿ ĤƂĠþ ă ėü ţđ ĐŭēĀ ŤĜĚüă ĐąĘ
ÿ İÿ ĐŲĘāĀ Ğ ďƀēĀ ČĄþ ĐąĦ
Ā Čþ ţđ ĦČĔŷ Ā ă ēÿ
ĊŖĦĄ ĤĀ ĐĄŢ Ĕš čăţ ŖďŲ Āĕ Ďĕ ƀĉĥü ă ĦąČā
ÿ ĘĄ Ĥĥ
ŷ þ Ĉ Čú Ħİÿ Ĥŭ Ā ĀĢ Ğ ÿĎž þĜ ŖčąĤ
ăŲ ĥþ Ĉ Čú ĦĤŖŰ ÿ Ħă

ĕīĥĤ
ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ďĚý ă üĘ .ęďă Ā Đÿ ēÿǨă ģÿ ǫø Ǩü ŅĘă Ġü ǣú .ęĥĀ Ĉ ČĀ ĐĀ ę ÿăď ęŖģĚø Ęİÿ ć ēė
:ęĤŖăĎ
ý ęŖģĚĀ ă Đÿ ČĀĘă ǣþ ęĤŖăĎ
ý ęďă Ā Đÿ
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.ǫŖĜŖĐčă ø Đÿ ĘĞÿ Ņ ăǨĚþ ă Ěü ĦĦĀĘ
ý .ěĚþ ĥĀ Ĉ Ďā Ę øđ :đĕėĀ ĝĀ Ǩø üĘ ďēĀ ǣþ ěŖĤĥĉ Āă İü
:ĥĈ Ĥý ĠĀ øĘ čŅĦėĀă Đÿ ģģøÿ ĒĐĂ Čā Ę ĐēøĀ ǨĚü ă Đÿ ĕėýă ĝø Ĝü Šĥþ Ĉ ěĚþ ĥøþ Ĉ đ
ġĞý ĦČÿ ĀņǦÿ øĘŅ ęĕĤü Ġû ă Ģü øĘ ĕüǨĕĚü ĥø Ĉ .ŖĦĤĀ Đû ĔĀ Ęø ĕüĜĕĚü ĥø Ĉă Đÿ ęŖňčăÿ ć Ďė
:ǫĞÿ ÿĘŖǠă ĕüǨĥŅø Ĉ čŖĒČøý đ ĒĤþ Čþ

:ĐĚĀ Đý čă ø Ęĥþ Ĉ ęĕėü ĝĀ Ĝø Ǡēøÿ ǨĚü .ĐēĀ øĜĚüă Đÿ ĦČþ øđ ć ė
ǣĕčü Āĕ ,ďēĀ ǣþ ČŅĐĥþ Ĉ ĐþĒ ĉĥčþ ėþ øĘ .ďēĀ Čþ ĦĘāþ ĝ ěŖĤĥĉ Ā ă İü øđ ć Čė

Ēĕ
ēĕ
Ĕĕ
ė
Čė

čė
Ďė
ďė
Đė

đė
Ēė
ēė

Ĕė
Ę

17 And from the rest of the oil that is inevitably leě on his palm,
the priest shall place some on the tip of the right ear of the
one being puriėed, and on the thumb of his right hand, and
on the big toe of his right foot, on the blood of the guilt offering, which he previously placed on those spots.
18 Even aěer placing the three drops on the parts of the leper’s
body, oil will remain on the priest’s palm. ĉe remainder of
the oil that is on the priest’s palm, he, the priest, shall place,
that is, spread, on the head of the one being puriėed; and the
priest shall thereby atone for him before the Lord.
19 ĉe priest shall perform the service of the ewe of the sin offering that was brought by the one undergoing puriėcation
and atone for the one being puriėed from his impurity; and
then he shall slaughter the sheep of the burnt oĎering.D
20 ĉe priest shall oĎer up the burnt oĎering and the meal offering, consisting of the three-tenths of an ephah of ėne Ěour
that was brought by the purifying leper, on the altar; and the
priest shall atone for him through these rites, and he shall become pure.
21 If the leper is impoverished,D and his means do not suđce
Third for all the above oĎerings, he shall take one lamb as a guilt
aliya oĎering for waving, to atone for him as would the oĎering
(Fifth of a wealthy individual, and only one-tenth, not three-tenths,
aliya) of an ephah of high-quality Ěour mixed with oil as a meal
oĎering, and a log of oil.
22 And instead of bringing the ewe of the sin oĎering and the
sheep of the burnt oĎering, the poor leper shall bring two turtledoves or two young pigeons, for which his means suđce,
that he can aĎord; one of them shall be a sin oĎering and the
other one a burnt oĎering.
23 He shall bring them, the sheep and the two birds, on the
eighth day of his puriėcation to the priest, to the entrance
of the Tent of Meeting, before the Lord.

24 ĉe priest shall take the lamb of the guilt oĎering and the
log of oil, and the priest shall wave them as a wave oĎering
before the Lord.
25 He shall slaughter the lamb of the guilt oĎering, and the
priest shall take from the blood of the guilt oĎering, and
place it on the tip of the right ear of the one being puriėed,
and on the thumb of his right hand, and on the big toe of his
right foot.
26 ĉe priest shall pour from the oil on the leě palm of the
priest.
27 ĉe priest shall sprinkle with his right ėnger from the oil
that is on his leě palm seven times before the Lord.
28 ĉe priest shall place from the oil that is on his palm on
the tip of the right ear of the one being puriėed, and on the
thumb of his right hand, and on the big toe of his right foot,
on the place of the blood of the guilt oĎering.
29 ĉe remainder of the oil that is on the priest’s palm he shall
place on the head of the one being puriėed, to atone for him
before the Lord.
30 He shall oĎer one of the turtledoves or one of the young
pigeons, from that which his means suđce. Turtledoves are
birds that exist in the wild and are at times easy to acquire without payment. In contrast, pigeons were more plentiful in the
Land of Israel; however, their acquisition oěen involved payment or greater exertion.
31 ĉe priest shall sacriėce that for which his means suđce, one
as a sin oĎering and one as a burnt oĎering, with, in addition to, the meal oĎering;D the priest shall thereby atone for
the one being puriėed before the Lord.
32 ĉis is the law of one in whom there is a mark of leprosy,
whose means do not suđce in his puriėcation.

ČĘ
čĘ

DISCUSSION
1:1 | And then he shall slaughter the burnt
oòering: The sin oòering [ǝatat] is brought in
order to cleanse oneself [lehitǝatei] from sin and
to ask forgiveness. The burnt oòering is in essence a voluntary oòering, brought “of his own
free will” (ÿ:ā, ĀĀ:ÿ9), and it is therefore characterized by the Sages as a gift. Accordingly, the leper
must present the sin oòering örst, and only after
he has requested forgiveness and atonement,
and, he hopes, God has granted his request and
forgiven him, is his gift oòering appropriate (see
Zevaǝim 7b).

leper are performed in the same manner as
they are performed in the process of a wealthy
person. In the following verses, the entire process is described again. In fact, the Torah could
have suóced with: “The priest shall perform as
he performed with the wealthy leper.” Perhaps
the repetition serves to emphasize that there is
no diòerence between the puriöcation of a rich
leper and that of a poor leper. Although the offering of the poor person appears inferior and
the priests derive less beneöt from it, the series
of actions and the result are identical.

1:21 | If the leper is impoverished: All the
actions in the puriöcation process of a poor

1:31 | The meal oòering: A meal oòering
always accompanies animal oòerings but not

bird oòerings. In addition, it always accompanies burnt oòerings and peace oòerings, but
not sin oòerings or guilt oòerings (see Numbers
ÿ5:ÿÿ–ÿĀ). The sin oòering and guilt oòering of a
leper are exceptions to this principle, as a meal
oòering is sacriöced with them. Therefore, a
wealthy leper, who brings animals for his sin offering and guilt oòering, brings one-tenth of an
ephah for each sheep as a meal oòering. Since
a poor leper sacriöces only one sheep, as a guilt
oòering, and his sin oòering and burnt oòering
are birds, he brings only one-tenth of an ephah
as his meal oòering (see Menaǝot 90b).
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ĞĤĢĚ | ďĕ ģĤĠ | ČĤģĕđ ĤĠĝ

ĕĞĕčĤ
/ ĕĥĥ /

Book of Leviticus | Chapter 1 | Metzora

ĕ ĕŷĜü Čú Ĥĥ
ƀ þ Ĉ Čú ěİÿ Ĝÿ Ű ėţă ġĤþ ČąĘ
ž þ Čþ đƑă Čāčŵ ĦĀ ĕſėüă ĊĤāĚČ
Ą Ęý ěāĤŲ Đú ČąĘ
Ą ÿ ČĄ þ ţđ Đĥā
ƀ þ Ĉ ĚąĘČþ Đ ŰđĐĕ Ĥžčăý ďÿ Ťĕ ÿđ
ž ĥþ Ĉ Čú ČƑ čăĀ đ ĊęĄėþ ĦŤ ÿņēĂ Čú ġĤþ Čƀ þ ĦĕŲčý čăţ Ħİÿ ĤŰ ÿ ĀĢ Ğ ÿĎž þĜ ƑĕĦăü ĦĄÿ ĀĜ ţđ Đŭ ĀņēĂ ČĄú Ęÿ ęŲėþ ĘĀ ěĦāƀ ý Ĝ
Ħ üĕčăÿŰ Đÿ ŖĘǞĤ
ęĤþ Ĕƃþ čăţ Ħ üĕčăÿų ĐǞĦ
ÿ Čþ đă Ĝăž üĠăđ ěĐāýŸ ėă Đÿ Đđă ƃ Ā üĢ ţđ ĊĦ üĕĄčăĀ čăÿ ĕŲĘü ĐČƀ Ā ĤŤ üĜ Ğ ÿĎĜþ ű ėţă ĤāĚČ
ŭ Ęý ěŲĐāý ėă Ęÿ ďĕƀĎă ü Đü ţđ
ěŲĐāý ėă Đÿ ČāčĀĕƀ ěŷėăý Ĥēÿ Čƀ ÿ ţđ Ħ üĕŭčăĀ čăÿ Ĥĥ
ž þ Ĉ ČǞĘ
ú ėšă ČĚŲ Ā ĔŤ üĕ Čā Ęƀ ţđ Ğ ÿĎĜăþ Ű ĐǞĦ
ÿ Čþ ĦŖČž ĤŤ Ęü ěƑ Đāý ėă Đÿ ČāčĀĕſ
ƑĦāĤđă Ĥİú ģƤ ĥţ Ĉ Ħ üĕčăÿŰ Đÿ ĦāĤĕž ģü čăţ ĞƑ ÿĎĜăþ ŵ Đÿ Đſ Ĝăý Đü ţđ Ğ ÿĎĜăþ ų ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ĐČž Ā ĤĀ ţđ ĊĦ üĕĄčăĀ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ĦŖČƀ ĤŤ Ęü
ēĦžĄ ÿ ĠǜĘ
þ ă Čþ Ħ üĕŲčăÿ Đǜě
ÿ Ěü ěŷĐāý ėă Đÿ ČƂ ĀĢ Āĕ ţđ ĊĤĕģĄ ă ü Đǜě
ÿ Ěü ĘŲ ĀĠĥĀ Ĉ ěƀĐĕ
þ Čý ĤŤ Ěăÿ đ ĦāĚŭă ÿăďĚŤ ďÿ Čú ŖČŲ ĦāģŰă Ĥÿ ģŤ Ĥÿ ţĕ
ĐŷĜăý Đü ţđ ĐČű Ā ĤĀ ţđ ĕŭİĕ
ü čü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ęŖ žňčăÿ ěŲĐāý ėă Đÿ čƀĥĀ Ĉ ţđ ĊęĕĚĄ ü Āĕ Ħƀİÿ čŤ ĥü Ĉ Ħ üĕŲčăÿ ĐǜĦ
ÿ Čþ ĤĕƀĎă ü ĝŤ Đü ţđ Ħ üĕŭčăĀ Đÿ
Ğ ÿĎĜŭ ăĀ Đÿ ěŲĐý čăĀ Ĥĥ
ƀ þ Ĉ Čú ęĕĜü Ű čĀ Čžú ĐąĦ
Ā Čþ đƑă ĢĘţă ēü ţđ ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ ĐƑ đă Ā üĢ ţđ ĊĦ üĕĄčăĀ Đÿ ĦāĤĕƀ ģü čăţ Ğ ÿĎŲĜă þ Đÿ Đĥ
ƀ ĉ Ā ĠĀ ă
Ħ üĕŲčăÿ Ěü İƀũ Ģü ģŤ ÿĕ Ħ üĕŷčăÿ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ţđ ĊČĚĄ ý ĔĀ ęŖģŲ ĚąĘ
Ā Čþ ĤĕİüŰ ĘĀ ġăđēž ĚąĘ
ü Čþ ěƑ Đþ ĦŤ Čþ đă ėĕſĘü ĥŤ Ĉ Đü ţđ
đƑă ēģĄţ ĘĀ ţđ ĊČĚĄ ý ĔĀ ęŖģŲ ĚąĘ
Ā Čþ ĤĕİüŰ ĘĀ ġăđēž ĚąĘ
ü Čþ đă ĢŰ ģŤ Đü Ĥĥ
ž þ Ĉ Čú ĤƑ ĀĠİĄĀ ĐąĦ
þ Čþ đă ėų ţĠĄĥĀ Ĉ ţđ čĕŭčü ĝĀ
ĊĦ üĕĄčăĀ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ēĔƀ Ā ţđ ēģŲ ă ÿ üĕ Ĥēŷ ý Čÿ Ĥƀ ĀĠİĀ ţđ ęĕŭ üĜčĀ ČĄú ĐĀ Ħēÿ ĦąĘ
ž ăÿ Čþ đă ČĕčŲ ü Đý ţđ ĦŖĤŰ ēý Čú ęĕž üĜčĀ Čú

ĎĘ
ďĘ

Leprosy is a form of nonverbal divine revelation, whereby God intimates to a person in a supernatural
manner that his matters are not being conducted properly. Just as leprosy of the body and leprosy of the
LEVITICUS 14:33ū57
garment are not natural diseases, the same is true with regard to leprosy of a house, which is the next
stage that aõicts a person after his skin and his garments. This leprosy too, is not a natural phenomenon,
like dampness, but a heavenly sign. The green mark, the red mark, or both together, are miraculous indicators that the house is not ritually pure. Their
appearance necessitates treatment of the aõicted part of the house, and at times, its total demolition. It should be noted that there were Sages who
asserted that there was never an actual case of leprosy of the house, while others stated that there were cases, albeit rare, of leprosy of the house.

Leprosy of Houses

ĐĘ
đĘ

Following its treatment of leprosy of the house, the Torah proceeds to address another form of ritual impurity, the impurity of one who experiences
a discharge. Although such a condition is primarily an illness, it also contains an element of impurity, and its treatment, as addressed in detail by the
Torah, reøects this fact. However, the process of puriöcation from leprosy is longer and far more intricate than that of puriöcation from discharge. That
diòerence underscores the fact that leprosy in the Torah is not an illness, but a wondrous sign.
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Fourth 33
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ĕīĥĤ
ęŅŠĔøă üĕ ,"ěŅĠĘø ă ĥĕÿ Ĉ đü " ŖĚŅ ăĎĤø ǫÿ ėøă .ęĕüĜčĀ Čú ĐĀ ĦČþ đă ĢĘøă ēü øđ ć Ě
ĘČþ :ĐĤĀ ĝĀ Đú ěŖĥĈ øĘ ,(Ĕ ,Ǧė ęĕĤčď) "ŖŠĞú Ǩÿ ǦĀĢ øĘēøĀ đ" ŖĚėøă ,ęĥĀ Ĉă Ěü
ĀĖďø Ěþ ă üĘ .ęĥĀ Ĉ ĦŖĥĈ Ěø ă ǫÿ ă ĥø Ĉ Ěü ĦŖĤĐû ĔĀ ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ęŖģĚĀ .ČĚý ĔĀ ęŖģĚĀ
:Ŗ ăč ěďŖĞ
Ā čă ø ěĚŖģ
Ā Ěø ĦŖČĚø ă Ĕÿ Ěø ŅĘĘĀ ă Đÿ ęĕüǨčĀ Čú ĐĀ ĥþ Ĉ čŅĦėĀă Đÿ
:Đčă ý Ĥø Đÿ ĥýĕĈ ǦĀǨĥø Ĉ Ěü ěŖĥĈ øĘčŅü ,ĒĞÿ ÿĘčă ø ĤīĕĕĜđďĤ .İũ üĢģø ÿĕ ć ČĚ
ęĕüǨǦāú ėă ǠĤŖĦ
ÿ čă ø ,ĞÿĎǩă þ Đÿ ĦŖčĕčü ĝø .čĕčü ĝĀ :ęĕüǨĠø čă ü Ěü .Ħ üĕčăÿ Ěü
:ĞÿĎǩă þ Đÿ ĕýǨčø ǣÿ čĕčü ĝøă ĥþ Ĉ ēĕũ Ĕüă Đÿ ğā Ęģø üňĥþ Ĉ ,(Đ ,ď ģĤĠ) ěėýă ĥĈ Ĥÿ ďüø Ǩ
:čĕčü ĝĀ ĞÿĎǩă þ Đÿ ĦŖǭģø čă ü ŅĞĢă ø ģü Ĥĥþ Ĉ ǣú ,ǦþĢģĀ ěŖĥĈ øĘ .ăđĢģø Đü

ŖŠ ģģøĀ ĒǨü ěǦāý ėă ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ěĚøÿ Ē ĘėĀă ĥþ Ĉ .ĪŖĎ øđ ěĐāý ėă Đÿ Čāč Āĕ ęĤþ Ĕþ čăø ć đĘ
ęČü ĥþ Ĉ .Ħ üĕčăĀ čăÿ Ĥĥþ Ĉ Čú ĘėĀă ČĚĀ Ĕø üĕ Čā Ę øđ :ĐČĀ Ěø ĔĂ ǠĤŖÿ Ǡă ęĥĀ Ĉ ěĕČý
ŠėĀ đø ,ĤĎă ý ĝø Ǧþ øŠ ģģøĀ ĒǨü ,ĞÿĎǩă þ Đÿ Đǣþ Ĥø üĕøđ ěǦāý ėă Đÿ Čāč Āĕøđ ŅǦýǨă Ġÿ øĕ Čā Ę
ĕ ýŠėøă ĘĞÿ ęǣü ?ĐĤŖĀ Ǡă ĐĝĀ ēĀ ĐĚþ ĘĞÿ đø .ČĚĀ Ĕø üĕ ŖėŖĦčă ø ĥþ Ĉă ĐĚÿ
ø ĕ ,ěĕģü ĥø Ĉ ĚŅ
ÿ ěĕ üĘėāĀ ǣ ĘĞÿ ęČøü đ ,ŅĤĐú Ĕø üĕøđ ę ýĘĕčă ü Ĕø ÿĕ ,ğĔþ ĥþ Ĉ
ę ýĘėǣā
ý čă ü
ĝĤþ ēþ ĕ ýĘėøă ŠĞÿ ČĀĘă ǣþ ĐĤŖĀ Ǡă ĐĝĀ ēĀ Čā Ę ČĐĀ ,ŖĦČĀ Ěø ĔĂ ĕĚĕ
:Đþđģø Ěü čă ø ĐĤĀ Đû ĔĀ ęǦþ ĀĘ ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ
:ěĐĕþ ǣý Ĥø Ěÿ čă ø ĦŖĞģŖø ĥĈ .ĦāĤđă Ĥİú ģÿ ĥø Ĉ ć ĒĘ

ęĕČü čă Ā ęĕĞĀĎ
ü ǩă ø Đÿ ĥþ Ĉ ęǦĀĘ
þ ǣĕĐü ĐĤŖĀ ĉĥčă ø .Ħİÿ Ĥÿ ĀĢ Ğ ÿĎ þĜ ĕĦăü Ħÿ ĀĜ øđ ć ďĘ
čĐĀĀ Ē Ęĥþ Ĉ ĦŖňüǨŖĚĔø Ěÿ ęĕ üňĤŖĚ
ü ǣù ŅĜĕĚü Ĕø Đü ĥþ Ĉ ĕĠü øŠ ,ęĐĕ
þ ýĘĞú
,Ĥčă Ā ďø Ěü ă čă ÿ Ęǣý ĤĀ ĥüĕ
ĉ ø ŅĕĐĀ ĥþ Ĉ ǦĀǨĥĀ Ĉ ęĕĞü čă Ā Ĥø ǣÿ ĘėĀă ęĐĕþ Ħý ă čă Ā ĦŖĤĕģü čă ø
:ěČøĀ ĢŖĚŅ Ǡ üĕčă ÿ Đÿ ġǫŖĜ
ý ĞÿĎǩă þ Đÿ ĕďý øĕ ĘĞÿ đø
ČŅĐĥþ Ĉ Ğũ ďŖň
ý ĥþ Ĉ ęėĀ ēĀ ČŅĐ ŅĘă Ġü Čú ĥþ Ĉ .ĦüĕčăĀ čăÿ ĕĘü ĐČĀ Ĥø üĜ Ğ ÿĎ þĜėøă ć ĐĘ
,'ĕ üĘ ĐǣĀ Ĥø Ǩü ĞÿĎǩ'þ :ĤĚŖŠ
ÿ ĤŅĤčă Ā ĤčĀ ďă Ā ģāĝĠø üĕ Čā Ę ,ĕǣďÿă ÿ đ ĞÿĎǩþ
:"ĕ üŠ ĐǣĀ Ĥø Ǩü ĞÿĎǩþ ė"
øă :ČĀĘă Čþ
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DISCUSSION
1:3 | When you come to the land of
Canaan: The laws of leprosy of the house are
recorded in the Torah after those of leprosy of
the body and leprosy of the garment, and after
the laws of their puriöcation. Perhaps this is because leprosy of the body and of the garments
was already relevant at the time the Torah was
given, whereas leprosy of the house would
only be applicable in the future (based on Or
HaƜayyim).
1:3 | The priest shall command and they
shall empty the house, before the priest
shall come to see the mark, so all that is in
the house shall not become impure: Clearing
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the house is not a component of the puriöcation
process. Rather, its primary purpose is to spare
the owner unnecessary exertion and önancial
loss, as the moment that the priest enters the
house and declares it ritually impure, all the
vessels inside the house are rendered impure.
Accordingly, earthenware vessels, which are
not subject to puriöcation, must be broken,
while the other vessels require immersion. The
Torah commands the priest to be considerate
vis-à-vis the owner and minimize the damage
to his property. Therefore, the priest urges him
to remove from the house any item susceptible
to impurity (see Sifra; Rashi; Nega’im ÿĀ:5, and
commentaries ad loc.).

According to one tannaitic opinion in the
Mishna (Nega’im ÿĀ:5), one must remove even
bundles of wood and straw from the house,
even though such objects are not susceptible
to ritual impurity. Some commentaries understand this position as incompatible with the
above reasoning, since leaving these items in
the house would cause no inconvenience to
the owner. Rather, these tanna’im apparently
hold that clearing the house entirely is a biblically mandated obligation for other reasons.
This appears to be the position of the Rambam
as well (Rambam, Sefer Tahara, Hilkhot Tumat
Tzara’at ÿ4:4).

38
39

ĉe Lord spoke to Moses and to Aaron, saying:
When you come to the land of Canaan,D which I give to you
as a portion, if I shall place a mark of leprosy on a house,
that is, on one of the houses, in the land of your ancestral
portion. Although the various forms of leprosy are somewhat
similar in that they involve the appearance of a mark and are all
included in the general framework of the laws of leprosy, it is
obvious that a mark on one’s skin is very diĎerent from a spot
found on a garment or on stones.19
He to whom the house belongs shall come and tell to the
priest, saying: Something like a mark seems to me to be on
the house. He cannot aĨest to the fact that it is leprosy, as he
is not authorized to make that determination. Until a priest diagnoses the plague, the owner of the house can only assert his
suspicion that there is leprosy in his house.20
ĉe directive in this verse does not relate to treatment of the
leprosy; rather, it relates to another aspect of this maĨer. ĉe
priest shall command and they shall empty the house of any
vessels, before the priest shall come to see the mark, so that
all that is in the house shall not become impure;D and aěerward the priest shall come to see the house.
He, the priest, shall examine the mark aěer entering the
house, and behold, the mark is, or appears to be, recessed
[sheka’arurot] in the walls of the house, similar to the shape
of a bowl [ke’ara], giving the impression of deep green or deep
reddish recesses, and their appearance is lower than the
wall. Due to their color, they appear to be sunken relative to
the wall, although that is not the case.
ĉe priest shall exit the house and proceed to the entrance
of the house, and he shall quarantine the house, he shall issue an instruction to seal the house21 for seven days.
ĉe priest shall return on the seventh day, and shall examine it; and behold, the mark has spread on the walls of the

house. ĉe mark that was on one wall has now relocated to
other walls, or it has become enlarged.
40 ĉe priest shall command, and they shall remove the stones
on which there is a mark. ĉe stone house described in the
verse was apparently not compactly constructed; therefore, it
was possible to remove an individual stone from the wall. And
they shall dispose of them, as they are ritually impure, in an
impure place outside the city. Although not all places outside
the city are impure, there were certain areas designated for the
disposal of impure objects, perhaps in places where there were
garbage heaps or graves, locations not frequented by those carrying ritually pure items.22
41 And as for the house, in which there are holes, he shall scrapeB
and remove the layer of plaster23 from inside all around.
According to the Siěa, cited by Rashi, he would scrape only the
plaster immediately around the mark.24 And they shall pour
out the plaster that they scraped outside the city in an impure place.
42 ĉey shall take other stones, and they shall bring them in
the place of the stones that they removed from the wall; and
he shall take other plaster, and then he shall plaster the
house, at which point it may once again serve as a residence.

Stones and plaster in the walls of a house

BACKGROUND
1:1 And the house, he shall scrape: To this day it is the practice in Middle Eastern countries to build with stones or bricks coated with earth or clay, in
order to smooth the walls and seal gaps and cracks. Occasionally, the walls are built of two layers of stone, with a ölling of earth between them, in order to
construct a thicker wall and provide insulation.
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Ħ üĕŲčăÿ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ĦŖ ƀĢģŤ Đü ĕĤŷ ý ēú ČĄ ÿ ţđ ęĕŭ üĜčĀ ČĄú ĐąĦ
Ā Čþ ġžĘýă ēü ĤēŲ ÿ Čÿ Ħ üĕčăÿŰ čăÿ ēĤž ÿ ĀĠăđ ĞƑ ÿĎĜăþ ŵ Đÿ čăđĥſ Ĉ ĀĕąęČü ţđ
ČđĐŷ ü ĦĤþ Čƀ þ ĚŤ Ěÿ Ħİÿ Ĥƃ ÿ ĀĢ Ħ üĕŭčăĀ čăÿ Ğ ÿĎŲĜă þ Đÿ Đĥ
ƀ ĉ Ā ĠĀ ă ĐŷĜăý Đü ţđ ĐČű Ā ĤĀ ţđ ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ ČƑ čăĀ đ ĊēŖũ ĔĄ ă Đü ĕĤƀ ý ēú ČĄ ÿ ţđ
Ħ üĕŭčăĀ Đÿ Ĥž ÿĠİąĘ
ú ėšă ĦČŲ ý ţđ đĕĢĀ Ű İąĦ
ý Čþ ţđ đƑ ĕĀĜčĀ ČąĦ
ú Čþ Ħ üĕčăÿų ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ġĦž ÿ ĀĜ ţđ ĊČăđĐĄ ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ Ħ üĕŲčăÿ čăÿ
ĤĕžĎă ü ĝŤ Đü ĕĚŲ ý ţĕąĘėšă Ħ üĕčăÿŰ ĐąĘ
ÿ Čþ ČƑ čăĀ Đÿ ţđ ĊČĚĄ ý ĔĀ ęŖģŲ ĚąĘ
Ā Čþ ĤĕİüŰ ĘĀ ġăđēž ĚąĘ
ü Čþ ČƑ ĕ üĢŖĐ ţđ
ĝŲčăý ėÿ ţĕ Ħ üĕčăÿŰ čăÿ Ęžėāý ČĐĄ Ā ţđ đĕďŭ Ā ĀĎčąĦ
ăţ Čþ ĝŲčăý ėÿ ţĕ Ħ üĕčăÿŰ čăÿ čžėāý ĥă Ĉ Đÿ ţđ ĊčĤþ İĄ Ā Đąď
Ā İÿ ČĚŲ Ā ĔŤ üĕ ŖĦāŭ Č
ēāũ Ĕž ă Đü ĕĤŲ ý ēú ČĄ ÿ Ħ üĕčăÿŰ čăÿ ĞƑ ÿĎĜăþ ŵ Đÿ Đſĥĉ Ā ĀĠąČā ĘĄ ĐĜăý ż Đü đţ ƒ ĐƑ ČĀ ĤĀ ţđ ěĐāýų ėă Đÿ ČāčĀĕŸ Čāčąę
ăƃ Čü ţđ ĊđĕďĄ Ā ĀĎčąĦ
ăţ Čþ
Ħ üĕŲčăÿ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ČĔƀ ý ă ēÿ Ęţ ēģŷ ÿ ĘĀ ţđ ĊĞ ÿĎĄĜăĀ Đÿ ČŲĠĀ ă ĤŤ üĜ ĕƀėüă Ħ üĕčăÿŰ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ěƑ Đāý ėă Đÿ ĤſĐÿ Ĕü ţđ Ħ üĕŭčăĀ ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ
ąĕĘü ėąĘ
ţă Čþ ĦŭēĀ ČĄþ ĐĀ ĤāĠž ă Ģüă ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ĔēŲ ÿ ĥĀ Ĉ ţđ Ċčā ĄĒČý ţđ ĦİŲÿ ĘŖĦ
ÿ ĕƀĜü ĥăŤ Ĉ đ ĒĤþ ČŰ þ ġžİý ţđ ęĕĤŭ ü ĠŢ ă üĢ ĕĦž ăý ĥţ Ĉ
ĦƉ Čý ţđ Ħİÿ ĘŖÿų Ħă Đÿ ĕžĜü ĥţ Ĉ ć ĦČž ý ţđ čā ŸĒČý ĐąĦ
Āƃ Čþ ţđ ĒĤþ Čż þ Đąġ
Ā ƒ İąĦ
ý Čþ ēģž ÿ ĘĀ ţđ ĊęĕĄňü ēÿ ę üĕĚąĘ
ƀ ÿ İÿ ĉĥĤþ ēŲ þ
Ħ üĕŲčăÿ ĐąĘ
ÿ Čþ Đƀ ĀņĐü ţđ ęĕŭ üňēĄÿ Đÿ ę üĕĚŲ ÿă čăÿ đ ĐĔăŰĀ đēĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ĤāĠž ă Ģüă Đÿ ęƑ ďÿ čăţ ęĦāųĀ Č Ęžčÿ ĔĀ ţđ ĐŮ ĀňēĄÿ Đÿ ĤāĠž ă Ģüă Đÿ
ġƀİý čăŤ đ ĐňĀų ēĄÿ Đÿ ĤāĠž ă Ģüă čăÿ đ ęĕŭ üňēĄÿ Đÿ ę üĕĚŲ ÿă čăÿ đ ĤŖĠŰ ă Ģüă Đÿ ęƑ ďÿ čăţ Ħ üĕčăÿų ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ČĔž ý ă ēü ţđ ĊęĕĚĄ ü İĀ Ġţ ă Ğčƀÿ ĥþ Ĉ
ĕž ýĜĠąĘ
ţ ă Čþ ĤĕŲİü ĘĀ ġăđēƀ ĚąĘ
ü Čþ Đŷ ĀňēĄÿ Đÿ ĤāĠƂ ă Ģüă ĐąĦ
ÿ Čþ ēĘÿăź ĥü Ĉ ţđ ĊĦİĄÿ ĘŖĀ Ħă Đÿ ĕƀĜü ĥŤ Ĉ čăü đ čā ŲĒČĄý čăĀ đ ĒĤþ Čŷ þ ĐĀ
ĕĥĕĚē Ħİÿ Ĥƀ ÿ ĀĢĘăŤ đ ĊģĦĄþ ĜăĀ Ęÿ ţđ Ħİÿ ĤŲ ÿ ĢĀă Đÿ Ğ ÿĎƀ þĜąĘėš Ęţ ĐĤŖ
ŭ Ā Ħă Đÿ ĦČā ŲĒ ĊĤĄĐý ĔĀ ţđ Ħ üĕŲčăÿ ĐąĘ
ÿ İÿ ĤƀĠþ ă ėü ţđ Đďŭ þ ĉĥĀ ă Đÿ
ĤāĐŭ ĔĀ ă Đÿ ęŖžĕčăŤ đ ČĚŲ ý ĔĀ ă Đÿ ęŖƀĕčăţ ĦāĤŖĐ
ű Ęţ ĊĦĤĄþ ĐĀ čăþ Ęÿ ţđ ĦēŲÿ Ġÿ ă ĝÿă Ęÿ ţđ ĦČƀ ý ĥĉ Ť Ęÿ ţđ ĊĦ üĕĄčăĀ Ęÿ ţđ ď þĎŲčăþ Đÿ
ĊĦİÿ ĤĄ Ā ĢĀă Đÿ ĦĤŖŲ ÿ Ħă ĦČā ƀĒ

ĎĚ
ďĚ
ĐĚ
đĚ
ĒĚ
ēĚ
ĔĚ
Ĝ
ČĜ

čĜ
ĎĜ
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ĐĜ
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43 If these actions are ineĎective, and the mark returns and
49 He shall take, to cleanse, purify, the house, two birds, cedar
erupts in the house, aěer removing the stones, and aěer
wood, scarlet wool, and hyssop.
50 He shall slaughter one of the birds in an earthenware vessel
scraping the house and aěer plastering it,
over spring water.
44 the priest shall come and examine; and if behold, the mark
has spread again either in the same place or elsewhere in the
51 He shall take the cedar wood, and the hyssop, and the scarhouse, it is a malignant leprosy, a leprosy accompanied by a
let wool, and the living bird, and dip them in the blood of
curse (see ƥƧ:Ʃƥ), in the house, which does not aĎect only those
the slaughtered bird and in the spring water, and he shall
particular stones, but the entire house, and it is impure.
sprinkle on the house seven times. ĉis entire process parallels the puriėcation process of a leprous individual; however,
45 He, that is, anyone, shall demolish the entire house, its
in this case, one sprinkles on the leprous house rather than on a
stones, and its timber, and all the plaster of the house; and
leprous person.
he shall take it, all these, outside the city to an impure place.
46 Special laws of impurity apply to a leprous house: One who
52 He shall thereby cleanse the house with the blood of the
comes into the house all the days that it is quarantined shall
bird, and with the spring water, and with the living bird,
be impureD until the evening.
and with the cedar wood, and with the hyssop, and with the
scarlet wool.
47 One who remains and sleeps in the house shall wash his
garments that he is wearing; and one who eats in the house,
53 He shall dispatch the living bird outside the city out on the
even if he did not sleep there but remained there long enough
ėeld; and he shall atone for the house, eliminate its punishto eat,25 shall wash his garments. ĉese laws of ritual impument, and it shall be puriėed.
rity apply to this house during the quarantine period, at which
54 ĉis is the law for any leprous mark, which appears primarily
point it is uncertain whether the house will be puriėed.
Fifth aliya on the skin, and for a scall, leprosy of the head or the beard;
48 Until this point, the reference has been to a case where the lep55 and for leprosy of the garment, and of the house;
rosy returned aěer the removal of the stones and the scraping of
56 and for the following marks speciėcally: for the spot, and for
the plaster. ĉe Torah now proceeds to address the alternative
the scab, and for the bright spot.
case. If the priest shall come and examine, and behold, the
57 To teach on which day it is impure, when one must declare
mark did not spread in the house aěer the plastering of the
the aĔicted house impure, and on which day it is pure; this is
house, the priest shall pronounce the house pure, because
the law of leprosy.
the mark was healed.

ĕīĥĤ
ŠĞÿ ĥĈ Ĥÿ Ġý ă ĤčĀ ėøă ,ĤÿĒēĀ ęČøü đ ,"ĞÿĎǩă Ā Đÿ ČĠĀ ă Ĥø Ǩü ĕė"
üă ,ĞŅč
ũ ĥĀ Ĉă Đÿ ğŖĝ øĘ
:ǦĀĢĕĦøü Ǩ ěŅĞĔĀă ĥþ Ĉ ĤĒý ŖēĐÿ
ĘŖė Āĕ .ŖĞ øĎǩü Ħǣþ ğ ÿĘģăĀ ĥþ Ĉ ęĕĚü Āĕ Čā Ęđø .ŖĦāČ ĤĕĎă ü ĝø Đü ĕĚøĕ
ý ĘėĀă ć đĚ
Ęė"
Āă :ĤĚŖŠ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă ?ŖĞ øĎǩü Ħǣþ ğ ÿĘģăĀ ĥþ Ĉ Ĕ ĀĘēø ĚĂ ă Đÿ ǣĕ üĢŖĚ ĕüǨČú ĥþ Ĉ
ŠŖė Āĕ .ęĕďĀĎü čă ø ČĚý ă Ĕÿ Ěø ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ďĚý ă ÿĘĚø .čĤþ İĀ ĐĀ ďİÿ ČĚĀ Ĕø üĕ :"ĕĚý øĕ
Ęėāý ČĐøĀ đ" :ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ ďŅĚ øŠǫÿ ă ?ĝĤĀ Ġø ă ĦÿĘĕėü ǣú ĕďý ėø čă ü ǦĐĀ ĥĀ Ĉ ŅĘă Ġü Čú
,ĘėŖǣ
ý ČĀĘă ǣþ ĕ üĘ ěĕǣý ,(ĒĚ ģđĝĠ ěĘǦĘ) "đĕďĀĎĀ čă ø Ħǣþ ĝčă ý ėÿ øĕ Ǡ üĕčă ÿ čă ÿ
ĘėŖǣ
ý ČĀĘă ǣþ ĕ üĘ ěĕǣý ."čėāý ĥĈă Đøÿ đ" :ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă ?ě Ǩüĕÿă Ěü čėŖý ĥĈ
"ĝčă ý ėÿ øĕ" :ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ ďŅĚ øŠǫÿ ă ?ě Ǩüĕÿă Ěü čėŖý ĥĈ Čā Ęđø ĘėŖǣ
ý Čā Ę ,čėŖý ĥøĈ đ
ěǫý ă üĘ ?'čėŖý ĥ'Ĉ đø 'ĘėŖǣ'
ý
:ĤĚÿ Čþù Ǩ ĐĚĀ ă ĀĘ ěėýă ęǣü .Đčă Ā Ĥü "ĝčă ý ėÿ øĕ"
:ĝĤĀ Ġø ă ĦÿĘĕėü ǣú ĕďý ėøă čėŖý ĥĈă ÿĘ ĤŅĞĥü Ĉ
ĐþĒĕČøý đ ŖĤĐú Ĕÿ Ěø ęŖĕ ĐþĒĕǣý .ĪŖĎ øđ ČĚý ĔĀ ă Đÿ ęŖĕčăø ĦāĤŖĐĘø ć ĒĜ
:ŖČĚø ă Ĕÿ Ěø ęŖĕ
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ěŖĥǣ
ý čă ø čŅĦėĀă Đÿ Ĥčă þ ďøü đ ,(ďĚ) "Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ ă ǦýǨă Đøü đ ĐǣĀ ĤĀ đø
Ĉ Ĥü čă Ā ďĚŖĞ
ŖĤĎă ý ĝø Ǧþ øĘ ĕüǨĥý Ĉ ĞŅč
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ ğŖĝčŅø ,ŖĤĎă ý ĝø Ǧþ øĘ ĕüǨĥý Ĉ ĞŅč
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ ŖŠ ěǫŖăĜ
ý ĥþ Ĉ
ěǫŖĜø
ý đ ēĔĀ đø ǦþĢŖģđø ġ ýŠŖē ?ŖĘ Đĥĉ þ İú ÿň ĐĚŅ
ÿ ,Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ ă ĥþ Ĉ ŅĐǣĀ ĤĀ đø Ččă Ā
ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ,ęĕĤü Ġû ă Ģü ěŅĞĔĀ — ĤĒÿ ēĀ Čā Ę ,ġǫŖĜ
ý — ĤÿĒēĀ .ĞŅč
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ ŖĘ
(ēĚ) "Čāč Āĕ Čā ăč ęČøü đ" .ǫŖĞŅčĥĀ Ĉ ĐĥāĀ Ĉ Šĥø Ĉă Ěü ĤĦŖĕ
ý ęĕĞü ĀĎǨø čă ü
Ččă Ā ĐþĒ ǣĤĀ ģø Ěü ,"Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ Čā Ę ǦýǨă Đøü đ ĐǣĀ ĤĀ đø " ,ĕüǨĥý Ĉ ĞŅč
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ ğŖĝ øĘ
ĘŖė Āĕ ?ŖĘ Đĥĉ þ İú ÿň ĐĚŅ
ÿ .ĕüǨĥý Ĉă čŅÿ ěŖĥǣ
ý čă ø ďĚý ă ÿĘ øĘ
Ĉ Ĥü čă Ā đĕĀǨĕĞý čă ø ďĚŖĞ
?"Ǡ üĕčă ÿ Đÿ Ħǣþ ěǦāý ėă Đÿ ĤĐÿ Ĕü đø " ǣĤĀ ģø Ěü Ęĥþ Ĉ ŖĞĚĀ ĥø Ĉ Ěÿ ėøă ŅăĜĤþ Đú Ĕÿ øĕ
Ħǣþ ČĀĘă ǣþ ĕǠü ă Ĥø Đÿ Ĕü Čā Ę ,"ĞÿĎǩă Ā Đÿ ČĠĀ ă Ĥø Ǩü ĕė"
üă :ĤĚŖŠ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă
ĤĒÿ ēĀ Čā Ęđø ēĔŅĐø
ÿ đ ǦĀĢģø ĐĂ ĥþ Ĉ Ǡ üĕčă ÿ Đÿ ČĀĘă ǣþ ĕŅĠĤĀ ěĕČøý đ ,ĕŅĠĤĀ ĐĀ
.ĕĥĕü Ĉ üĘĥø Ĉ ĞŅč
ũ ĥøĀ Ĉ đ ĐēĕĀ Ĕü đø ĕŅăĢģü đø ǦĀĢĕ üĘēú ěŅĞĔĀ ĐþĒ ĘčĀ ǣú ,ĞÿĎǩă þ Đÿ
ǦýǨă Đøü đ ĐǣĀ ĤĀ đø " ĕüǨĥý Ĉă čă ÿ "Čāč Āĕ Čā ăč ęČøü đ" :ĥĈ ĤĀ ďø Ǩü ǣĤĀ ģø Ěü ă Đÿ ěėý đø
ĕĤý ēú ǣ"
ÿ đø .ĕŅăĢģü đø ġŅŠă ēü Čā Ęčă ø ĐēĕĀ Ĕü ěĕČøý đ ,ŅăĜēĕþ Ĕü øĕ ,"Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ Čā Ę
ĤĒÿ ēĀ Čā Ę ęǣü "Ǡ üĕčă ÿ Đÿ Ħǣþ ěǦāý ėă Đÿ ĤĐÿ Ĕü đø ,ǫ üĕčă Ā Đÿ Ħǣþ ēāũ Ĕă Đü

ĕīĥĤ
ĐĚþ ă čă ÿ ,(ēĚ ģđĝĠ ěĘǦĘ) "Čāč Āĕ Čā ăč ęČøü đ" "ČčŅ"
Ā :ĤĚŖŠ
ÿ ďŅĚ øŠǫÿ ă
,ĤŅĚǣĀ ĤčĀ ėøă ĕĤý Đú — ěŖĥǣ
ĉ þ čă ø ęǣü ?Ĥčă ý ďÿ Ěø čŅĦėĀă Đÿ
Ĉ Ĥü čă Ā ĐĥŖĠ
"ČčŅ"
Ā ĤĚŖǣ
ý ŖĜĕǣý ČĐĀ ,ĤŅĚǣĀ ĤčĀ ėøă ĕĤý Đú — ĕüǨĥý Ĉă čă ÿ ĐĥŖĠ
ĉ þ čă ø ęČü
ČčŅĀ ěŖĥǣ
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ ğŖĝčă ø Ččă Ā ĥþ Ĉ Ħǣþ ČĀĘă ǣþ "Čāč Āĕ Čā ăč ęČøü đ"
Ĉ Ĥü ĞŅč
ĐĚÿ — ďĚŖĞ
ý ĐĀ ĐþĒ ."Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ Čā Ę ǦýǨă Đøü đ ĐǣĀ ĤĀ đø " ĕüǨĥý Ĉ ĞŅč
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ ğŖĝčă ø
ĤĐÿ Ĕü đø " :ěČėĀă čŅĦėĀă ĥþ Ĉ ŖĚėøă , øĖ ýĘ ýĕøđ ĤĔý ĠĀ ă üĕ ĘŖė Āĕ ?ŖŠ Đĥĉ þ İú ÿň
ĕǠü ă Ĥø Đÿ Ĕü Čā Š ,"ĞÿĎǩă Ā Đÿ ČĠĀ ă Ĥø Ǩü ĕė"
üă :ĤĚŖŠ
ÿ ďŅĚ øŠǫÿ ă ?"Ǡ üĕčă ÿ Đÿ ĦČþ
Ǧ ĀĘĞø Ěÿ øĘ ĐĤŅĚ
Ā ǣú ĐǣĕĀ čă ü ?ŖĘ Đĥĉ þ İú ÿň ĐĚÿ .ĕŅĠĤĀ ĐĀ Ħǣþ ČĀĘă Čþ
ġ ýŠŖē ǦĀǨŖĕ øŠĞþ čă Ā ĐĚÿ ,(ēĚ ģđĝĠ ěĘǦĘ) ĐĔĀă Ěÿ øŠ ĐĤŅĚ
Ā ǣú ĐǣĕĀ čŅü
,ĐǣĕĀ čă ü ŅĐþĒ ĐčĕĀ ĥü Ĉ ŅĐþĒ Ǧă ĀŠ ĤĚÿ ĀĎďă ø ,ĞŅč
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ ŖĘ ěǫŖĜø
ý đ ēĔĀ đø ǦþĢŖģđø
,Ē ČĦĥĤĠ) ęĕüǨǦāú ėă ǠĤŖĦ
ÿ čă ø ČǠĕ
Ā ǣü ďø ėüă ,'Ņėđø ěėýă ǦĀǨŖǠă ēø ǫÿ ă čă ÿ ğČÿ
Ĥēÿ ǣÿ ĤýĒŖēĐÿ Ğ ÿĎǨþ čă ø ČĀĘă ǣþ ǦĀĢĕĦøü Ǩ ěĕǣý ,ĤčĀ ďă Ā Ęĥþ Ĉ ŖĤĚĀ Ďă ø .(Ĕ-ď
Ĥďþ ĝý đø .ěŖĕĥĉ ø Ġü ă øĖĕĤü ĢĀ ĤĒý ŖēĐÿ ěĕČøý đ ,ĐēĕĀ Ĕü đø ĞŅăĢ
ũ ģü đø ǦĢĕĀ üĘēú
,(ĐĚ) "ġǫÿ ǨĀ đø " ,(ĎĚ) "čŅĥĀĕĈ ęČøü đ" ,ČŅĐ øĖėĀă ĦŖǣĤĀ ģø Ěü ă Đÿ
ěǦāý ėă Đÿ ČčŅ"
Ā ,(ĒĚ) "Ǡ üĕčă ÿ čă ÿ Ęėāý ČĐøĀ đ" ,(đĚ) "Ǡ üĕčă ÿ Đÿ Ęǣþ Ččă Ā Đøÿ đ"

ĀĖďø Ěþ ă üĘđø ,ěŖĥǣ
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ čă ø đĕĀǨĕĞý čă ø ďĚŖĞ
ý čă ø ęŅĘėøă (ĔĘ ģđĝĠ
Ĉ Ĥü ĞŅč
Đĥĉ Ā ĠŅ
Ā ěŖĥǣ
ý čă ø ČĀĘă ǣþ Ĥčă ý ďÿ Ěø ŖĜĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ,ĐþĒ ěŖĕĥĉ ø Ġü čă ø ěČėĀă
Ĉ Ĥü čă Ā ďĚŖĞ
ÿ .ĕüǨĥý Ĉă čă ÿ
ġǫÿ ǨøĀ đ" :ŖĘ øĖĚÿ ĝĀă ĥþ Ĉ ŖĚėøă Ņ ăǨĢþ ǫø ă üĕ ŠŖė Āĕ ?ŖĘ Đĥĉ þ İú ÿň ĐĚŅ
(ĔĘ ģđĝĠ ĘĕĞĘ) "ěǦāý ėă Đÿ čĥøĀ Ĉ đ" :ĤĚŖŠ
ÿ ďŅĚ øŠǫÿ ă ?"Ǡ üĕčă ÿ Đÿ ĦČþ
ǦþĢŖģđø ġ ýĘŖē ĐčĕĀ ĥü Ĉă ĐĚÿ ,ĐčĕĀ ĥü Ĉă Ěü ĐǣĕĀ čă ü ďĚÿ øĘüǨ ,"ěǦāý ėă Đÿ ČčŅ"
Ā
ěǫŖĜø
ý đ ēĔĀ đø ǦþĢŖģđø ġ ýĘŖē ĐǣĕĀ čă ü ğǣÿ ,ĞŅč
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ ŖĘ ěǫŖĜø
ý đ ēĔĀ đø
ě Ǩüĕÿă ĚŅ
ü .ĤŖĐĔĀ — ĤĒÿ ēĀ Čā Ę ,ġǫŖĜ
ý — ĤĒý Ŗē ęČøü đ ,ĞŅč
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ ŖĘ
?ĞŅč
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ ŖŠ ěǫŖĜø
ý đ ēĔĀ đø ǦþĢŖģđø ġ ýŠŖē ĐþĒčŅĀ ĐþĒčă Ā ďĚÿ ĞĀ ęČü ĥþ Ĉ

ĐĚÿ ,(čĜ-ČĜ ,Ďĕ ŠĕĞĘ) ęĕďĀĎü čø čă ü "ǠĤþ Čþ Ěø Ěÿ ĦĞÿ Ĥÿ Ģ"
Ā :ĤĚÿ Čþù Ǩđø
ěČėĀă ğǣÿ ,ĐĥŖ
ĉ þ Ġă ŖĜĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ĕĠü ă ĘĞÿ ğǣÿ ĤýĒŖēĐÿ Ħǣþ ČĚý ă Ĕü ěĘĀ ă Ǧÿ Ęø ă
ĐĚÿ ,ěėýă ęǣü .ĐĥŖ
ĉ þ Ġă ŖĜĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ĕĠü ă ĘĞÿ ğǣÿ ĤýĒŖēĐÿ Ħǣþ ČĚý ă Ĕü
ǣĤĀ ģø Ěü Šĥþ Ĉ ŖĚŖģĚø ěČėĀă ěĕǣý ?"Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ ă ǦýǨă Đøü đ" :ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă
ęČøü đ" :Ĥēÿ ǣÿ čāǫă ėø üŠ ŖĘ ĐĀĕĐĀ "Ǡ üĕčă ÿ Đÿ Ħǣþ ġǫÿ ǨøĀ đ" :ČĀĘă ǣþ ,ĐþĒ
ČĀŠă ǣþ ďĚý ă ÿŠ øŠ Ččă Ā Čā Ę ČĐĀ "Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ ă ǦýǨă Đøü đ ĐǣĀ ĤĀ đø " ,"ĞÿĎǩă þ Đÿ čŅĥĀĕĈ
ĞŅč
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ ğŖĝčă ø ČčŅĀ ,ěŖĥǣ
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ čă ø đĕĀǨĕĞý čă ø ďĚŖĞ
ý ĐĀ ĞÿĎǩþ ĘĞÿ
Ĉ Ĥü ĞŅč
ŠĕĞĘ) Ǧ ĀĘĞø Ěÿ øŠ čŅĦėĀă Đÿ Ŗ ăč ĥĈ Ĥÿ Ġý ă Čā Ęă ĥþ Ĉ ,Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ ă ĥþ Ĉ ŖČĀĢĚŅ
ø ĕüǨĥý Ĉ

1: | One who comes into the house all the
days that it is quarantined shall be impure:
This exceptional form of ritual impurity is similar
to the impurity imparted by a corpse in a tent

(Numbers ÿ9:ÿ4). In both cases, all items under
the same roof are rendered impure, even if they
did not come into direct contact with the source
of impurity (see Tosefta Megilla ÿ:ÿĀ). As stated

Ħǣþ ġĘý ă ē"
ü ĘčĀ ǣú ,"ēŖũ Ĕă Đ"
ü ěėý đø ,ǫŖ ĉĥİĀ Đý ěŖĥĈ øĘ .ĦŖĢģø Đü ć ĎĚ
Ęģÿ ĥø Ĉ Ěü ČŅĐøđ ,ěĢĀ Ęø ă ēü ĥþ Ĉ ęďĀ ČĀ ĐĀ Ęǣþ ěŖĥĈ ĘĀ ă Đÿ čĝŅĚ
Ā "ęĕüǨčĀ Čú ĐĀ
ĘŖė Āĕ .ĪŖĎ øđ Ğ ÿĎĜăþ Đÿ čăđĥĈ Āĕ ęČü øđ :ĪĤčă ý ďĪă ü ,ĪĤĠý ă ėĪüă ŖĚėøă ,ďčý ėĀă ěŖĥĈ ĀŠ
,"ěǦāý ėă Đÿ čĥøĀ Ĉ đ" :ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă ?ČĚý ĔĀ ČĐý øĕ ęŖňčÿ Ŗ ăč ĤĒÿ ēĀ
ğǣÿ ,ĞŅč
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ ğŖĝčă ø ěĘĀ ă Ǧÿ øŠ ĐĤŅĚ
Ā Čú ĐĀ 'ĐčĕĀ ĥ'ü Ĉă ĐĚÿ ,"čŅĥĀĕĈ ęČøü đ"
:ĞŅč
ũ ĥĀ Ĉ ğŖĝčă ø ěČėĀă ĐĤŅĚ
Ā Čú ĐĀ 'ĐčĕĀ ĥ'ü Ĉ
ĤýĒŖēĐÿ ČĐøĕý Čā Ę ĘŖė Āĕ .Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ ă ĐĜăý Đü øđ ĐČĀ ĤĀ øđ ěĐāý ėă Đÿ ČčăĀ đ ć ďĚ
,ęĕĦü ă čĀ čă ø "ǠĤþ Čþ Ěø Ěÿ ĦĞÿ Ĥÿ ĀĢ" :ĤĚÿ Čþù Ǩ ?Đĥĉ Ā ĠĀ ă ěėýă ęǣü ČĀĘă ǣþ ČĚý ĔĀ

DISCUSSION
earlier, the impurity of leprosy is to a certain
extent considered a microcosm of death (see
commentary on ÿā:45).
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Čĕ ęŭĐþ Ęý Čú ęĦŲ ăþ ĤŤ Ěÿ ČĄú ÿđ ĘČŰ ý ĤĀ ĥĉ Ť üĕ ĕž ýĜčąĘ
ăţ Čþ đƑă Ĥčăţ ÿăď ĊĤāĚČ
Ą Ęý ěāĤŲ Đú ČąĘ
Ą ÿ ČĄ þ ţđ Đĥā
ƀ þ Ĉ ĚąĘČþ Đ ŰđĐĕ Ĥžčăý ďŤĕÿ ÿđ
ĤĤž Ā ŖčŖĒ
ŭ čăţ ŖĦŲ ČĀ ĚŤ ĔĂ Đƀ þĕĐŤ Ħăü ĦČā ŷĒ ţđ ĊČăđĐĄ ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ ŖčŖĒ
Ų ŖĤŰ ĥĉ Ā čăţ Ěü čž ĀĒ ĐƑ þĕĐĄŤ ĕü ĕſėüă ĥĕĈ Čų ü ĥĕĈ Čž ü
čƀėÿă ĥŤ Ĉ üĕ Ĥĥþ ƃ Ĉ Čú čėĀăų ĥŤ Ĉ Ěüă ĐąĘ
ÿ ėšă ĊČđĐĄ ü ŖĦŲ ČĀ ĚŤ ĔĂ ŖčŖņ
Ű Ěü ŖƑ Ĥĥĉ Ā čăţ ęĕſĦăü ēŤ ĐąŖ
þ ČĄ ŖčŖĒąĦ
ų
Čþ ŖĤź ĥĉ Ā čăţ
Ŗčŭ ėĀă ĥŤ Ĉ Ěü čăţ ĞŲĎüĕă ÿ Ĥĥ
ƀ þ Ĉ Čú ĥĕĈ Čű ü ţđ ĊČĚĄ Ā ĔŤ üĕ đĕŲĘĀ İĀ čƀĥý Ĉ ýĕąĤĥþ Ĉ Čú ĕĘŷ ü ėţă ĐąĘĄ
ÿ ėš ţđ ČŭĚĀ ĔŤ üĕ čŲ ĀņĐÿ đĕŷĘĀ İĀ
čŭ ĀņĐÿ đĕŲĘĀ İĀ čƀĥý Ĉ ýĕąĤĥþ Ĉ Čú ĕĘüŰ ėţă ĐąĘĄ
ÿ İÿ čƑ ĥāý Ĉ ňĐÿ ţđ ĊčĤĄþ İĀ Đąď
Ā İÿ ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ ţđ ę üĕĚŲ ÿă čăÿ ġēƀ ÿ ĤĀ ţđ đĕďŷ Ā ĀĎčăţ ĝƂčăý ėÿ ţĕ
ġēƀ ÿ ĤĀ ţđ đĕďŷ Ā ĀĎčăţ ĝƂčăý ėÿ ţĕ čŭ ĀņĐÿ Ĥĥ
ž ĉ ÿ čŤ čăü İŲũ ýĎā ăĜĐÿ ţđ ĊčĤĄþ İĀ Đąď
Ā İÿ ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ ţđ ę üĕĚŲ ÿă čăÿ ġēƀ ÿ ĤĀ ţđ đĕďŷ Ā ĀĎčăţ ĝƂčăý ėÿ ţĕ
ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ ţđ ę üĕĚŲ ÿă čăÿ ġēƀ ÿ ĤĀ ţđ đĕďŷ Ā ĀĎčăţ ĝƂčăþ ėü ţđ ĤŖĐŭ ĔĀ ă čăÿ čŲ ĀņĐÿ ģāĤƀ ĀĕąĕĄėü ţđ ĊčĤĄþ İĀ Đąď
Ā İÿ ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ ţđ ę üĕĚŲ ÿă čăÿ
Ĥĥ
ž þ Ĉ Čú ƑĘāėčăţ İũ Ďāųý ăĜĐąĘ
ÿ ėš ţđ ĊČĚĄ Ā ĔŤ üĕ čŲ ĀņĐÿ đĕŷĘĀ İĀ čƀėÿă ĤŤ üĕ Ĥĥþ ƃ Ĉ Čú čėĀăų ĤŤ Ěþă ĐąĘ
ÿ ėš ţđ ĊčĤĄþ İĀ Đąď
Ā İÿ
ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ ţđ ę üĕĚŲ ÿă čăÿ ġēƀ ÿ ĤĀ ţđ đĕďŷ Ā ĀĎčăţ ĝƂčăý ėÿ ţĕ ęĦŖČ
ŰĀ ČĥŖ
ž ĉ ý ăĜĐÿ ţđ čĤþ İŭ Ā Đąď
Ā İÿ ČĚŲ Ā ĔŤ üĕ đĕĦăŰĀ ēŤ Ħÿ Đž þĕĐŤ üĕ
ę üĕĚŲ ÿă čăÿ ġēƀ ÿ ĤĀ ţđ đĕďŷ Ā ĀĎčăţ ĝƂčăþ ėü ţđ ę üĕŭĚĀă čăÿ ğĔž ÿ ĥąČā
Ā Ĉ ŠĄ đĕďŲ Ā Āĕ ţđ čņŰĀ Đÿ ŖƑ čąĞĄ
ă ĎĄă ÿ ĕü Ĥſĥþ Ĉ Čú Ęāėƃ ţđ ĊčĤĄþ İĀ Đąď
Ā İÿ
Ċę üĕĚĄ Āă čăÿ ğŲĔý ĥĀ ă Ĉ üĕ ġİąĕ
ýŰ Ęü ėąĘ
ţă ėšƃ ţđ Ĥŭčý ĥĀ ă Ĉ üĕ čŲ ĀņĐÿ ŖčąĞ
ăƀ ĎüĕąĤ
ă ÿ ĥþ Ĉ Čú ĉĥĤþ ēąĕ
ŷ þ Ęü ėăŤ đ ĊčĤĄþ İĀ Đąď
Ā İÿ ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ ţđ
ĕīĥĤ
ĝŅĠĦø ă Đÿ ěŖĎėøă ,đĕ ĀĘĞĀ čĥĀĕÿ Ĉ Čā Ęă ĥþ Ĉ ĕĠü ă ĘĞÿ ğǣÿ .čėĀă Ĥø Ěþă Đÿ ĘėĀ øđ ć Ĕ
ğėĀă ČĂ ĐøĀ đ ,čėĀă Ĥø Ěþ ęŅĥĈă Ěü ČĚý ĔĀ ,ěīđǭĤǣ ěĕĤŖü ģă ĥþ Ĉ ČĀĎă Ĥø ĝÿ Ęĥþ Ĉ
:čĥŖĚ
Ā Ĉ ĦČÿ Ěø ĔĂ ČĚý ĔĀ ĥīĕđĘǣ ěĕĤŖü ģă ĥþ Ĉ
ďĚý ă üĘøđ Ččă Ā ,čĒĀ Ęĥþ Ĉ .đĕĦăĀ ēø Ħÿ Đ þĕĐø üĕ Ĥĥþ Ĉ Čú Ęāėčăø İũ ýĎā ăĜĐÿ ĘėĀ øđ ć ĕ
,ęĕďĀĎü čă ø ĝŅ ăčėüă ěŅĞĔĀ ěĕČøý đ ČĚý ĔĀ Ŗ ăč Ğũ ýĎŖăĜĐÿ ČĐý øňĥþ Ĉ čėĀă Ĥø Ěþ ă Đÿ ĘĞÿ
ĤŅĚČĀ ĐĀ ŠėĀă .ęĦŖČ
Ā ČĥŖ
ĉ ý ăĜĐÿ øđ :čėĀă Ĥø Ěþ ă čă ÿ Ěü čėĀă ĥø Ĉ Ěü ă čă ÿ ĤĚāþ ē ČŅĐøđ
čėĀă ĥø Ĉ Ěü ă Đøÿ đ đĕ ĀĘøĎĤÿ ĕĚĕ
ý ĚŅ
ý ŖĞĤø Ēÿ Ħčÿ ėø ĥøü Ĉ đ Ŗģă ĤĂ đø ŖčŖĒ ,č ĀņĐÿ ěÿĕøǨĞü čă ø
:ęĕďĀĎü čă ø ČĚý ă Ĕÿ øĘ ęďĀ ǣĀ ČĚý ă Ĕÿ Ěø ěČĀ ĥĉ Āă Ěÿ ,čėĀă Ĥø Ěþ ă Đøÿ đ
,ŖĦČĀ Ěø ĔĂă Ěü Ęčÿ ĔĀ Čā Ęă ĥþ Ĉ ďŖĞčă ø .ę üĕĚĀă čăÿ ğĔÿ ĥĀ Ĉ Čā Ę đĕďĀ Āĕ øđ ć Čĕ
ČĚý ă Ĕÿ Ěø ,Ǧ ĀŠĕčü Ĕø Ĥĝÿă ēĂ ĚŅ
ø ǦĞĀ čø ĥü Ĉ ĤĠÿ ĝĀ đø ŖčŖņĚü ģĝÿ ĠĀ ă ŅĘă Ġü Čÿú đ
Ā Ěø ĔĂ ĘėĀ čă ø
čĒĀ Šĥþ Ĉ ŖĠŅăĎ ĦÿĘĕčü Ĕø čŅĦėĀă Đÿ ǣĕĢŖĐ
ü ĥþ Ĉ ĐþĒđø .đĕĦŖČ
ěŅĞĔĀ ęĕĤü ǫĀ ĝøă Đÿ Ǡĕčă ý ěĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ĀĖďø Ěþ ă ÿĘ øĘ ,ę üĕďÿ Āĕ ĦĠĕ
ÿ Ĕü ĥø Ĉ ěŖĥĈ øŠčă ü
:ę üĕďÿ ĀňĐÿ ŖĚėøă ĕŅĘĀĎă Đÿ ĤčĕĀ ǣý ČĀŠă ǣþ ,ę üĕĚÿ Ħǣĕÿ čă ü
Ŗ ăč ĞÿĎǩĀ ŅĘă Ġü ǣú ĘŖė Āĕ .č ĀņĐÿ Ŗčă ĞĎüĕă ÿ Ĥĥþ Ĉ Čú ĉĥĤþ ēþ ĕĘü ėăø đ ć čĕ
ďĞÿ ,(č-ǣ ,Ď ČĦĥĤĠ) ęĕüǨǦāú ėă ǠĤŖĦ
ÿ čă ø ČǠĕ
Ā ǣü ďø ėüă ,ĪŅėđø đĕĤŖē
Ā Čú Ěý
:ŖĔĝýă Đþ ĐþĒ ĤĚŖǣ
ý ĕýđĐù ,ŖĘă ėĂ čă ø ČŅĐĥþ Ĉ ŖĞĎă Ā Ěÿ ŅĐþĒĕČý

ŖĦģĕĀ ģøü ĒĚÿ Ǡĕĥĕü Ĉ üĘĥø Ĉă Đøÿ đ ĐČĀ Ěø ĔĂ øĘ ę üĕǫÿ ă ĥø Ĉ ?ďĢĕÿ ėýă ČĐĀ ,"ČđĐü
:ěčă Ā Ĥø ģĀ øŠ
ďēĀ ĂĕĚø ŅĘă Ġü ǣú ĘŖė Āĕ .čėĀă ĥø Ĉ Ěü øĘ ĕŅǣĤĀ ĐĀ .čėĀă ĥø Ĉ Ěüă Đÿ ĘėĀă ć ď
Ĥĥþ Ĉ ǣ'ú ,"čėÿă ĥüĕø Ĉ Ĥĥþ Ĉ ǣ"
ú :ĤĚŖŠ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă ?ǠĤþ ēþ ǣÿ ǦėČ
Ā ĀŠĚø üĘ
, øĖėĀ øĘ ďĕĚü ǫĀ ă ďēĀ ĂĕĚø ă Đÿ ,"čėÿă ĥüĕø Ĉ Ĥĥþ Ĉ ǣ"
ú ČĀĘă ǣþ ,ĤĚÿ Čþù Ǩ Čā Š 'čėÿ ĥĀ Ĉ
.čĥý Ĉ ýĕ Ĥĥþ Ĉ Čú :ĪŅǨĦý ă ėČÿĘ
ø Ěø Đĥĉ þ İú Ǩøÿ đ ďāĚĞĪú :ŖĘ ěĕĤü ĚŖČ
ø ĥþ Ĉ ĐþĒ ČĀĢ Āĕ
ďēĀ ĂĕĚø čă ü ,č ĀņĐÿ "đĕ ĀŠĞĀ čĥýĕý Ĉ Ĥĥþ Ĉ ǣ"
ú ČŠĀ ă ǣþ ,ĤĚÿ Čþù Ǩ Čā Ę 'čĥĀĕ'
ÿĈ
: øĖėĀ øŠ ďĕĚü ǫĀ ă
ĤŅĚēĀ ĥþ Ĉ čėĀă ĥø Ĉ Ěü ă Đÿ ĘĞÿ ďĚý ă üŠ .ŖčėĀă ĥø Ĉ Ěü čăø ĞĎüĕă ÿ Ĥĥþ Ĉ Čú ĥĕĈ Čü øđ ć Đ
ČĚý ă Ĕÿ øĘ ęďĀ ǣĀ ČĚý ă Ĕÿ øŠ ĐČĀ Ěø ĔĂă Đÿ čǣÿ Đĥĉ þ İú Ǩÿ Đ þņĥþ Ĉ ,ĞĎă Ā Ěÿ ă Đÿ ěĚü
,ĐČĀ Ěø ĔĂă Đÿ ď ÿŠđø ČŠĀ ă ǣþ ŖĜĕǣý čėĀă ĥø Ĉ Ěü ŖĜĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ĞĎă Ā Ěÿ ă Đøÿ đ ,ęĕďĀĎü čă ø
:ěĕģü ĥø Ĉ ĚŅ
ÿ ěĕ üĘėāĀ ǣ ČĀŠă ǣþ ČĚý ă Ĕÿ Ěø ŖĜĕČøý đ
ĐþĒ ęĕ üĘėýă ĐĤĀ ĥĉ Ā İú ŅĘă Ġü ǣú ,ĞÿĎǩĀ Čā Ę ŅĘă Ġü ǣú .ĕĘü ėøă Đÿ Ęİÿ čĥāý Ĉ ňĐÿ øđ ć đ
:čėĀă ĥø Ĉ Ěü čă ø ěėý đø ,čĥŖĚ
Ā Ĉ ęŅĥĈă Ěü ěĕČü Ěø ă Ĕÿă Ěü ěĘĀ ă ėĂă ĐþĒ ĘĞÿ
ČĚý ă Ĕÿ Ěø ģāĤĐĀ ĥþ Ĉ ,ŖČĥĉ Ā Ǩø Ŗǣ Ŗ ăč ĞÿĎǩøĀ đ .ĤŖĐĔĀ ă čăÿ č ĀņĐÿ ģāĤ Āĕ ĕėü øđ ć ē
:Čĥĉ Āă Ěÿ čă ø

đĔ ģĤĠ

ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă ?ČĚý ĔĀ ČĐøĕý ęŖģĚĀ ĘėĀă Ěü čĀĒ ĘŖė Āĕ .čĀĒ Đ þĕĐø üĕ ĕėüă ć č
ěĕčă ý čŅĦėĀă Đÿ ģĘý ă ēü ĥþ Ĉ Ĥēÿ ǣÿ .ŖĤĥĉ Ā čă ø ĘėĀă Čā Ęđø ,"ŖĤĥĉ Ā čă ø Ě"
ü :ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ
ĐčĀ Āņ ĐĚÿ ,ĐčĀĀ Ēčă ø ČĚý ă Ĕü đø čĀĒčă ø ČĚý ă Ĕü :ěŅď ĀĘ ĕǠĕ
ü ėĀü Ē ,Ĥĥĉ Ā čĀ øĘ Ĥĥĉ Ā čă Ā
ĐČĀ Ěø ă Ĕÿ Ěø ,Đďüă Ā Ǩ — ǦĘĀ ă ģÿ ĐČĀ Ěø ĔĂ ĐČĀ Ěø ă Ĕÿ Ěø ǣĕĐü ĥþ Ĉ ęŖģĚĀ ă Ěü
ĐČĀ Ěø ĔĂ ČĚý ă Ĕÿ Ěø ă ĥþ Ĉ ęŖģĚĀ ă Ěü č ĀņĐÿ ğǣÿ ,Đčĕü
Ā Ē — ĐĤŅĚ
Ā ēú ĐČĀ Ěø ĔĂ
.ČĚý ĔĀ ŖčŖĒ :Đčĕü
Ā Ē — ĐĤŅĚ
Ā ēú ĐČĀ Ěø ĔĂ ČĚý ă Ĕÿ Ěø ,ĕĤü ģþ — ǦĘĀ ă ģÿ
Ęĥþ Ĉ ģĢý čĀ ĕĚý øĘ ĐĚŖþ ăď čŖĒ .ĐČĀ Ěø ă Ĕÿ Ěø ǣĕĐü ĥþ Ĉ ǦĠĀ ă Ĕüă Đÿ ĘĞÿ ďĚý ă üĘ
,ĞĤþÿ Ē Ħčÿ ėø ĥü Ĉ .ǫĤþþ ĒŅĚă Đÿ ǦĀĢĕčă ý ěčāþ Ę øĘ ĐĚŖďø
þ đ ,ĕŅēďøĀ đ ,ěĕĤŖĞ
ü ĥĉ ø
:ǫĤþþ ĒŅĚ ǦĀă ǨĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ǦĀĢĕčă ý ěčāþ Ęėøă ĤŅĥĈ ģĀ
ČýĢŖňĥþ Ĉ ĤĕĤü ŖĚėøă ,"ŖčŖĒ Ħǣ"
þ ŖĤĥĉ Ā čă ø č Āņĥþ Ĉ ,ĤĕĤü ěŖĥĈ øĘ .ĤĤĀ ć Ď
,ĐĚĀ ă Čÿ ĐĀ ĕĠü ă Ħǣþ ęǫŖĝ
ý đø čĞĀ ČĢŖň
ý ĥþ Ĉ .ęĕĦăü ēø Đþ ŖČ :ĘŅĘĢĀ
ǦĀǨĚĀ ,ŖĥĈ ĤĀ ďø ĚŅ
ü .ŖĔŅĥĈ Ġø ă ŅĐþĒ ,ŖčŖĒ ĦĠÿ ă Ĕüă Ěü ŖĤĥĉ Ā čă ø ęǫĀ ă ĝø Ĝü đø
:ĤĚÿ Čþù Ǩă ĥþ Ĉ ,ČĚý ĔĀ ŖǣĤĀ ģŅ
ø ę üĕǫÿ ă ĥø Ĉ ĦŖňǣü Ĥø ěŖĥǣ
Ĉ Ĥü ĐĀ čŅĦėĀă Đÿ
ĕǨü ĥý Ĉă Đÿ čŅĦėĀă Đÿ ǦǨĀ ĚŅ
Ā ,"ČŅĐ ČĚý ĔĀ ŖčŖĒ ŖĤĥĉ Ā čă ø Ěü č ĒĀ "
ŖčŖĒčă ø ŖĦČĀ Ěø Ĕ"
Ă :ĤĚÿ Čù Ǩă þ ĥþ Ĉ ,ČĚý ĔĀ ŖǣĤĀ ģŅ
ø ĥāĈ ĘĥĀ Ĉ ĦŖňǣü Ĥø
ŖĦČĀ Ěø ĔĂ ŖčŖņĚü ŖĤĥĉ Ā čă ø ęĕǠü ă ēø Đþ Ŗǣ ŖčŖĒ Ħǣþ ŖĤĥĉ Ā čă ø ĤĤĀ

DISCUSSION
1:2 | From his øesh: In this chapter, the recurring mention of “øesh” has two meanings. Here
it is a euphemism for the male reproductive
organ (see also, e.g., Genesis ÿ7:ÿā; Exodus ĀĆ:4Ā;
Ezekiel 44:7). Elsewhere in the chapter, it bears
the more common meaning of one’s entire body
(see, e.g., verse 7).
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1: | Saddle: There is an opinion that a regular
saddle is in the category of articles fashioned
for sitting. Instead, the reference here is to an
article on which the rider leans but does not sit
(see Kelim Āā:Ā and commentaries ad loc.; Kelim
ÿ:Ā; Sifra).

1:11 | Anyone whom the one who has a
discharge shall touch when he did not rinse
his hands in water, he shall wash his garments and bathe in water, and he is impure
until the evening: This verse is apparently
superøuous, as it is already stated above: “One
who touches the øesh of the one who has a
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Bodily Impurities
Due to Emissions

Ď

LEVITICUS 15:1ū33

This topic concludes the halakhot of ritual impurity and purity in Leviticus. Although these matters are mentioned
elsewhere in the Torah, the majority of their halakhot appear here.
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After a lengthy discussion of the ritual impurity of leprosy, the Torah turns to other forms of impurity, mainly
various types of ziva, emissions from the reproductive organs. Unlike leprosy, ziva is still recognized as a malady
today. Male ziva, or gonorrhea, is essentially an infectious sexual disease, which cannot be entirely eradicated,
even by antibiotics.

15

1 ĉe Lord spoke to Moses and to Aaron, saying:
2 Speak to the children of Israel, and say to them: Any man,
when he has a discharge from his Ěesh,D the member, his discharge is impure.
3 ĉis shall be his impurity with his discharge: Whether his
Ěesh, member, emits his discharge of Ěuid, or his Ěesh is
blocked from his discharge, due to the fact that the discharge
is thick and blocks the oriėce,26 either way it is his impurity.
4 Any bedding or article of furniture designed for reclining, on
which the one who has a discharge lies, shall be impure;
and any item on which he sits, any object fashioned for sitting, shall be impure. In other words, any object designed for
reclining, e.g., a bed or chair, is rendered impure by the use of
the one who had the discharge, even if he did not touch the
object with an exposed part of his body.
5 A man who will touch his bedding shall wash his garments
and bathe in water, and he is impure until the evening. ĉe
seats and bedding rendered impure by a zav have a severe level
of impurity; in the terminology of the Sages, they are referred
to as a primary source of ritual impurity. Like the zav himself,
they transmit impurity to people with whom they come in contact and to the garments those people are wearing at the time.
6 Furthermore, one who sits on an article on which the one
who has a discharge sat, even if neither he nor the zav touched
it directly with an exposed part of the body, he too shall wash
his garments and bathe in water, and he is impure until the
evening.
7 In addition to the impurity of vessels and items upon which the
zav has leaned, there is also the impurity of his own body: One
who touches the Ěesh, any part of the body, of the one who
has a discharge shall wash his garments and bathe in water,
and he is impure until the evening.
8 If the one who has a discharge shall spit on one who is pure,
that individual who was pure shall wash his garments and
bathe in water, and he is impure until the evening. Not only
does the discharge of the zav itself, and his body, transmit impurity, but his spiĨle is also impure and imparts impurity. ĉis
category includes other emissions, the so-called founts of a zav,
in the terminology of the Sages,27 which also render one who
touches them ritually impure.

9 Any saddleD on which the one who has a discharge shall
ride shall be impure. Similar to items used for lying and sitting, articles on which a zav rides, such as a saddle, are rendered
impure even without direct contact with his body.
10 Anyone who touches any item that was underneath him,
the zav, such as the aforementioned articles used for bedding,
siĨing, and riding,28 shall be impure until the evening, as
stated above. ĉe verse adds: And one who carries them, one
of these articles, even if he does not touch it, shall wash his
garments and bathe in water, and he is impure until the evening. ĉe two ways in which one can contract this impurity are
direct contact with one of those objects upon which the zav
leaned, or by carrying and leaning without direct contact, e.g.,
the siĨing mentioned in verse ƪ.29
11 Anyone whom the one who has a discharge shall touch
when he, the zav, did not rinse his hands in water, if the zav
has yet to immerse himself from his impurity,30 he shall wash
his garments and bathe in water, and he is impure until
the evening.D ĉe touch of a zav transmits impurity even if
the Ěow of his emission has ceased until he immerses for his
puriėcation.
12 And an earthenware vessel, which cannot be puriėed while it
remains whole (see ƥƥ:ƧƧ), that the one who has a discharge
shall touch, shall be broken; and every wooden implement,
and likewise vessels made from other materials, such as metal31
shall be rinsed in water, it is immersed in a ritual bath and is
thereby puriėed.

Ancient wooden vessel

Earthenware vessel
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ĞĤĢĚ | đĔ ģĤĠ | ČĤģĕđ ĤĠĝ

Book of Leviticus | Chapter 1 | Metzora

ŖĤŷ ĥĉ Ā čăţ ġƂēÿ ĤĀ ţđ đĕďŭ Ā ĀĎčăţ ĝžčăþ ėü ţđ ŖĦŲ ĤĀ ĐĄŢ Ĕš Ęţ ęĕĚŷ ü Āĕ Ħƀİÿ čŤ ĥü Ĉ ŖĘŸ Ĥ ÿĠĝĀƃ ţđ ŖčŖņ
Ű Ěü čƑ ĀņĐÿ ĤſĐÿ ĔŤ üĕąĕĄėü ţđ
ĕž ýĜ ŤĠĘü ć ČžčăĀ đ Đŭ ĀĜŖĕ ĕž ýĜčăţ ĕŲ ýĜĥţ Ĉ ŖČƀ ęĕĤāŰ ü Ħ ĕĦž ăý ĥţ Ĉ ŖƑ ĘąēģĄă Ƥ ĕü ĕĜĕü ų Ěü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ęŖ žňčăÿ đ ĊĤĄĐý ĔĀ ţđ ęĕŲ üňēÿ ę üĕĚƀ ÿ čăţ
ĦČĔŰĀ ă ēÿ ďžēĀ Čþ ěĐāýŰ ėă Đÿ ęƑ ĦāĀ Č Đſĥĉ Ā İĀ ţđ ĊěĄĐāý ėă ĐąĘ
ÿ Čþ ęŲ ĀĜĦĀ ŤĜăđ ďİŖĚ
ýŰ ĘĐāþ Čž ēƑ Ħÿ ĠąŠ
þ ŵ ă Čþ Đ ųđĐĕ
ĕĥĥ đă ăĜŲĚþă Ěü Čƀ ýĢĦąĕĄ
ý ėüă ĥĕĈ Čű ü ţđ
ĊŖčŖņ
Ą Ěü Đ ŲđĐĕ ĕƀ ýĜ ŤĠĘü ěŷĐāý ėă Đÿ đĕƂĘĀ İĀ ĤĠþ ƃ ă ėü ţđ ĐŭĘāĀ Ğ ďŲēĀ ČĄþ ĐĀ ţđ
/ ĕĞĕčĥ /
ĤŖĞąĘ
Ű ėš ţđ ď þĎžčąĘ
ăþ ėš ţđ ĊčĤĄþ İĀ Đąď
Ā İÿ ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ ţđ ŖĤŲ ĥĉ Ā čąĘ
ăţ ėąĦ
šă Čþ ę üĕĚŷ ÿă čăÿ ġēƀ ÿ ĤĀ ţđ ĞĤÿ ŭ ĀĒąĦčÿ ėŤ ĥü Ĉ
čƀėÿă ĥŤ Ĉ üĕ Ĥĥþ ƃ Ĉ Čú ĐĥĀ ű ă Ĉ Čü ţđ ĊčĤĄþ İĀ Đąď
Ā İÿ ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ ţđ ę üĕĚŲ ÿă čăÿ ĝƀčăÿ ėĂ ţđ ĞĤÿ ŭ ĀĒąĦčÿ ėŤ ĥü Ĉ đĕŲĘĀ İĀ Đƀ þĕĐĄŤ ĕąĤ
ü ĥþ Ĉ Čú
ĊčĤĄþ İĀ Đąď
Ā İÿ đă ČŲ Ěţ ĔĄ Ā ţđ ę üĕĚŰÿă čÿ đă žĢēú ĤĄ Ā ţđ ĞĤÿ ŭ ĀĒąĦčÿ ėŤ ĥü Ĉ Đă ĦāŲ Ā Č ĥĕĈ Čŷ ü
İƀũ ýĎā ăĜĐąĘ
ÿ ėš ţđ Đă ĦŰĀ Āăď üĜčţ Đž þĕĐŤ Ħăü ęƑ ĕĚĀĕü Ħſİÿ čŤ ĥü Ĉ Đă Ĥŭ Ā ĥĉ Ā čŤ čăü ĐŲă čāĀ Ē Đƀ þĕĐüĕ
Ť ę ŷ Āăď ĐčĀĒĀŰ Đž þĕĐŤ Ħąĕ
Ą ü ėüă ĐƑ ĥĀ ă Ĉ Čü ţđ
čƀĥý Ĉ ĦąĤ
ăý ĥþ Ĉ Čú Ęāėŷ ţđ ČŭĚĀ ĔŤ üĕ Đă ĦŲ Ā Āăď üĜčăţ đĕŷĘĀ İĀ čƀėÿă ĥŤ Ĉ Ħăü Ĥĥþ ƃ Ĉ Čú Ɠ Ęāė ţđ ĊčĤĄþ İĀ Đąď
Ā İÿ ČĚƀ Ā ĔŤ üĕ ĐŲă čăĀ
ĊčĤĄþ İĀ Đąď
Ā İÿ ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ ţđ ę üĕĚŲ ÿă čăÿ ġēƀ ÿ ĤĀ ţđ đĕďŷ Ā ĀĎčăţ ĝƂčăý ėÿ ţĕ Đŭă čĀ ėĀă ĥŤ Ĉ Ěü čăţ İŲũ ýĎā ăĜĐąĘ
ÿ ėš ţđ ĊČĚĄ Ā ĔŤ üĕ đĕŲĘĀ İĀ
ĊčĤĄþ İĀ Đąď
Ā İÿ ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ ţđ ę üĕĚŲ ÿă čăÿ ġēƀ ÿ ĤĀ ţđ đĕďŷ Ā ĀĎčăţ ĝƂčăý ėÿ ţĕ đĕŭĘĀ İĀ čžĥý Ĉ ĦąĤ
ăý ĥþ Ĉ Čú ĕŲĘü ėąĘ
ţă ėš čăţ İũ ĎāŰý ăĜĐąĘ
ÿ ėšƃ ţđ
ČĚŲ Ā ĔŤ üĕ ŖčąŖĞ
ŭ ŤĎ šĜčăţ đĕŲĘĀ İąĦ
Ā čĄþ ĥāþ Ĉ ĕ ČđĐąĤ
ƀ ü ĥþ Ĉ Čú ĕĘŷ ü ėţă ĐąĘĄ
ÿ İÿ ŖČƂ ČăđĐų čėĀăŸ ĥŤ Ĉ Ěüă ĐąĘĄ
ÿ İÿ ęČƃ ü ţđ
ęĕĚŭ ü Āĕ Ħžİÿ čŤ ĥü Ĉ ČĚŲ ý ĔĀ ţđ đĕĘĀŰ İĀ ĐƑ ă ĦĀ Āăď üĜ ĕſĐü ĦăŤ đ Đă ĦāųĀ Č ĥĕĈ ČŸ ü čėÿăƃ ĥŤ Ĉ üĕ čƓ āėĥĀ Ĉ ęČŽ ü ţđ ĊčĤĄþ İĀ Đąď
Ā İÿ
ĊČĚĄ Ā ĔŤ üĕ đĕŲĘĀ İĀ čƀėÿă ĥŤ Ĉ üĕąĤĥþ Ĉ Čú čŷėĀă ĥŤ Ĉ Ěüă ĐąĘ
ÿ ėš ţđ
čĕ Đă ĚŸĀ Āăď čŖ ƃĒ čƓ đă Ē ĀĕąĕĄėüă ĐĥĀ Ž ă Ĉ Čü ţđ
ĕīĥĤ
.ČĚĀ Ĕø üĕ Ŗč ŖĞ øĎ ĀĜčăø :"ĕ üĘėøă Đÿ ŠĞ"
ÿ Ěý Đčă Ā Ĥÿ ǫø Ǩă ü ĥþ Ĉ čėĀă Ĥø Ěþ ă Đÿ ĘĞÿ
ČĚý ă Ĕÿ Ěø ŖĞĎă Ā Ěÿ ěĕǣý čėĀă Ĥø Ěþ ă Đÿ ĥþ Ĉ ,ęĕďĀĎü čă ø ĝŅ ăčėüă ěŅĞĔĀ ŖĜĕČøý đ
:ęĕďĀĎü čă ø ČĚý ă Ĕÿ øĘ ęďĀ ČĀ
ĐĕĀ þĘĞĀ Ččă Ā ęČü ĥþ Ĉ ,Ǧă ĀĘøĎĤÿ øĘ Ǧ þĘĞú ÿĕ ĘŖė Āĕ .đĕĘĀ İĀ Đă ĦĀ Āăď üĜ ĕĐü Ħăø đ ć ďė
?Đă ĦŖĚ
Ā ėøă ęĕĚü Āĕ ĐĥāĀ Ĉ Ęĥø Ĉ ČĀĘă ǣþ ČĚĀ Ĕø üĕ Čā Š ĐǠĀ ďüă Ā Ǩ øŠ ĕĥĕü Ĉ Ěü ēú čă ÿ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă
:ĤĚŖĘ
ÿ ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă ĐĚŅ
ÿ ."ęĕĚü Āĕ ĦĞÿ čø ĥü Ĉ ČĚý ĔĀ đø " :ĤĚŖĘ
,ĝĤþ ēþ ĕ ýĘėŅ
ø ęďĀ ǣĀ ĐČĀ Ěø ă Ĕÿ Ěø ǣĕĐü ĐĚÿ ?"đĕ ĀŠĞĀ Đă ǠĀ ďüă Ā Ǩ ĕĐü ǫŅ"
ø
:ĝĤþ ēþ ĕ ýŠėŅ
ø ęďĀ ǣĀ ČĚý ă Ĕÿ Ěø ČŅĐ ğČÿ

.Đă ĤĀ ĥĉ Ā čø čăü Đă čāĀ Ē Đ þĕĐø üĕ ę Āăď :ĤŖģĚĀ ă Đÿ ěĚü Ččă Ā Đÿ ČĘĀ ă ǣþ ČĚý ă Ĕÿ Ěø
:ęāďǣĀ ČŅĐ ěėýă ęǣü ČĘĀ ă ǣþ ČĚý ă Ĕÿ øŠ čŖĒ ĕŅĤģĀ Đă čŖĒ
Ā ěĕČý
ĐďĂă Ā ǨĚø ǣĕĐü ĥþ Ĉ ,(ēĕ ,ēĕ čđĕǣ) "ŅĐďüă Ă Ǩ øĕ Ęčý ǫý ă ĚŅ"
ü ŖĚėøă .Đă ĦĀ Āăď üĜčăø
ČĀĘă ǣþ ĐĦĀ ǣú ĤĀ Čā Š ŅĘă Ġü ǣú .Đă ĦĀ Āăď üĜčø Đ þĕĐø Ħăü :ęďĀ ǣĀ ĘėĀă ĞĎă ÿ Ěÿ ă Ěü
:ǦĀǨŖĥǣ
Ĉ Ĥü Đ Āňǣü Ĥø
Đă čĀ ėĀă ĥø Ĉ Ěü ĘĞÿ čĥŖň
ý Ĉ Đÿ Ŗǣ čėŖý ĥĈă Đÿ .ČăđĐ čėĀă ĥø Ĉ Ěüă Đÿ Ęİÿ ęČü øđ ć Ďė
ĐČĀ Ěø ĔĂ Ǡďÿ čă ø ČŅĐ ğǣÿ ,Ŗ ăč ĞÿĎǩĀ Čā Ę ŅĘă Ġü ǣú ,Đă čĀ ĥŖĚ
Ā Ĉ ĘĞÿ ŖČ
.ĕĘü ėøă Đÿ Ęİÿ :ęĕďĀĎü čă ø ĝŅ ăčėüă ěŅĞĔĀă ĥþ Ĉ ,ěŖĕ øĘĞþ ĐĀ ǣĤĀ ģø Ěü ă čă ÿ ĐĤŅĚ
Ā Čú ĐĀ
ČĀĘă ǣþ Ĥčă ý ďÿ Ěø ŖĜĕǣý .ČĚĀ Ĕø üĕ Ŗč ŖĞ øĎ ĀĜčăø :čėĀă Ĥø Ěþ ă Đÿ Ħǣþ ĦŖ ăčĤÿ øĘ

ĦĞÿ čø ĥü Ĉ .ŖĦĤĀ Đû ĔĀ Ęø ęĕĚü Āĕ Ħİÿ čø ĥü Ĉ :ģāĝĠø üňĥþ Ĉ ėøă .ĤĐÿ Ĕø üĕ ĕėü øđ ć Ďĕ
ěŠĀ ă ėĂ đø ,čŖĒ Đǣþ Ĥø üĕ Čā Šă ĥþ Ĉ ĐčĕĀ Ēü ĦČÿ Ěø ĔĂă Ěü ęĕĤŖĐ
ü Ĕø ęĕĚü Āĕ
.ěĕĠŅĢ
ü Ĥø
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cells: A woman’s period begins when the ovum
dies, and the blood that øows includes other
tissues that have undergone a process of erosion and death (see Kuzari Ā:60; Ramban, verse
ÿ7). It is possible that the impurity of a woman
after childbirth is also related to death, due to
the detachment of the life that was in her body,
or because of the life-threatening situation she
faced while giving birth.
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13 ĉe chapter turns to the puriėcation of the zav. When the one
who has a discharge shall be cleansed from his discharge,
aěer he is healed, he shall count for himself seven days from
his cleansing. ĉese are the so-called seven clean days, in the
terminology of the Sages, seven days on which one examined
himself and did not ėnd an emission. And he shall wash, immerse in water, his garments, those he wore when he was a zav,
and he shall bathe his Ěesh in spring water, water connected
to its source.32 ĉe requirement of spring water for ritual immersion is stated only with regard to a zav; in all other cases,
the impure individual may immerse in a diĎerent type of ritual
bath. And he is thereby puriėed.
14 On the eighth day, he shall take for himself two turtledoves
or two young pigeons, and come before the Lord to the entrance of the Tent of Meeting, and he shall give them to the
priest.
15 ĉe priest shall oĎer them, one as a sin oĎering, and one as
a burnt oĎering; and the priest shall atone for him before
the Lord from his discharge.D
16 ĉe chapter mentions another type of impurity, which is someSixth what similar to ziva: And a man, when semen is emiĨed from
aliya him,D shall bathe, immerse all his Ěesh in water, and he is
(Seventh impure until the evening. ĉe emission of semen from a man
aliya) is a light category of impurity, which is unconnected to a disease, unlike the impurity of a zav.
17 Every garment and any leather skin, upon which there shall
be semen, shall be washed in water, and it is impure until
the evening.
18 And a woman with whom a man shall lie with the emission
of semen, as both the man and woman participated in the act,
they shall bathe in water, and they are impure until the
evening.

ĐĥĀ Ĉă Čü ĐĀ ČĚĀ Ĕø ǫü ă ĥþ Ĉ ǣĕĐü øĖ þĘĚþ ǠĤÿ Ēý Ďă ø .ę üĕĚÿă čÿ đă Ģēú ĤĀ øđ ć ēĕ
ĞĎă ÿ Ěÿ ĕĤý Đú ĥþ Ĉ ,ĞĤþÿ Ē Ħčÿ ėø ĥü Ĉ čă ø Ğũ ýĎŖĜ ęŅĥĈă Ěü ęĞÿ Ĕÿă Đÿ ěĕČøý đ ,ĐǣĕĀ čü čă ø
:ČŅĐ ęĕĤü ǫĀ ĝøă Đÿ Ǡĕčă ý
ďŅĚ øĘǫÿ ă ?ĐĕĀ Ĥþ čĕĀ ǣý ĘėĀă Ěü ďēĀ Čþ Ěý ĘŖė Āĕ .ĐčĀĒĀ Đ þĕĐø Ħü ĕėüă ć Ĕĕ
ęďă Ā ěĕǣý ,(ēĕ ,ė ěĘǦĘ) "ĐĕĀ Ěþ ďă Ā ĤŖģĚø Ħǣþ ĐĦøĀ Ęüă Ďă ČđĐøü đ" ĤĚŖŠ
ÿ

DISCUSSION
is produced as a nocturnal emission or as part
of sexual intercourse, the vast majority of semen
goes to waste. Since each sperm has the potential for life, when it does not bring life to the
world but dies, impurity is created. This impurity
is unrelated to whether the seminal emission is
considered a transgression, but to the fact that
a small element of death is present. Likewise, a
woman’s menstrual cycle involves the death of

Ďĕ

1:2 | And any bedding on which he lies
shall be impure: This verse does not say that
the bedding of one who lies with a menstruating woman transmits impurity to another person by contact and carrying, as is stated with
regard to a menstruating woman herself. Rather,
the Sages derive that the impurity of his bedding is of a lesser severity, as it is not a primary
source of ritual impurity, which imparts impurity

19 A woman, if she has a discharge, not like the ziva of a man,
but her discharge from her Ěesh being blood,D referring not
to an illness but to the blood of the menstrual cycle,33 seven
days she shall be in the ritual impurity of her menstrual state.
ĉis severe form of impurity lasts for seven days, regardless of
the duration of the blood Ěow during that period. Anyone who
touches her on those days shall be impure until the evening.
20 Anything on which she lies in her menstrual state shall be
impure; and anything on which she sits shall be impure,
whether or not she touches them directly. In this regard, the
impurity of a menstruating woman parallels that of a zav.
21 Anyone who touches her bedding shall wash his garments
and bathe in water, and he is impure until the evening.
22 Anyone who touches any article on which she sits shall
wash his garments and bathe in water, and he is impure until the evening.
23 If he, a ritually pure person,34 or a pure vessel,35 or the aforementioned blood36 is on the bedding, or on any article on
which she sits, in touching it he shall be impure until the
evening.
24 If a man lies with her, during her menstrual period or afterward, before she has immersed, then the impurity of her
menstrual status shall be upon him, due to contact with a
menstruating woman, he has the same level of impurity as she
does, but she does not actually transmit menstrual impurity to
him.37 And he shall be impure seven days; and also any bedding on which he lies shall be impure.D
25 Although menstruation usually occurs at regular intervals, with
regard to both its appearance and its duration, a woman occasionally can bleed in a similar manner at other times. And consequently, with regard to a woman, if her discharge of blood

DISCUSSION
discharge shall wash his garments and bathe
in water, and he is impure until the evening”
(verse 7). The Sages derive from here that there
is an additional method of contracting impurity,
known as impurity through movement [heset]:
If a zav moves a person or vessel without touching it, this is considered as if actual contact had
occurred. This transfer of impurity is unique to a
zav (see Nidda 4āa; Shabbat Ćāb).
1:1 | From his discharge: In summary, the
ritual impurity of the zav includes impurity
transferred by contact, carrying, and the impurity of vessels usually found under his body
weight, called by the Sages the impurity of

touching [midras]. In addition, the severity of
the impurity of a zav is expressed in various special halakhot: Those items upon which he lies or
sits become a primary source of ritual impurity,
like the zav himself; he must immerse in spring
water, as gathered water is insuócient for his
puriöcation; and only a zav transmits impurity
by moving an item [heset], even without touching it (see Shabbat Ćāb). The details of the halakhot of a zav are discussed extensively in tractate
Zavim.
Although from a medical perspective, ziva,
or gonorrhea, is a sexual disease that aõicts
both men and women, halakhically speaking it

applies to men alone, since a woman who has
gonorrhea is not ritually impure.
1:1 | And a man, when semen is emitted
from him: The emission of a zav is not semen.
This fact, of which the Sages were aware, became widespread knowledge only about ÿ,500
years ago. The Sages conducted empirical tests
to diòerentiate between the emission of a zav
and semen (Tosefta, Zavim Ā:4; see Nidda ā5b).
1:1 | If she has a discharge, her discharge
from her øesh being blood: In a general sense,
the laws of ritual impurity are linked to death.
Although semen is essential for the start of life,
it also involves the death of cells, as whether it
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ĕƂĚĕ
ý ėüă Đă ĦųĀ ČĀ ĚŤ ĔĂ čŖ žĒ ĕĚźý ţĕąĘėšă Đă Ħŭ Ā Āăď üĜąĘİÿ čăđ ŲĒĦąĕĄ
Ā ėü ŖČƀ Đă ĦŰĀ Āăď üĜąĦİþ ČƑ ā Ęčăţ ęĕčăüų Ĥÿ ęĕĚž ü Āĕ
čƀėÿă ĥŤ Ĉ Ěü ėţă Đă čŖĒ
ĀŰ ĕĚž ý ţĕǞĘėšă đƑ ĕĘĀ İĀ čſėÿă ĥŤ Ĉ Ħăü Ĥĥþ ƃ Ĉ Čú čėĀăź ĥŤ Ĉ Ěüă ĐǜĘ
ÿ ėšă ĊČđĐĄ ü ĐČƀ Ā Ěý Ĕţ ĐŲ þĕĐŤ ĦĄ ăü Đă Ħŷ Ā Āăď üĜ
ąĘėš ţđ ĊĐă ĦĄ Ā Āăď üĜ ĦČŲ ÿ ĚŤ ĔĂ ėţă ĐĕþŰ ĐĄŤ ĕü ČĚž ý ĔĀ đĕĘĀŰ İĀ čžĥý Ĉ Ħăý Ĥĥ
ž þ Ĉ Čú ƑĕĘü ėţă ĐǞĘĄ
ÿ ėš ţđ Đŭă ĘǞĐ
Āă þĕĐĄŤ ĕü Đă ĦŲ Ā Āăď üĜ
Đŭă čŖņ
Ā Ěü ĐĤŲ Ā Đú Ĕąę
Ą Ā Čü ţđ ĊčĤĄþ İĀ Đąď
Ā İÿ ČĚƀ ý ĔĀ ţđ ę üĕĚŲ ÿă čăÿ ġēƀ ÿ ĤĀ ţđ đĕďŷ Ā ĀĎčăţ ĝƂčăþ ėü ţđ ČŭĚĀ ĔŤ üĕ ęŲčăĀ İƀũ ýĎŖ ăĜĐÿ
ĕĞĕčĥ ŖČƀ ęĕĤāŰ ü Ħ ĕĦ
ž ăý ĥţ Ĉ ĐƑ ă Ęąē
Ā ģă Ƥ ĦĄ ăü ĕĜĕü ų Ěü ĥţ ă Ĉ Đÿ ęŖ žňčăÿ đ ĊĤĄĐĀ ĔŤ Ħăü Ĥēƀ ÿ Čÿ ţđ ęĕĚŲ ü Āĕ Ħƀİÿ čŤ ĥü Ĉ Đŷă ĘąĐ
Āă ĤĀ ţĠĄĝĀ ţđ
ąĦČþ ěƑ Đāý ėă Đÿ Đſĥĉ Ā İĀ ţđ ĊďĄİŖĚ
ý ĘĐāþ Čƀ ēĦŲÿ ĠąĘ
þ ă Čþ ěĐāýŰ ėă ĐąĘ
ÿ Čþ ęƑ ĦŖČ
Ā ĐſČĕ
Ā čĄü Đý ţđ Đŭ ĀĜŖĕ ĕž ýĜčăţ ĕŲ ýĜĥţ Ĉ
ĊĐă ĦĄ Ā ČĀ ĚŤ ĔĂ čŖ ŲņĚü Đ ŰđĐĕ ĕž ýĜ ŤĠĘü ěƑ Đāý ėă Đÿ ĐĕſĀ Ęþ İĀ ĤĠþ ƃ ă ėü ţđ ĐŭĘāĀ Ğ ďŲēĀ ČĄþ ĐąĦ
Ā Čþ ţđ ĦČĔŰĀ ă ēÿ ďžēĀ ČĄþ ĐĀ
ĤĕĔĠĚ ĕŲ üĜėĀă ĥŤ Ĉ ĚąĦ
ü Čþ ęČƀ Ā Ěţă Ĕÿ čăţ ęĦŰĀ ČĀ ĚŤ ĔĂ čăţ đƑă ĦĚŵĂ Āĕ Čā Ęſ ţđ ęĦŭ Ā ČĀ ĚŤ ĔĂ ă Ěü ĘŲČý ĤĀ ĥĉ Ť üĕǞĕĄ ýĜčǞĦ
ăţ Čþ ęĦƀ ăþ ĤŤ ÿņĐü ţđ
ĊĐĄă čąĐ
Ā ČĀ ĚŤ Ĕš Ęţ ĞĤÿ Ų þĒąĦčÿ ėŤ ĥü Ĉ đă ăĜŷĚþă Ěü Čƀ ýĢĦăý Ĥĥþ ƃ Ĉ ČĄú ÿđ čŭ ĀņĐÿ ĦĤŖŲ ÿ Ħă ĦČā ƀĒ ĊęĄėŖĦ
Ā čăţ Ĥĥ
ƀ þ Ĉ Čú
ĊĐČĄ Ā Ěý Ĕąę
ţ İü čŲėÿă ĥŤ Ĉ üĕ Ĥĥ
ƀ þ Ĉ Čú ĥĕĈ Čű ü ĘăŤ đ ĐŭčĀ ģţý Ĝă Ęÿ ţđ ĤŲėĀ ĀņĘÿ ŖčŖĒąĦ
Ű
Čþ čƑ ĀņĐÿ ţđ Đă ĦŰĀ Āăď üĜčăţ ĐƑ Āđ ĀăďĐÿ ţđ

đė
Ēė
ēė
Ĕė
Ę

ČĘ
čĘ
ĎĘ

shall Ěow many days not at the time of her menstruation; or
alternatively, if it shall Ěow beyond, in addition to her menstruation, if the blood of her menstruation Ěows beyond its
usual time. In such cases, for all the days of the discharge of
her impurity she shall be like during the days of her menstruation; she is impure. ĉis bleeding is considered a type of
sickness, and it is ritually impure. Such a woman is referred to
by the Sages as a zava.
26 Consequently, any bedding on which she lies all the days of
her discharge shall be for her like the bedding of her menstruation with regard to ritual impurity, and any article on
which she shall sit, including bedsheets, shall be impure, like
the impurity of her menstruation.
27 And anyone who touches them, the vessels, furniture, or bedsheets on which she had sat or lain, shall become impure, and
he shall wash his garments and bathe in water, and he is impure until the evening.
28 But if she was cleansed from her discharge, when the blood
Ěow ends, she shall count for herself seven days, and then
she shall be pure. ĉe counting of seven clean days applies
by Torah law only to a zav and a zava, whose bleeding is considered a form of illness, unlike regular menstrual bleeding, as
stated previously in the commentary (see verse ƥƭ).

ĕīĥĤ
ć čĘ

?ŖǠĤŖĀ Ǡă ŅĐĚŅ
ÿ ,ǫēÿ ǣÿ Đ Āňǣü Ĥø ĘĞÿ čă ÿ .č ĀņĐÿ ĦĤŖÿ Ħă ĦČāĒ
,ĕĤü ģþ ĘĞÿ čÿ ėøă ČŅĐ ĕĤý Đú .ĞĤÿ þĒ Ħčÿ ėø ĥü Ĉ đă ăĜĚþă Ěü Č ýĢĦăý Ĥĥþ Ĉ Čú ÿđ
:čĤþ Ğþ ĦČÿ Ěø ĔĂ ČĚý ĔĀ

ŖĒ ĐĥĀ Ĉ ĤĀ ĠĀ čă ø ŅĥĈ Ĥø ďøĀ đ .ĐČŖĤ
Ā ǦĀă ǨĕČý ĥþ Ĉ ěĕčă ý ĐČŖĤ
Ā ěĕčă ý ,(Ĕĕ ģđĝĠ
ĐĥāĀ Ĉ Ęĥø Ĉ ĘėĀă ĥþ Ĉ ,Đďüă Ā Ǩ ĦÿĘă ēü ǫø üŠ Đďüă Ā Ǩ ğŖĝ ěĕčă ý ĥþ Ĉ ęŖĕ Ĥĥĉ Ā İĀ ďēÿ Čÿ
ü Ĥø
:ĐčĀ ĒĀ ČĐý ǫø ă ŅŠŠĀ ă Đÿ ęŖĕ Ĥĥĉ Ā İĀ ďēÿ Čÿ čă ø Đǣþ Ĥø ǫü ă ĥþ Ĉ ěĕĠŅĢ

,ǫŖňǣü Ĥø ĥāĈ ĘĥĀ Ĉ ĘĞÿ čŅÿ ĦŖňǣü Ĥø ĕĦý ă ĥø Ĉ ĘĞÿ čă ÿ .ŖčŖĒ ĦČþ č ĀņĐÿ øđ ć ĎŠ
:Ǧ ĀĘĞø Ěÿ øĘ Ħĥþ Ĉ Ĥāþ ĠĚø ěǫĀ ĤŖĀ Ħă ĥþ Ĉ

"ĤŖēǣĀ ŅĤāĒǨ"Ā ěėøý đ ,ĐĥĕĀ Ĉ Ĥü Ġø ă ČĀĘă ǣþ ĐĤĕü
Ā ĒǨø ěĕǣý .ęĦăþ Ĥø ÿņĐü øđ ć ČĘ
đă ĦĚĀĕĂ Čā Ę øđ :(đė ,ĔĚ ǠĕĥǣĤč) "đĕēĀ ǣþ ĤĕüĒǨ"ø ěėøý đ ,(ď ,ǣ ĐĕĞĥĕ)
:ĐǠĕ
Ā Ěü ĕŅĤģĀ ĥĈ ďă Ā ģø Ěü ČĚý ă Ĕÿ Ěø Ęĥþ Ĉ ǠĤý ėĀă Đÿ ĕĤý Đú .ęĦĀ ČĀ Ěø ĔĂ čăø
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29 Furthermore, like the zav, the zava must bring oĎerings to
Seventh atone for herself and permit her to enter the Temple: And on
aliya the eighth day, aěer seven days clean without bleeding, she

30
31
Maftir

32
33

shall take for herself two turtledoves or two young pigeons,
and she shall bring them to the priest, to the entrance of the
Tent of Meeting.
ĉe priest shall perform one as a sin oĎering, and one as a
burnt oĎering; and the priest shall atone for her before the
Lord for the discharge of her impurity.D
You shall separate, distance,38 the children of Israel from
their impurity, that they shall not die in their impurity,
by their rendering My Tabernacle that is in their midst
impure.D
ĉe chapter concludes: ĉis is the law of the one who has a
discharge, and of one from whom semen will be emiĨed, to
become impure through it;
and the law of she who is suĎeringD with her menstruation,
at the time of her period, and the law for one who has a discharge, for a man or for a woman; and likewise for one who
lies with an impure woman, whether she is a menstruating
woman, a zava, or has given birth.39

DISCUSSION
Ĥēÿ ǣÿ .Đă ĦĀ Āăď üĜ Ħİþ Čā Ęčăø :ęĕĚü Āĕ ĐĥāĀ Ĉ Ęĥø Ĉ .ęĕčăü Ĥÿ ęĕĚü Āĕ
ęĕĚü ĀňĐÿ Ħĥāþ Ĉ Ęĥø Ĉ Ħǣþ .čăđĒĦĀ ĕėü ŖČ :Đă ǠĀ ďüă Ā Ǩ ĕĚý øĕ ĦĞÿ čø ĥü Ĉ ŅČøĢ Āňĥþ Ĉ
,ĐčĀĀ Ē ǣĕĐü ŖĒ ,ďēĀ ǣþ ęŖĕ Đă ǠĀ ďüă Ā Ǩă Ěü Ď ĀŠĠø ĚĂ .Đă ĦĀ Āăď üĜ Šİÿ :ŅĘĘĀ ă Đÿ
ǦĀǨŅĞĔø Ŗņĥþ Ĉ ,Đďüă Ā Ǩă Đÿ Ǡďÿ ėøă Čā Šđø ,ŖĒ ĐĥĀ Ĉ ĤĀ ĠĀ čă ø ġŅĤēĀ Đă ĔĀ ĠĀ ă ĥø Ĉ ĚŅ
ü
ǠĤĕÿ Ġü ĝø ǦĀǨŅĞĔø ǦĀă Ǩĕǣý Đďüă Ā Ǩă Đøÿ đ ,ěčă Ā Ĥø ģĀ đø ęĕ üňģøü Ǩ ǦĞĀ čø ĥü Ĉ ǠĤĕÿ Ġü ĝø
ĘĕĞĘ) "Đă ǠĀ ďüă Ā Ǩčø ĐþĕĐø ǫü ă ęĕĚü Āĕ ĦĞÿ čø ĥ"
ü Ĉ ČŠĀ ă ǣþ ,ęĕ üňģøü Ǩ ǦĞĀ čø ĥü Ĉ
ć Đė

to people and other vessels. Rather, it transmits
impurity to food and drink alone, in the manner
of a secondary source of ritual impurity (see
Kelim ÿ:ā; Nidda āāa; Yoma 6a).
1:3 | For the discharge of her impurity: The
impurity of a menstruating woman diòers from
that of a zava by Torah law, but not in terms in
practical halakha as observed today. By Torah
law, a menstruating woman counts seven days
of impurity from the beginning of her bleeding,
although in most normal cases the blood øow of
menstruation does not last that long. The time
frame of the bleeding is highly variable, not only
with regard to diòerent women, but also with
regard to the same woman at diòerent stages
in her life, as noted by the Sages. Although the
menstruation period is generally determined by
an independent hormonal cycle, there are certain factors that can aòect the hormonal system
and change or disrupt regular patterns of menstruation. Likewise, the cause of a blood øow
need not be a speciöc illness; blood øow can

also be the result of physiological or psychosomatic complications (see Sota Ā0b; Nidda Ā0b).
The impurity of ziva, by contrast, occurs whenever a woman experiences a øow of blood not
at the time of her menstruation. In this case, her
puriöcation depends on her counting of seven
clean days (Nidda ā5b). However, nowadays no
method exists for clearly diòerentiating between normal menstrual blood and the blood
of ziva or other types of blood. Therefore, a
woman counts seven clean days after every kind
of bleeding, as was already the practice in the
talmudic period (Berakhot āÿa; Nidda 66a).
Unlike menstruation, which is a natural process, the blood øow of ziva is indicative of a sickness. It is true that a natural occurrence can also
cause ritual impurity; after all, death itself is part
of the normal course of events, and yet it leads
to a severe level of impurity. Nevertheless, there
is no need for atonement following an impurity
due to a regular event. Consequently, menstruation, the emission of semen, and the impurity of

a corpse do not render one liable to bring an offering, whereas the diseases of leprosy and ziva,
both that of a man and of a woman, require the
sacriöce of an atonement oòering (see Ramban
and Sforno, verse ÿ9).
1:31 | By their rendering My Tabernacle
that is in their midst impure: It is evident from
this verse that the laws of impurity are an extension of the regulations surrounding the Temple.
In general, ritual impurity is undesirable, but is
not intrinsically prohibited. The problem with
impurity, and the need to avoid it, arises in practice when one wishes to enter the Temple or
handle consecrated items (see commentary on
ÿÿ:Ć; Rambam, Guide of the Perplexed ā:47; Sefer
HaƜinnukh ÿ59; Bekhor Shor, ÿÿ:Ć).
1:33 | She who is suòering [hadava]:
This translation follows the Ibn Ezra on Ā0:ÿĆ.
Alternatively, the word may mean øowing, similar to the word ziva (see commentary on Ā0:ÿĆ).
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ĦĤĔĠĐ

ĥďđē ĥČĤ Ħčĥ
ęŖģŲ ĚĀ Đƀ þĒąĕČý ţđ ĕĘąă
üŰ đĜčŤ Ħăü Ĥĥ
ž þ Ĉ Čú ƑĦ üĕčÿŵ Đƀ þĒąĕČý ĕŭĘĀ ŤĎĤÿ ęāďž Đú ġĤþ ČŲ Ā ĐĀ ţđ ĕČŰ ü ĝŤ ėüă ę üĕĚž ÿ ĥĀ ă Ĉ Đÿ Đ ŰđĐĕ ĤĚž ÿ ČĀ ĐāėŶă
ąĐėý ŤĜăđ ƑĕüĜİąĘ
Ā Čþ ĔĕčăüŰ Čÿ Đž þĒąĘČþ ţđ Đ ŭđĐĕąęČĄ Ă ţĜ ĐĘŲþă ČąĘ
ý ėš đă ƀĕĐĄŤ ňü ÿđ ĐĦĀ ĥĉ Ā Ű İĀ ĕďž ü Āĕ ĐƑ Ęþă ČąĘ
ŵ ý ėąĦ
šă Čþ ţđ ĊĕĦĄ ü ēăĀ đ ĄĜĚţ
ĤĕĒŰü ēąę
ú ÿăď ĐƑ ēĀ ŤĜĚü ĐſĘý İú ĚĄ ÿ čĘþ ėþăŰ ğĤāĄ ý İž ĐƑ ĉĥþ ă Đÿ ēſũ čŖĒ
ý ĥĕĈ ČǞĐ
ų ü ėýă Ěÿ ĤŖĥŸ ă Ĉ Đÿ ĔēŖ
ƃý ĥĈ ĊĕĤĄ ü čĀ ţăďąĘİÿ ďĤŲ ý ēĀ ţđ ēăũ đĤŰ
Ĥēž ÿ čŤ Čþ ĕĜü ź Čąę
ú Ďă ÿ ĊĐ ĀĢĄ ýĠēĀ ęĥ
ƀ Ā Ĉ ŤĠ ÿĜ ęŲĐĕ
þ ýĢăđģĄă ĥü Ĉ čăŤ đ ęĐĕ
þŰ ėý ĤŤ ďÿ čăţ đƑă ĤēĄú čăĀ ĐĚĀă Đąę
ýų Ďă ÿ ě þđČŭ Ā ĖŤ ĤĄ ý čž Ā Ěţ ĐŲ ĀĜāčĘţ Ĥĕƀėüă ŤĒĚÿ
ĞƑ Ĥÿ ĐĀ đă ĥĉ ſ İĄú ÿň ÿđ đă ĞŭĚý ĥĀ Ĉ Čā Ęž ţđ ĕĦăü ĤŲŤ čăÿ üăď ĐĜŖĞ
þ Ű ěĕČž ý ţđ ƑĕĦČ
ü Ĥŵ Ā ģĀ ěİſÿ ÿĕ ęĐþŰ ĘĀ Čĕčž ü ČĀ ęƑ ĦāĀ Ĥđă ĄĎĚăŤ đ ęĐĕ
þų Ęăý đĘĄ İú ĦĄ ÿ čăţ
đƓă ĤĚţ ČĄ Ā ŖĤŭ čĀ ţăďąĘČþ ęĕďŲ ü Ĥý ēĄú Đÿ Đ ŰđĐĕąĤčÿ ţăď đƑă ĞĚŤ ĥü Ĉ
ĊăđĤēĄ Ā čăĀ ĕĦăü ŤĢŲ ÿĠēąČā
Ā ĘĄ Ĥĥ
ƀ þ Ĉ ČĄú čăÿ đ ĕĜĕÿ Ű İý čăţ
ěƑ ŖČĥĀ Ĉ ĘŖģſ ĊăđĥāĈ čýĕĄ ęƀĐý ţđ ęŲėþ ĦŤ ēÿ ĚŤ ĥĉ ü čţ ĐČƀ þ ĤŤ üĜ ţđ Đ ŰđĐĕ ďžčăÿ ėŤ üĕ ƑĕĚü ĥţ Ĉ ěİſÿ Ěÿ Ęţ ęėĕþų ýăď ÿĜĚţ ęėĕþŸ Čý ţĜāĥĉ Ą ęėĕþƃ ēý Čú
Ęčŷþ ēý ČŖčĀĕƀ ęĤþ Ĕƃþ čăţ ĐďŭĀ ĘĀĕĀ ĘĕēŲ ü ĦăĀ ęĤþ Ĕƀ þ čăţ ĊđĕĄčţĕāĀ ČĄ Ęţ ĘăđĚŲ Ďă ţ ęƀĘýă ĥÿ Ĉ Ěţ Đ ŰđĐĕ ĘŖģž ĘŭėĕĀ Đý ĚĄ ý ĘŖģŲ ĤĕİüŰ Ěý
ĕŖĎă Ų ďĄĘƀý đă Ā üĕąęČü ďēŰĀ Čþ ęŖžĕčăţ ġƑ Ĥþ Čŵ þ Ęēăÿ đ ſĕĐú ĐĘþă ČŰ ý ėĀă ĐƑ ČĀ ĤĀ ĕſĚü ĦČā ųĒėĀă ĞĚž ÿ ĥąĕ
Ā Ĉ ĚĄ ü ĊĤĄėĀ ĀĒ ĐĔĕ
Ā Ęƀ ü ĚŤ Đü ţđ ĐŲă ĘĀ
ĕƂ üĜČąę
ú Čü Đ ŭđĐĕ ĤĚČā
ž ÿ ĕ ďĕŲĘŖČ
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Alongside a rebuke to those who act improperly and thereby distance themselves from
God, the last section of the book of Isaiah also depicts the revelation of God. The future
ISAIAH 66:1ū24
redemption is not portrayed merely as a series of gifts, salvations, and consolations, but
also as a time of recompense. Consequently, the prophecy includes a depiction of both
the reward for those who follow the upright path and the punishment that awaits evildoers. The haftara concludes with a prophecy that in the future
all peoples will ascend to the Temple for the Sabbaths and the New Moons.

ĉe Future Reward and Punishment
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1 So said the Lord: ĉe heavens are My throne and the earth is

13 Like a man whose mother comforts him, so will I comfort you;
14 and in Jerusalem you will be comforted. You will see and your

Čė

My footstool; what house could you build for Me and what
place could be My resting place? My hand made all these and
all these came into being – the uĨerance of the Lord – but to
this I will look, to the poor and the depressed and fervent for
My word. He who slaughters an ox, smites a man; he who offers a sheep, beheads a dog; he who presents a meal oĎering,
it is blood of a swine; he who burns frankincense, bestows
wickedness. ĉey too chose their ways and their soul desires
their abominations. I too will choose their exploits and I will
bring their fears upon them, because I called and none answer,
I spoke and they did not hear. ĉey performed that which is
evil in My eyes and chose that which I did not desire. Hear the
word of the Lord, those who are fervent for His word: Your
brethren, those who hate you, those who ostracize you, said:
For the sake of my name the Lord will be gloriėed, but we will
see your joy and they will be ashamed. ĉe sound of a din is
from the city, a sound from the Sanctuary; the Lord pays recompense to His enemies. Before she begins labor, she will give
birth; before a pang comes, she will deliver a male child. Who
has heard something like this? Who has seen something like
these? Will a land complete labor in one day? Is a nation born at
one time? For Zion has labored and has also given birth to her
children. Will I set the birthing stool and not cause birth, said
the Lord? Will I, who causes birth, prevent it, said your God?
Rejoice with Jerusalem and all who love it be happy with it; all
who mourn for it be gladdened in gladness with it, so that you
may nurse and be satisėed from the breast of its consolation,
so that you may suck and delight from the aura of its glory. For
so said the Lord: Behold, I will direct peace to her like a river
and the wealth of the nations like a Ěowing stream, and you will
nurse; you will be borne on the side and dandled on the knees.
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It shall be that on each and every New Moon and on each and every Sabbath all Ěesh will come to prostrate themselves before Me, said the Lord.
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heart will be gladdened and your bones will Ěourish like grass;
and the hand of the Lord will be known to His servants and He
will rage at His enemies. For behold, the Lord will come in ėre
and His chariots like a storm to assuage His anger with wrath
and His rebuke with Ěames of ėre. For the Lord will judge all
Ěesh with ėre and with His sword, and the slain of the Lord will
be many. ĉose who prepare themselves and purify themselves
for the gardens aěer the one in the center, eaters of the Ěesh of
swine, detestable things, and mice, will perish together – the
uĨerance of the Lord. And as for Me, their actions and their
thoughts are coming to be, to gather all the nations and the
tongues that will come and see My glory. I will place a sign upon
them and I will send their survivors to the nations, to Tarshish,
Pul, and Lud, drawers of the bow, Tuval and Yavan, the distant
lands of the sea that have not heard of My fame and did not see
My glory, and they will tell My glory among the nations. ĉey
will bring all your brethren from all the nations as a giě to the
Lord, on horses and in chariots and in coaches and on mules
and on camels, to the mountain of My holiness, Jerusalem, said
the Lord, when the children of Israel bring the giě in a pure
vessel to the house of the Lord. And from them too will I take as
priests and as Levites, said the Lord. For just as the new heavens
and the new earth that I will make will remain before Me – the
uĨerance of the Lord – so your descendants and your name will
remain. It shall be that on each and every New Moon and on
each and every Sabbath all Ěesh will come to prostrate themselves before Me, said the Lord. ĉey will emerge and they will
see the corpses of the people who betray Me, as their worm will
not die and their ėre will not be extinguished and they will be
a disgrace for all Ěesh.
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ŷ ĉ Ā čąĘ
ăĀ ėš ČŖčĀĕƂ ŖĦăŭ čăÿ ĥÿ Ĉ čăţ ĦŲčăĀ ĥÿ Ĉ ĕ ƀ ýăďĚăü đ ŖĥŰ Ĉ ďŤ ēš čăţ ĥ
ĊĐ ĄđĐĕ ĤĚƀ ÿ ČĀ ĕŲ ÿĜ ĀĠĘţ Ħāđƀā ēú ĦĄ ăÿ ĥŤ Ĉ Đü Ęţ Ĥĥ
ŵ ýăďĚü ĐĕĀų ĐĀ ţđ
Ƒ Ĉ ďāþ ēąĕ
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